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Summary (max. 4 A4 pages)
 Brief description of the evaluated intervention and context of the evaluation
The project CHALD – Community Based Social Harmonization and Livelihood Development (2014 –
2016) is already the 8th project of Krom Akphiwat Phum (KAWP), which is the Cambodian NonGovernmental Organization established and registered with Cambodian Ministry of Interior on 15 March
1995.
The project is focusing on strengthening the existing 12 ACs (Agriculture Cooperatives) and 34 old CBOs
(Community Based Organizations) and on creating 8 new CBOs, and capacitates them to introduce good
governance practice. It supports building their networking with other external business sectors in order to
access public services and attract the investment of local resources, and to enhance ownership and selfreliance by reducing dependency on KAWP’s support. The overall objective of the project is poverty
reduction and the fulfillment of the rights of citizens - strengthening and supporting communities and civil
society organizations to promote and support improvement in the socio economic situation of vulnerable
households. The project should reach the following outcomes:
□ Better food and economic security by enhanced livelihood activities (suitable agriculture and small
businesses);
□ ACs and CBOs have ability to manage their natural resources properly and are aware how to
reduce risk of natural disasters;
□ Target communities exercise their rights and access to services;
□ ACs and CBOs practice good governance and become more responsive to the social needs of
their members.
The evaluation of the project was carried out between March and May 2016, i.e. at the beginning of the
third (last) year of project implementation. It is designed as formative evaluation that could influence both
the project completion and the foreseen follow-up intervention.

 Purpose of the evaluation
The overall goal of the evaluation is to assess achievements and challenges of the project CHALD –
Community Based Social Harmonization and Livelihood Development (2014 – 2016), and to identify
lessons learned from its implementation and suggestions for improvement of project design and
implementation in the next phase.
Specific objectives of the evaluation are:
□ To review achievements, successes and challenges during the current phase implementation
including areas with most success and areas with less success; and their underlying factors;
□ To assess outcomes and impact of project activities on communities that KAWP worked with;
□ To assess the relevance and effectiveness of KAWP’s working approaches and strategies;
□ To review current support functions and management relevant to program implementation;
□ To identify key lessons learned and suggestions to inform future strategies and practices to
improve program implementation

 Identification of the evaluation team
The evaluation was carried out by international team of Mr. Meas Nee (team leader, from Cambodia) and
Mr. Daniel Svoboda (senior evaluation expert, from the Czech Republic).

 Key findings and conclusions, clearly related to the ToR
Relevance
The project is in line with the key development strategies and programs of the Royal Government of
Cambodia and well complements other development interventions. Grassroots knowledge of the project
staff, long-term cooperation on a daily basis and mutual trust is appreciated by the final beneficiaries,
while some projects of other international donors are providing a support only on ad hoc basis.
The project solves many priorities of the target groups but does not focus on the key recent problem for
livelihood development – the lack of water, nor on the second most important – access to the market for a
reasonable price. In this regard, closer relations with local and national government and market actors
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could help to address the urgent needs. Until now, there is a limited support for local initiatives as well as
limited predictability of governmental investments into infrastructure – irrigation and other water supply
systems, roads or bridges, in some cases also electricity.
There are still also internal limits within CBOs and ACs – there are only first attempts to ensure higher
quality of joint products, to do joint investments or to negotiate better conditions on the market.
The conclusions respond to the third objective of the evaluation – to assess the relevance and
effectiveness of KAWP’s working approaches and strategies.
The project corresponds to development strategies in Cambodia and well reflects many priorities of the
target groups. Therefore the conclusion on relevance is rating 4 (on 6 point scale) – Rather high (the
intervention brings good results but there are negative external factors – namely lack of water and
problematic access to the market).
Efficiency
The respondents appreciated mainly the combination of diverse interventions, transparency, and also
some flexibility. Investing in people is considered as the most effective approach. Many respondents
mentioned as success animal breeding, quality seeds and better use of fertilizers. New System of Rice
Intensification has been piloted only by a few farmers yet, but the results are promising.
The project team is well experienced and their facilitation roles and applied approaches are highly
appreciated by the beneficiaries. However, some managerial skills are still missing, in particular for
financial management, and for supporting better access to the market. The monitoring and reporting of
the project need some improvements. This issue relates to the complex character of the project and to
quite large target group (42 CBOs and 12 ACs). The evaluators also recommend double-checking the
reported data and simplify the CBO/AC reporting – asking biannual reports instead of monthly reports as
the current system leads to mistakes and also to some formalism. The reporting between KAWP and
Diaconia has been changed to quarterly reporting in 2015 and to 3 reports per year in 2016.
The conclusions respond to the first objective of the evaluation – to review achievements, successes and
challenges during the current phase implementation including areas with most success and areas with
less success; and their underlying factors. They also relate to the fourth objective - to review current
support functions and management relevant to program implementation.
Although the project does not tackle the key priority of water; and its design, monitoring and reporting
would still need improvements (rating between 3 and 4), the rating of efficiency of the field work with
target groups can be 5 (of 6) – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with the
intervention). Support for animal breeding and diversification of production and of incomes partially reflect
the issue of the lack of water.
Effectiveness
There are some gaps in the project logic (sustainable livelihood development cannot be reached without
access to water, and without access to the market), and the logic model is too complicated for proper
management and monitoring. The evaluators prepared a revised logic model.
However, the real results in the field have proven irreversible positive behavior changes which concern
both the application of new agriculture practices and empowerment of people and their human rights.
Unfortunately, the droughts in the past two years have negatively influenced the incomes from agriculture
and many families solve the survival problems by illegal migration to Thailand.
The most important behavior changes include applying new techniques, good communication,
cooperation and solidarity in the villages and between villages, ability of people to speak out their
concerns, increasing savings, decreasing violence, and increasing demand for further education.
In general, the beneficiaries stated that their expectations were mostly met by the project.
Regarding the fulfillment or a probability of reaching the formulated project outcomes, the evaluation
results indicate the following:
□ Outcome 1: Better food and economic security by enhanced livelihood activities – most of the
respondents mention significant improvements thanks to the project; this can be considered as a
big success (however, a lack of water is an important limiting factor);
□ Outcome 2: ACs and CBOs have ability to manage their natural resources properly and are aware
how to reduce risk of natural disasters – neither project nor ACs/CBOs can effectively control the
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natural disasters, namely the droughts – this outcome cannot be reached without a governmental
support; similarly, there is only a limited effect of the workshops on reducing (illegal) migration but
several respondents mentioned there is no more need to migrate thanks to the project (and mainly
to its outcome 1);
□ Outcome 3: Target communities exercise their rights and access to services – there are very
positive results in the fields of recognition and enforcement of human rights, reducing violence, and
also ability to speak out the concerns of people and their associations;
□ Outcome 4: ACs and CBOs practice good governance and become more responsive to the social
needs of their members – the project has brought important contribution to this outcome; however,
it is important to continue in improving managerial skills and also to establish clear procedures and
decision-making criteria for using the Collaborative Saving Systems.
These conclusions relate mainly to the second objective of the evaluation – to assess outcomes and
impact of project activities on communities that KAWP worked with.
Within the formulated objectives, there are significant improvements, including behavior change and
increasing demand for further education. The rating of effectiveness can be 5 – High (the objectives are
met and there is a satisfaction with the intervention – investing in people).
However, when considering all aspects of sustainable development (i.e. including limited access to water,
infrastructure gaps and market issues), the rating would be between 2 – Low (in spite of significant
problems or dissatisfaction the objectives are still partly achievable) and 3 – Rather low (the procedures,
results or assumptions do not fully meet the expectations, mainly due to external factors).
Impact
Most of the respondents stated significant improvements in their lives thanks to the project. However, lack
of water, low and unpredictable costs at the market, no jobs and related migration significantly limit the
benefits.
It is important that people appreciate that thanks to the project their families can grow, improve from day
to day and that the children can go to schools. Some respondents explicitly stated there is no reason to
leave to Thailand anymore thanks to the long-term support from KAWP.
The foreseen positive changes (the dreams) stated during the evaluation survey are mainly related to
access to irrigation for agriculture production, including family and village ponds. Only a few people
mentioned access to drinking water. The second most common dream is better access to the market.
It is also important that most respondents are ready to contribute to the future changes, either financially
or by their own work. They are also ready to take the responsibility for maintenance and operational
costs.
These conclusions also relate mainly to the second objective of the evaluation – to assess outcomes and
impact of project activities on communities that KAWP worked with.
As many respondents confirmed improving livelihoods and also mentioned no more need to migrate, the
overall rating of impact is 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results, namely in cooperation in
the village and with some other villages, but there are negative external factors – namely missing water
for irrigation and insufficient access to the market).
Sustainability
The behavior changes seem irreversible (the people want to continue in using new techniques, in
savings, in increasing crop yields, in vegetable and animal production, in close cooperation within AC or
CBO). Most of the respondents proclaimed a high probability to use the new knowledge and to continue
in applying the new techniques. They are also ready to contribute to further improvements both financially
and in terms of own work capacity.
However, a support from the government is urgently needed – survival of people cannot depend on
external support from NGOs or donors´ projects. The solutions of complex issues concerning namely the
access to irrigation and drinking water and improving of infrastructure must be primarily initiated by local
organizations and supported by the local authorities and national government. The development projects
can contribute by advocacy, capacity building, specific expertise and equipment. External assistance is
also still needed for coaching and problem solving (e.g. new diseases of crops or animals), and for a
proper management, including financial management and marketing.
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These conclusions complement the first objective of the evaluation – to review achievements, successes
and challenges during the current phase implementation including areas with most success and areas
with less success; and their underlying factors (external assumptions and sustainability issues).
According to the evaluators, the overall rating of sustainability can be 4 – Rather high (the intervention
brings good results, the people want to continue in using the new knowledge, but there are negative
external factors – missing water and access to the market, missing non-agricultural jobs, insufficient
infrastructure, increasing migration for work).
Visibility
Visibility still needs improvements. This does not concern so much the presentation of the project in the
target villages (this is satisfactory in general) but mainly higher visibility at national level (for negotiating
with the governmental authorities) and among the donors´ community (in order to increase possible
synergies and complementarity with other development projects).
The overall rating of sustainability can be 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results, the target
beneficiaries are well informed, but there are negative external factors – closer cooperation with
authorities, private sector actors and with other development projects is needed).

 Major recommendations:
Strategic decision
Recommendation
Main addressee
Upgrade the current support and focus on the key
KAWP and partners
priority of water and on nurturing the knowledge,
techniques and behavior changes

Degree of importance
1 – most important

Strategic recommendation related to the future program
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Build on the grassroots knowledge from the target
KAWP and partners, 1 – most important
communities and focus on evolving needs (access to
donors
water, better use of saving systems, access to market,
expert support)
Operational recommendation: Enhancing soft aspects of a support
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Increase cooperation with schools and youth, continue in KAWP and partners 2 – important
socialization events with the youngest generation
Operational recommendation: Enhancing hard aspects in cooperation with other projects
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Focus on access to water – KAWP could become
KAWP and partners, 1 – most important
facilitator of further support for the target villages
donors
Operational recommendation: Internal capacity building
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Internal capacity building is necessary for ensuring
KAWP and partners, 2 – important
sustainability and quality of further interventions (donors
donors
should support this cluster)
Technical recommendations for KAWP
Recommendations
Main addressee
Simplify the language, identify the qualified experts,
KAWP
improve visibility, improve reporting, do not rely on one
source of funding
Technical recommendation for CBO/AC
Recommendation
Main addressee
Explain better the cooperation schemes to avoid
CBOs and ACs
confusions and overlaps, use the savings for community
development
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Degree of importance
1 – most important

Degree of importance
1 – most important
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Introduction

1.1

Evaluation context

The project CHALD – Community Based Social Harmonization and Livelihood Development (2014 –
2016) is already the 8th project of Krom Akphiwat Phum (KAWP), which is the Cambodian NonGovernmental Organization established and registered with Cambodian Ministry of Interior on 15 March
1995.
Krom Akphiwat Phum was localized from OSB (Overseas Service Bureau), an Australian International
organization, which operated a project called rebuilding local community in Battambang during 1992 to
1995. Since then, KAWP was formally established and has continued its operation only in Battambang
Province.
From 1996 till today, KAWP achieved/completed 7 projects, in which each project represents a phase
period of 3 years. The 7th project called CBO (Community Based Organizations) Consolidation and Social
Enterprise was implemented during 2011 – 2013 and was focusing on creating ACs (Agriculture
Cooperatives) and engagement of existing CBO members to allow rural farmers to organize their own
developmental activities in a more structured and effective way.
The current phase (8th project) is focusing on strengthening the existing 12 ACs and 34 old CBOs and
creating 8 new CBOs, and capacitates them to implement good governance practice. It supports building
their networking with other external business actors in order to access public services and attract the
investment of local resources, and to enhance ownership and self-reliance by reducing dependency on
KAWP’s support. The main objective of the project is poverty reduction and the fulfillment of the rights of
citizens – strengthening and supporting communities and civil society organizations to promote and
support improvement in the socio economic situation of vulnerable households. The project should reach
the following outcomes:
□ Better food and economic security by enhanced livelihood activities (suitable agriculture and small
businesses);
□ ACs and CBOs have ability to manage their natural resources properly and are aware how to
reduce risk of natural disasters;
□ Target communities exercise their rights and access to services;
□ ACs and CBOs practice good governance and become more responsive to the social needs of
their members.
The evaluation of the project was carried out between March and May 2016, i.e. at the beginning of the
third (last) year of project implementation. It is designed as formative evaluation that could influence the
project completion and in particular the foreseen follow-up intervention of the KAWP and its partners.
However, a special emphasis was put on identification of reached and potential impacts.

1.2

Purpose of the evaluation

The overall goal of the evaluation is to assess achievements and challenges of the project and to identify
lessons learned from its implementation and suggestions for improvement of project design and
implementation in the next phase.
Specific objectives of the evaluation are:
□ To review achievements, successes and challenges during the current phase implementation
including areas with most success and areas with less success; and their underlying factors;
□ To assess outcomes and impact of project activities on communities that KAWP worked with;
□ To assess the relevance and effectiveness of KAWP’s working approaches and strategies;
□ To review current support functions and management relevant to program implementation;
□ To identify key lessons learned and suggestions to inform future strategies and practices to
improve program implementation.

1.3

Brief information about the evaluators

The evaluation was carried out by international team of Mr. Meas Nee (team leader, from Cambodia) and
Mr. Daniel Svoboda (senior evaluation expert, from the Czech Republic).
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2

Information about the evaluated project

2.1

Objectives and outputs of the project, comments on the implementation

The project CHALD is already the 8th phase of complex interventions focused on community development
that started already in 1992. Therefore the implementing organization KAWP has detailed knowledge of
the problems faced by farmers and communities in Battambang Province. In 2016, the target groups
include already 42 villages and their Community Based Organizations – CBOs (34 old and 8 new ones)
and 12 Agriculture Cooperatives – ACs. This project is supported by partner organizations Brot für die
Welt – Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst (Bread for the World – Protestant Development Service,
Germany) and Diaconia of the Evangelical Church of Czech Brethren – Center of Relief and Development
(Diaconia, Czech Republic), within the trilateral program of the Czech Republic Development
Cooperation.
Goal/Overall Objective of the project is to contribute to poverty reduction and the fulfillment of the rights
of citizens by strengthening and supporting communities and civil society organizations to promote and
support continuous improvement in the socio economic situation of vulnerable households. This should
be reached by means of four specific objectives/outcomes and related outputs and activities (see also the
reconstructed project logic in Annex 5):
Outcome 1 The target groups have more secured livelihood activities
Output 1.1 Farmers have better knowledge on sustainable agriculture business
Activities 1.1.1-1.1.8 Campaigns, meetings, study tours, trainings, direct inputs
Outcome 2 Cooperatives and CBOs effectively manage natural resources and disaster risks
Output 2.1 CBOs gain knowledge on natural resource management and disaster risk reduction (flood
and drought)
Activities 2.1.1-2.1.6 Disaster risk assessment, trainings, campaigns, tree nursery, seeds
Outcome 3 The target groups exercise their human rights
Output 3.1 The communities understand the human rights and public services
Activities 3.1.1-3.1.6 Trainings, social events, support for victims and focal points
Outcome 4 ACs and CBOs are more responsive to the needs of members
Output 4.1 Partnerships and cooperation between and among ACs and CBOs
Activities 4.1.1-4.1.9 New CBOs, surveys, capital investment, trainings, local planning
The original intervention logic was too complex (11-page scheme) and did not sufficiently demonstrate
the causal relations. The evaluation team thus reconstructed a simplified scheme both in table format and
in a graphic scheme – please see Annex 5, and more explanations in Chapter 4.3 Effectiveness.
In general, there is a good progress in project implementation and most of the foreseen indicators were
reached or exceeded. However the project logic includes also activities which were not successfully
completed (i.e. tree nursery and fish management) but were replaced by other interventions (e.g. frog
breeding). These changes should be described and justified in the Final report. The Final report should
also explain the replication schemes related to calves returned to the project (e.g. if the beneficiary
receives a cow, he/she should return two calves to the project – to be distributed to other beneficiaries).

2.2

Key assumptions and risks

Key assumptions at activity level included participatory and fair selection of the beneficiaries and active
engagement of target groups – these conditions have been mostly met. The most important criterion has
been willingness of the beneficiaries to participate, to contribute and to share experience. Some technical
conditions have been considered as well (e.g. ownership of land for rice production, experience with and
conditions for animal breeding, access to a pond for vegetable production and horticulture). On the other
hand, some respondents mentioned that the final selection has been done by means of “lucky draw” (a
sort of lottery) – the selection (or election) process should be better explained to the beneficiaries.
Key assumptions at output level included activity of farmers & market demand, technical and financial
support from authorities, political support at community level, and interest in commune forum. These
assumptions have been mostly fulfilled at community/farmers level, but the project would need more
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support from the local authorities, especially the Commune Councils. The local Commune Councils have
provided enabling administrative support including their participation in village meetings and in
information sharing, but no financial support yet (also for the reason that the commune investment budget
was not clearly allocated). At the same time, the project did not receive support from the Department of
Agriculture, although this department is an authorized body for supporting the Agriculture Cooperatives
(ACs). Market demand is still not predictable either – there are significant variations that negatively
influence the incomes of farmers. Middle men usually have the most power.
Assumptions at outcome level included political stability, interest in mutual cooperation and learning,
viable business models, collaboration with other stakeholders, support from relevant authorities, and
sufficient capacities from local staff. Also in this case, the assumption of sufficient support from the
authorities has not been fulfilled – in particular in relation to irrigation and overall access to water. The
drought in the past two years is a critical problem that negatively influenced both the traditional agriculture
and introduction of new agricultural techniques promoted by the project. Lack of water is also one of the
main causes, besides low incomes at local market, for increasing migration for work into other countries,
mainly to Thailand, or to big cities in Cambodia.
For the next interventions, the implementing partners should focus more on throughout analysis of real
risks and realistic assumptions, and include their monitoring to project implementation. These aspects
were not fully reflected in the recent project reports. The project staff should also continue in facilitating
communication between the farmers´ groups and relevant authorities (namely the Department of
Agriculture), experts, and private sector organizations. This communication has brought the first results –
in changing the originally negative prejudice by some authorities (see Annex 6.9) and vice versa in
reducing some mistrust of authorities at the community level.

2.3

Brief information about the implementer

Krom Akphiwat Phum (KAWP) was localized from OSB (Overseas Service Bureau), an Australian
International organization, which operated a project called rebuilding local community in Battambang
during 1992 to 1995. KAWP is now the genuine Cambodian Non-Governmental Organization established
and registered with Cambodian Ministry of Interior on 15 March 1995.
KAWP is operating in Battambang province of Cambodia. From 1996 till today, KAWP
achieved/completed 7 projects, each project represented a phase period of 3 years. The 7th project called
CBO Consolidation and Social Enterprise was implemented during 2011 – 2013 and was focusing on
creating Agriculture Cooperatives and engagement of existing CBO members to allow rural farmers to
organize their own developmental activities in a more structured and effective way.
The KAWP team currently includes 18 motivated staffs; out of them
10 (5 men, 5 women) are working as Community Development
Facilitators (CDF) directly responsible for implementation of project
activities at village level. Four other people are responsible for overall
coordination – Mr. Nhai Reth as the KAWP manager, Mr. Meah
Sothea responsible for coordination of educational activities in the
target villages, Mrs. Bin Van Hieng, administrative and financial
coordinator, and Mr. Lun Ean, main accountant. Other four people
are supporting staff - Mr. Nhek Khoeut as driver, 1 cleaner, and 2
people as guards.
KAWP is operating in 42 villages (34 old, 8 new CBOs) within 12
communes of 7 districts of Battambang Province. One Agricultural
Cooperative was set up in each commune with a total of 13,440
members of which 2,595 (from 456 families) are direct members (as
of February 2016). The CBOs unite 2,181 members from
approximately 756 families. The direct beneficiaries in both types of
associations thus include 4,776 people (of them 2,914 women, i.e.
61%). The project annual report 2015 mentions 64,174 indirect
beneficiaries in the target villages.
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3

Evaluation methodology

3.1

Summary of methods used for data gathering and analysis and their justification

The evaluation assignment was implemented in accordance with the requirements of the Terms of
Reference (ToR). Design of evaluation was non-experimental, one-shot (situation during the evaluation).
Evaluation questions were mainly descriptive (seeking to determine what is). Where indicators are
available for the end values (of outputs, objectives), also normative questions were used - for comparing
what is with what should be. The key evaluation questions are listed in Chapter 4.
Language used for the evaluation was English (a translation to/from Khmer for the international expert
was used during evaluation mission). During interviews and focus groups with beneficiaries, the
Community Development Facilitators from KAWP did not participate in order not to influence the opinion
and responses of the target groups.
Evaluation triangulated diverse sources of information and combined several methods:
□ Desk review of available documentation (project documents, previous evaluation and surveys,
national strategies, local statistics)
□ Interviews with key informants (KAWP staff, project managers, AC and CBO leaders, members of
village committees, Commune Council (CC) leaders and other authorities, staff of complementary
international projects, etc.):
o Briefing with KAWP staff (12 people in total, of them 6 women)
o 7 interviews with other donors and authorities (VSO, HARVEST, FACT, Commune Council,
Office of Agriculture – 6 men and 2 women in total)
o 10 Interviews with Disaster Risk Reduction Committee, Human Rights Focal Points or Fishery
Committee (36 people in total, of them 14 women)
o Group interviews & Questionnaires with key informants – AC and CBO leaders (Daniel
Svoboda: 2 group interviews, 15 people in total, of them 4 women; Meas Nee: 8 group
interviews, 73 people in total, of them 31 women)
o Debriefing with KAWP staff (13 people in total, out of them 6 women)
o 1 interview with project manager – Diaconia
□ Questionnaires (besides the questionnaires used during interviews):
o 11 questionnaires from KAWP Staff
o 1 questionnaire from project manager – Bread for the World
□ Focus Groups discussions with AC and CBO members:
o 11 Focus Groups with AC or CBO members (Daniel Svoboda: 127 people in total, of them 89
women, Meas Nee: 8 people in total, of them 4 women)
□ Case studies and stories of visited farmers:
o 8 visits and observations in the families
□ Transect walk and observation (and photo reportage)
□ Expert opinion
The evaluation followed the OECD/DAC evaluation criteria: relevance, efficiency, effectiveness, impact
and sustainability; and also a criterion of visibility. The following scale of rating evaluation criteria has
been used:
1 Very low (there are critical problems, the objectives cannot be reached, there are negative impacts)
2 Low (in spite of significant problems or dissatisfaction the objectives are still partly achievable)
3 Rather low (the procedures, results or assumptions do not fully meet the expectations)
4 Rather high (the intervention brings good results but there are negative external factors)
5 High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with the intervention)
6 Very high (the objectives are fully met and the applied practices can be further disseminated)

3.2

Identified methodological and other constraints of the evaluation and their
solutions; statement about limits of the evaluation (validity of data, etc.)

The main constraint was a time pressure – the field phase of evaluation had to be carried out between 14
and 28 March 2016, just after approval of the evaluation proposal. However, triangulation proved
relevance and validity of the obtained data and thus the findings and conclusions are well justified.
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There has been also an issue of language barrier – the questions and answers had to be translated
to/from Khmer and some information could be lost in translations. However, the triangulation of
information sources and verification of the answers helped to minimize potential misunderstandings.
Although some positive impacts were identified, the project’s attribution to these impacts (causality) can
be hardly proved as no experimental/counterfactual method could be applied – there were no reference
groups randomly selected before the intervention (there are also some other interventions in the target
villages contributing to the overall impacts). In the last 2 years, there are also significant negative effects
of the drought that influence the situation of target groups. However, the situation of the farmers and their
associations is improving in general.

3.3

Assessment of the evaluation approaches in relation to adherence to ethical
principles during the evaluation and during interaction with respondents and other
actors

The evaluation approach respected the IDEAS (International Development Evaluation Association) Code
of Ethics adopted in November 2014. The evaluation was implemented in line with the project design and
available project documents. It was based on primary and secondary research using mixed evaluation
methods. Information on specific questions was gathered from different sources and by different
techniques; the data were compared and triangulated for improved validity. Internal and external factors
affecting implementation are addressed as well. Reliability of data collection instruments was verified
during discussions within the evaluation team.
The main evaluation approach was based on consultations and dialogue. Sources of information are
quoted for each finding. Conclusions are clearly linked to findings. Own comments by the evaluation team
occur only in the Conclusion chapter.
The preliminary results of evaluation were discussed and accepted during debriefing with KAWP at the
end of the field mission and also during the post-mission interview with the coordinator of the Czech
partner (Diaconia).

3.4

Brief information about the qualifications of the evaluation team members and
division of tasks within the team

Mr. Meas Nee was responsible for desk review of secondary sources in Cambodia, for interviews and
questionnaires with key respondents (mainly AC and CBO leaders, representatives of Commune
Councils and other national authorities) and for providing inputs for the evaluation report.
Meas Nee has over 15 year experiences in project/program evaluation, research and training, especially
in the areas of community development, people empowerment and development education. He also
engages in various community activities such as in assisting the community to form their own community
based organizations to deal with community issues, helping the community to establish people’s networks
and taking collective actions to protect their land and natural resources. At the policy level, Mr. Meas Nee
have been active in conducting social researches linked to Community Based Natural Resources
Management (CBNRM), children education and land management.
Mr. Daniel Svoboda was responsible for desk review of secondary sources provided by project partners,
for interviews and questionnaires with key respondents (KAWP staff and project partners, international
organizations active in Battambang Province, AC and CBO leaders, Human Rights Focal Points, Disaster
Risk Reduction Committees), focus groups with AC and CBO members, case studies with selected
farmers, transect walks and observations, for preparation of debriefing with project staff and for finalizing
the evaluation report.
Daniel Svoboda specializes on environmentally sustainable development and on management and
evaluations of international development projects. Since 1995 he has been working as supervisor and
expert for the Czech Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Finance in the field of contaminated site
assessment and remediation. Since 2007, he organizes EPDET – European Program for Development
Evaluation Training. Since 2009 he has been working as external monitoring expert of the European
Commission for the projects in the fields of Environment and Information within the European Program
LIFE+. Since 2011, he is a member of the working group Evaluation of the Czech Council for International
Development Cooperation, and since 2014, a member of the Reference Group on Evaluations of the
Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He is Chairman of a registered association Development Worldwide,
member of the Czech Evaluation Society, European Evaluation Society, and IDEAS – International
Development Evaluation Association. He is also member of the Czech Association of Water Managers.
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4

Evaluation findings
 Main results from data gathering and analysis, structured according to evaluation
criteria and main evaluation questions, defined in the Terms of Reference

4.1 Relevance
(The extent to which the intervention is suited to the priorities and concepts of the target groups, partner
country and donor)
The section is structured according to the main evaluation questions related to relevance:
What are the key national or local development strategies relevant to the project? What are the
critical problems in target area? To what extent does the CHALD project reflect these strategies,
and the critical problems? Are there any complementary projects supported by other donors in
Battambang Province?
Cambodia belongs to the priority countries of the Czech Republic Development Cooperation (Czech
bilateral ODA – Official Development Assistance). The main supported sectors in the bilateral projects in
Cambodia are social development (including education, social and health services) and environment.
Therefore the project is only partially relevant to the current territorial priorities of the Czech Republic.
However, the agriculture sector is the most important sectoral priority of the Czech ODA, with gradually
increasing financial allocations from 20% (2015) to 25% (2017) of the total budget for bilateral projects. In
agriculture, the Czech Republic focuses mainly on the transfer of know-how, with an emphasis on the use
of appropriate agricultural technologies and the cultivation of suitable crops. Water management
operations focus on ensuring access to water, the sustainable management of water, and appropriate
irrigation technologies. Not least, the Czech Republic supports the development of rural agricultural
holdings/cooperatives.
The CHALD project is supported from a special Czech ODA program on trilateral cooperation (i.e.
cooperation with other donors), which is more open also to other priorities of partner countries.
The Cambodian development strategies highlight economic and social development (with a main focus
on agriculture and rural development), environment protection (including access to water and sanitation),
human resources development, good governance, and human rights, including mainstreaming gender
equality. The project directly reflects the priority areas set by the Royal Government of Cambodia in the
Rectangular Strategy for growth, employment, equity and efficiency, Phases II and III, and in the related
National Strategy Development Plan 2014 – 2018. Capacity Building & Human Resource Development
and Promotion of Agriculture Sector represent two of six key priorities of these strategic documents (I.
Good Governance, II. Overarching Environment for the Implementing the Strategy, III. Promotion of
Agriculture Sector, IV. The Development of Physical Infrastructure, V. Private Sector Development and
Employment, and VI. Capacity Building and Human Resource Development).
The KAWP staff considers that the project mostly reflects the
local priorities (1 in a fair extent, 9 mostly yes, 1 fully – see Annex
6.5). Similarly, the CBO and AC leaders confirmed that the
project mostly reflected their priorities (1 not at all, 3 rather not, 3
in a fair extent, 48 mostly yes, 14 fully – see Annexes 6.2, 6.7
and 6.8).
The project partners selected a fair extent and mostly yes rating
(see Annexes 6.3 and 6.4). The presence of CHALD has also
been welcomed and appreciated by the local constituencies,
especially village chiefs and local Commune Councils.

To what extent did the CHALD project reflect
the national strategies?
1 3
14

3

not at all
rather not
in a fair extent
mostly yes
fully
48

Based on the interviews, focus groups, case stories and observations, there is one critical problem
reported in all visited villages: lack of water due to severe droughts and temperature increase in the past
2 years (the floods are not considered such critical) – amid of a strong warning on the increasing
temperature, the communities still do not have any functional plan for disaster reduction. Other important
problems include:
□ Problems with access to the market and low prices for agriculture products
□ Due to shortage of labor force, rice harvest has now being replaced by mechanized processes,
using heavy equipment, and thus the manual seed purification can no longer be carried out –
therefore lack of quality rice seeds becomes a common issue in target villages
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□ Missing infrastructure – roads and bridges (to access the fields or the market), storages (or driers)
for production
□ Missing job opportunities (mainly for landless people), no jobs outside the basic agriculture sector
in the region (handicrafts and other local products, repair workshops, post-harvest processing, big
factories, etc., are missing); in the past years, the people move from agriculture to industry and
service sector either in the cities or abroad (the labor forces in agriculture were reported at 86% in
2010, while only 59% in 2015)
□ Still needed training & coaching for agriculture production and animal breeding (emerging problems
are not properly solved)
□ Limited responses from local government
The project has only a limited possibility to respond to the above mentioned problems. On the other hand,
the project staff is aware of these problems, and the priorities above are discussed for the future
interventions.
The project staff and the beneficiaries are also aware of other development projects in Battambang
Province – there is some complementarity with the projects of HARVEST (USAID), VSO (Voluntary
Service Overseas), Life with Dignity, World Vision, VSG (Village Support Group), UNICEF (United
Nations Children’s Fund), KOICA (Korea International Cooperation Agency), PLAN International, and
some others, in the past also with UNTAC (United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia) and FAO
(Food and Agriculture Organization). The contacts with some of the above organizations and programs
are already established and thus there is a potential for further cooperation. The final beneficiaries
appreciate support from these programs but also highlight the advantage of KAWP, which is a long-term
cooperation on a daily basis, and a mutual trust.

4.2 Efficiency
(A measure of the extent to which inputs were used with respect to actually achieved outputs and
objectives. Inputs include time/work plan, technical know-how, administration and management, financial
resources, etc. Implemented activities are assessed on their adequacy and rational use of inputs.
Alternative solutions to achieving defined outputs and objectives with lesser resources, in a shorter time
or with better consideration for local conditions, etc. can also be discussed. It can also be assessed if
objectives and outputs were defined realistically. The extent to which least costly inputs were used to
achieve required results will be assessed with quantitative as well as with qualitative methods.)
The section responds to the evaluation questions related to efficiency:
What was the key “value” received from CHALD? What was working best? Was there any
segment of the project that did not work well at all? Are there any complaints on transparency
(e.g. of the selection process)? Did the project incorporate lessons learned/recommendations
from monitoring and evaluation?
The project approach combines several interventions: training (on agriculture techniques for crops,
vegetable and animal breeding, financial saving systems / CSI – Collaborative Saving for Investment,
AC/CBO management, human rights, disaster risk reduction & prevention, migration, fishery law), direct
contributions (cows, chicken, frogs, fish, seeds), support for socialization events and support for the
poorest people, etc.
Based on national statistic, up to 48% of Cambodian farmers have land with one hectare or less. With this
size of land, the farmers cannot rely on rice farming as a main income as it can only support family food
security and only in good weather conditions.
Most of respondents of the survey appreciate namely the combination of diverse support models. Many of
them highlighted importance of the new knowledge they have received and enhanced cooperation in the
community, including saving and small credit system. See also Annexes 6.1, 6.2, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9. During
group discussions, 38 respondents explicitly mentioned the saving system as success, and 42
respondents explicitly mentioned the importance of education (either on agriculture techniques, AC/CBO
management, human rights issues, etc., or education of children). Other people usually confirmed the
same priorities. The project staff provided similar responses – according to them, the most effective is a
support to AC and CBO management, including the saving schemes, and activities focused on changing
mindset and applying new approaches in agriculture (including System of Rice Intensification – SRI or
partial replacement of chemical fertilizers by organic fertilizers, e.g. from composting).
In this regard, it is also important to mention high quality manuals and posters for farmers prepared by the
project partner Diaconia. These manuals explain the System of Rice Intensification and provide advice on
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Establishment and Management of Home Gardens (including composting). Similar publications could be
prepared in the future also for the schools in order to attract and influence the youngest generation. Such
manuals could also include the issues of water protection and hygiene, or the human rights.
One focus group mentioned among other socialization events also an “Open Day” in the school – this can
be considered as a good practice supporting better communication among children/students, teachers
and parents, and within the whole community. Better life for children is an important motivation for most of
the families and, on the other hand, the children and youth are an important catalyst for the required
behavior changes and for the further development of the communities and the whole country. On the
other hand, it should also be noted that at the time of this evaluation, some concerns were expressed
regarding the fact that number of small children, whose parents are working as migrants in Thailand and
elsewhere, are left with their grandmothers and relatives. The wellbeing for these children, however, has
not yet been closely monitored or cared for.
Most of respondents mentioned as a success also animal breeding (namely cows) which can provide a
good alternative for crops or vegetable production highly dependent on (missing) access to water
(animals can also be sold in time of emergency). Providing quality seeds and better use of fertilizers were
mentioned many times as well. The project also partially supported in some villages the storage building
for rice. However, many families (and villages) are mainly dependent on the incomes from migrants. See
Annexes 6.1, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5.
The positive aspect of diversification was confirmed by case stories and direct observations (see Annex
7). The people do not rely on one product anymore and whenever possible they combine rice for example
with corn, cassava, cabbage, water or winter melons, tomatoes, cucumbers, pumpkin, eggplant, pea,
pepper, garlic, onion, beans, and diverse fruits – namely banana, mango, pommelo, dragon fruit (pitaya)
or papaya. Many farmers have also cows, chicken, ducks, goose, in limited cases pigs. Fishery is
important namely in rivers as the ponds have not enough fresh water; some alternative can be frog
breeding, piloted by the project.
However, lack of water for irrigation is the main constraint for all agriculture production. In the past, there
were maximum two harvests of rice per year (in case of enough water, three harvests would be possible).
As pointed out by one respondent, one good harvest can provide food for 5 years. In addition, many
families in the target villages have sold almost all their paddy rice after harvest because they needed to
pay the debts; and as result, they later have to buy rice to eat. In some visited villages, up to 70% of
families buy white rice, although they produce a lot of paddy rice. Most of vegetables are produced only in
a rainy season (or only by farmers with an access to ponds or irrigation).
An unexpected problem occurred with chicken – some died in 3-4 months for an unknown reason (either
due to a disease or to extremely hot weather or to lack of water). This issue must be solved in the coming
months and years.
Only a few examples of incomes coming from other sources than from selling agriculture production and
from migrants were mentioned during interviews and visits – e.g. a private rice mill (which is however
linked to rice production), managing money transfers from migrants (however directly linked to migration),
designing and printing wedding invitations, and a herbal medicine produced by one farmer (see Case
stories in Annex 7). Other examples included small shops and a repair workshop for tractors and other
engines (but not managed by the target groups of the project). No respondent mentioned post-harvest
processing or handicrafts, although some people were interested, e.g. in producing the clothes (but they
were afraid of a market). Although there is a need for and interest in creation of non-agriculture jobs, the
market potential still must be mapped out.
The responses in interviews and questionnaires and also direct observations indicate the lowest success
in migration oriented workshops. The workshop can only provide explanations on differences between
legal and illegal migration but cannot influence the family decision. The main assumption for staying in
Cambodia is a possibility to have sufficient incomes from agriculture (and it depends mainly on access to
water). The Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) Committees then have only a minimum chance to influence
the situation. Without support from local or national government the risks (namely drought) can be hardly
mitigated. In addition, both the DRR committees and Human Rights Focal Points (HRFP) depend on a
voluntary engagement and some people feel frustrated as this work is time demanding and influence their
own business (see Annex 6.1). At the commune level, there is a special committee assigned, responsible
for disaster relief in time of need. It is a governmental mechanism set up from local to the national level.
But this DRR mechanism does not seem to have strong connection with the local bodies.
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While the ACs or CBOs work well in general, there is still often confusion on their specific roles (e.g. both
organizations are applying the saving and credit systems and there are no specific differences in using
the money). In a lot of cases, the members of the AC can also be members of the CBO. During
evaluation survey, it was quite difficult to separate between the two. Furthermore, in the case of Tasorng
AC, there was no connection between the AC and CBO, and the AC has neither plan nor interest in
building this connection. Some people in ACs or CBOs are also busy with their own business and do not
have enough time to work for the community. Some members are passive and the decisions are made by
the committees or the leaders (see Annexes 6.7 and 6.8).
The marketing network is still missing for both CSOs and ACs; however some attempts to negotiate
better conditions for selling the products were done. There is not enough water to use for agriculture,
animal breeding, planting vegetable, planting rice, and so on. Knowledge and ability to understand and
accept changes of the community are limited and there is still inadequate ability to apply new techniques,
skills and to creating jobs. Animal breeding project (chicken) faced many problems due to diseases, fish
breeding interventions had to be replaced by frog breeding due to lack of fresh water, and tree nursery
failed due to migration of the foreseen managers/experts.
Based on the statistics provided by all 42 target villages (CBOs) and 12 Agriculture Cooperatives (ACs),
the situation is improving in general (see Annexes 8 – 11). During the survey, only 2 CBOs stated that the
situation has worsened.
In the past 2 years, membership in ACs increased from 2,033 to 2,595 people (with a significant increase
in participation of women – from 801 women in 2014 to 1,369 women in 2016). Only in Bay Damran and
Bansay Treng communes, the membership decreased. Similar results are reported in increasing the
budget from shares and savings: from 204,450,000 to 485,204,900 Riel (approximately from 51,100 to
121,300 USD) in total. A decrease is reported only in Kompong Prieng and Bansay Treng communes. 5
communes have Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR) plans, 8 communes the AC plans. 9 communes already
implement these plans and 10 of 12 communes report the progress on a monthly basis. 511 people
reported on human rights issues, 15 victims of human rights violence received a support.
The membership in CBOs remains almost the same in the past 2 years (2,138 people in 2014 and 2,181
people in 2016). Also in CBOs there is a significant increase in participation of women (from 1,193 in
2014 to 1,545 in 2016). Although the baseline data is not available for 8 new villages, the total budget
from savings increased from 804,347,956 to 1,139,789,300 Riel (from 201,100 to 284,950 USD). Partial
decrease of savings is documented in 12 of 42 villages but the situation depends on actual credits
provided to members and on the credit return rate. 6 of 42 villages have DRR plans, 13 villages have
CBO plans, and 18 plans are already implemented. 23 villages provide monthly reports or have monthly
reflection meetings. 322 people reported on human rights issues and 48 victims of violence (37 of them
women) received a support – in at least 6 cases a police or Commune Council were engaged.
There is also a complex system of data reporting (see Annexes 10 and 11), providing key information
about the progress in each AC and CSO. However, there were some calculation errors in the Excel tables
and one of the new CBOs – BLG / Balang was missing on the list (the evaluators corrected the tables
provided in the annexes to this report). These tables still do not include data on new CBOs – the data
from the end of 2015 should be a baseline for further comparisons.
Monitoring of other key indicators is reported in project reports. The recent annual project report states
the following results in 2015:
□ 20 families received the certified rice seeds and related training (15 families were foreseen)
□ 77 farmers received training on rice production
□ 94 farmers received training on vegetable production, 37 farmers got a direct support, and 106
farmers apply new approaches thanks to knowledge sharing
□ 120 farmers were trained in chicken breeding and 21 farmers received a direct support (10 chicken
each) but 13 of them faced a problem with chicken diseases
□ 21 farmers were trained in fish breeding and 7 of them received a direct support; however, due to
drought, only 2 farmers successfully continue; based on the experience, 15 famers were trained in
frog breeding and 3 of them started this business
□ 175 farmers were trained in home gardens and composting, 115 families apply the new techniques
□ 52 farmers were trained in producing new crops (e.g. beans, cucumbers, pumpkin, cabbage, corn)
and they received a direct support (seeds and finance); the training included also lessons on postharvest processing
□ 113 farmers were trained in creating small businesses
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□ 24 leaders from all ACs were trained in networking with the aim to increase the quality of products
and access to the market
□ 9 evaluation workshops (for 294 participants) on natural resources management were carried out
for people engaged in fishery, other 172 people participated in special evaluation workshops in 3
selected fishery communities
□ Campaign on climate change was carried out in 9 villages and has reached 311 people
□ 303 people from 11 villages and all 12 communes were trained in disaster risk reduction
□ During 24 workshops on human rights (attended by 948 people), 82 people were selected as
Human Rights Focal Points in 41 villages, where other meetings took place
□ In 12 communes, the celebration of Women’s Day was supported, in 6 communes the Children’s
Rights Day, and in 9 communes the Human Rights Day, attended approximately by more than
1,500 people
□ 11 workshops on safe migration were attended by 570 people
□ 7 new CBOs were trained in management, good governance and human rights (210 people),
similar training was provided for other 387 people
□ 72 meetings between local authorities and AC/CBO leaders took place (105 people in total)
□ 34 joint workshops for AC and CBO members took place in 34 CBOs (238 people in total)
□ Workshops on fishery law and related issues were carried out in 3 communities (120 people
participated)
□ At the outcome level, it is estimated that 734 families have improved food security and incomes
(455 thanks to rice production, 105 thanks to vegetables and home gardens, 161 thanks to animal
breeding, and 13 due to other small businesses)
In general, the overall outreach is impressive, and the monitoring has quite a good quality. However,
some summary data from the start of the project is missing (reporting is done on annual basis).
Based on the interviews with the target groups, there are no problems in communication with KAWP,
although the provided material support can help only some people. A help with access to water (ponds,
local irrigation, wells, reservoirs) or to a market („Why to produce more when we cannot sell it“) would
help all. According to the KAWP staff, there were several complaints during project implementation in this
regard – see also Annex 6.5. However, all respondents consider the selection system mostly transparent
Main selection criteria include priority support to poor people, willingness to join and contribute and share
experience, but also some basic assumptions for a success (e.g.
How transparent was the selection process?
access to land or a pond/irrigation, some relevant experience and
2
10
sufficient workforce, or permanent residence in the village). The
mentioned criteria are reasonable but they seem not to be
sufficiently explained to the target groups. Several respondents
in a fair extent
mentioned that the final selection of beneficiaries has been done
mostly
fully
by some sort of a “lucky draw”, i.e. like as a lottery. On the other
hand, most respondents considered the selection process mostly
transparent (49) or fully transparent (10). Two remaining
49
respondents rated a fair extent (“There is no better model”). See
Annexes 6.1, 6.2, 6.7 and 6.8.
Regarding reflection of monitoring or evaluation results, participatory approaches are strongly applied.
There are both planning and reflection workshops in the target villages and the project endeavors to
respond to the emerging needs and to solve the identified problems. However, the support is limited by
available funds and partially also by the procedures of the project’s donors.
The project team learns from own successes and failures but still needs some capacity building – in
particular in expert issues related to agriculture (e.g. veterinary expertise), and in project and financial
management and reporting. More intensive cooperation with local (and national) authorities and with
other complementary projects in the region would be appreciated as well. However, in some cases it was
reported that cooperation with other projects was mainly supply driven – some other donors (e.g. VSO)
offered their trainings which did not fully fit to the needs of the target groups or came in time where the
target groups were not fully available. Based on responses from project managers and expert opinion of
the evaluation team, two-way communication, mutual coordination and demand driven approaches would
be much better (i.e. selecting such external support according to the exact needs of the target groups and
not according to availability of trainers or volunteers).
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How satisfied are you with support from the
project staff?
1

In general, based on the questionnaires distributed during the
group interviews, the target groups are mostly (34) or fully (33)
satisfied with support provided by the KAWP project staff. Only
one respondent selected the response “in a fair extent”.
The similar level of satisfaction was reported also by the
respondents in focus group sessions and during the meetings with
farmers and their families. Good field work and valuable
grassroots experience was also confirmed by interviewed donors.

in a fair extent
33

34

mostly
fully

4.3 Effectiveness
(Theory of Change and the extent to which the objectives of the development intervention were achieved
(achievable). Objectives mean changes in behavior, practices or situation at the level of beneficiaries.)
The section responds to the evaluation questions related to effectiveness:
What are the main objectives of the project? What is the most significant change of behavior the
project has contributed to?
According to the project document, the project should reach the following outcomes:
□ Better food and economic security by enhanced livelihood activities (suitable agriculture and small
businesses);
□ ACs and CBOs have ability to manage their natural resources properly and are aware how to
reduce risk of natural disasters;
□ Target communities exercise their rights and access to services;
□ ACs and CBOs practice good governance and become more responsive to the social needs of
their members.
The overall objective of the project is well reflected in its title “Community Based Social Harmonization
and Livelihood Development”. Almost all respondents understand that one of the most important aims is
community empowerment – to reach self-sufficiency (applying rational approaches), self-reliance and
self-organization. According to respondents, the communities should be able to help themselves through
adequate community and working structures, and through clear division of concrete tasks.
The livelihoods activities are well supported by interventions focused on new agriculture techniques (rice,
other crops, vegetable, and animal breeding), and by direct contributions (providing inputs – quality
seeds, fertilizers, animals, and finances for special purposes). There is still a little progress in
development of small businesses in other sectors. There is also no real possibility to control disasters
(droughts, floods). Quite good results are reported in the field of human rights and in reducing domestic
and other kinds of violence.
The original project logic model (based on desk-review) is too complicated – the intervention logic cannot
be understood from 11-page document. There have also been too many indicators and some of them are
questionable:
o Some indicators are repeated under the same objective (e.g. indicator on rice production);
o Some indicators are inappropriate (e.g. “increasing vegetable production from 16 kg/year to 20
kg/year” without any specification of a concrete kind of vegetable, or “incomes from chicken sale
from USD 30 to USD 70” without any link to number of chicken);
o Some indicators are incorrectly formulated (e.g. “increasing number of referral cases of human
rights violation” in fact means that more violence would be a success);
o Some indicators differ without any explanation (e.g. cows increased “from 60 to 120” or “from 5,820
to 8,140”);
o Some indicators do not have the target value (e.g. “% of 15 households increased their incomes
from fish sale” – How many households should increase their incomes?);
o Some indicators are not achievable (e.g. implementing disaster risk reduction plans without any
significant support from the government).
Therefore, the evaluators proposed a revised model (using the main foreseen results and relevant key
indicators from the original logical framework) – please see Annex 5, as an example for future projects.
This scheme was discussed both with Diaconia project manager and with the KAWP staff during the initial
briefing. The findings are also reflected in recommendation 6.5 on internal capacity building.
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Some interventions were not successful at all, e.g. tree nursery
Did you ever consider migration for work?
(the experts left the project and migrated) or fish (due to lack of
2
fresh water). The effect of training on safe migration is
8
questionable. The responses concerning migration are ambivalent
not at all
as the family decision on migration can be hardly influenced by
rather not
10
any project. Most of the respondents did not ever consider
32
not sure
rather yes
migrating (32) or rather not (13), while others were not sure (11)
definitely yes
or partially considered it (8) and only 2 definitely considered the
migration. Regarding help with practical advice provided by the
13
project on migration, the assessment was rather positive (5
answers no help all, 3 rather not, 10 not sure, 25 partially yes, and
6 definitely yes) but the relevance of the answers has not been high as most of the respondents did not
consider migrating.
Important behavior changes were observed (applying new techniques, good communication, cooperation
and solidarity in the villages and between villages, ability of people to speak out their concerns, increasing
savings, decreasing violence, increasing demand for further education). However, in all villages, the
sustainable development depends mainly on access to water and also on appropriate infrastructure (e.g.
the ponds, irrigation canals, roads and bridges). These issues must be primarily addressed by the local
authorities. However, even the single projects with limited funds (like CHALD) can contribute through
advocacy, awareness raising, capacity building and technical assistance.
Several respondents reported completely positive change due to new knowledge of the villagers. Only
some people from 2 of 12 visited villages stated that the situation has been getting worse (lack of rain in
the past two years is a significant negative factor). Many respondents highlighted the positives of money
saving systems (the financial sources of ACs and CBOs are increasing). Several respondents mentioned
that the farmers changed their mindset in doing agriculture. They try to sell the products for higher price
and to find purified seeds. The lack of pure seeds is also a result of the mechanized harvest, where
machinery has been used and thus the manual seed purification can no longer be carried out. Moreover,
the farmers share their experience. Changing mindset was mentioned also in the community work – in the
past there were no women joining in CBO and AC, but now many women can spread up their ideas, talk
with braving, and have courage to speak out their concerns (“Three years ago, I was not used to speak
out at the meetings, now I can.”).
To what level were your expectations met by
the project?
4

Do you consider the saving system as
helpful?
1 2

18
22

in a fair extent

rather not

mostly yes

I do not know

fully

mostly yes
fully
36

46

In general, the beneficiaries stated that their expectations were mostly met by the CHALD project (18 in a
fair extent, 46 mostly yes, 4 fully). Practical experience was the key – “Action speaks louder than words”.
Almost all respondents then consider the Collaborative Saving for Investment mostly or fully helpful (1
rather not, 2 do not know, 36 mostly yes, and 22 fully).
Would you use HRFP help if facing violence?
All respondents also confirmed that they know who can help them
in case of facing or seeing any violence (Human Rights Focal
Point). Most of them would probably use such help if needed (1
definitely not, 2 probably not, 11 do not know, 31 probably yes
and 23 definitely yes).
The respondents also stated that violence has significantly
decreased in the past years thanks to the project interventions.
For more details, see Annexes 6.1, 6.2, 6.7 and 6.8.
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1 2
11
23

definitely not
probably not
I do not know
probably yes
definitely yes
31

4.4 Impact
(Proven or likely positive and negative, direct and indirect, intended and unintended consequences of the
development intervention for the target group and in the partner country in general)
The section responds to the evaluation questions related to identified and foreseen impacts:
Is there any change in the target villages or cooperatives the people are really proud of? What
further positive changes the people want to reach in the next 2 years? What will the target groups
concretely do to introduce such positive changes?
Most of respondents stated significant improvements in the past years thanks to the project („There is no
more need to migrate“), while some villages are becoming poorer and poorer. In some villages, only the
older people and young people stay while other family members are working abroad or in the cities. The
financial contributions from migrants are sometimes more important than the incomes from agriculture.
The main problem for any development is a lack of water (mainly for irrigation but also for drinking – only
around 50% of rural population have access to improved drinking water). In some villages there are wells
(usually 45 – 86 m deep) but many of them without water. More shallow wells (around 10 – 20 m deep)
either have no water or water is dirty and cannot be used for drinking. Water-borne diseases mean also a
negative factor as the medical treatment/help is expensive and usually far away. According to some
respondents, health is more important than money.
Based on the results of focus group discussions (see Annex 6.1), some people appreciate that their
families can grow, improve from day to day and that the children can go to schools. However, there is still
a problem with secondary and higher education (see the case stories in Annex 7) and some children of
migrants (living with grandparents or in poor families) have problems with primary school attendance (see
Annexes 6.1, 6.7 and 6.8). Several people added that the improvements are not only personal but
improvements of the whole community together, including increase of production, increase of savings (as
an example from 2,000 USD to 15,000 USD per year in one visited village, or from 0.25 USD to 2.5 or
even 12 USD per months at families in another village), and availability of small loans. Support from and
trust in AC or CBO were mentioned several times.
In general, people are proud of the community – that the people work together and can make joint
investments. Social events, increasing solidarity and sharing of experience were highlighted as well.
Some respondents stated there is no more reason to leave to Thailand thanks to the long-term support
from KAWP. On the other hand, some mentioned that nobody can help. One respondent indicated
potential causal relations between increasing migration and decreasing violence.
The foreseen positive changes (the dreams) stated during the whole survey (see the set of Annexes 6
and Annex 7) are mainly related to access to irrigation for agriculture production, including family and
village ponds. Only a few people mentioned access to drinking water, although the families spend around
25 USD or more per month for bottled or tank water (in one village also for supply of treated water from
the river). Some people drink only the rain water or water from the rivers and ponds without boiling or any
other cleaning – in these cases diarrhea and other water-borne diseases are a serious problem.
The second most common dream is better access to the market (better quality of seeds, better marketing,
better prices for the products, higher incomes). Several focus groups and interviewed people mentioned a
need of harvesting machines and tractors (some AC has already bought these machines and apply a
reasonable lending system) or a storage house for rice. One village (in Preah Phos commune) still does
not have access to electricity (in Cambodia only less than 20% of the rural population still does not have
access to electricity).
Many respondents also mentioned need of further professional trainings and continuing education
(including English language in several cases). Personal wishes included, for example, own land, own or
better houses, houses for chicken, motorbikes, cars, trucks for selling the products, higher education for
children and youth, work in big factories (which are missing in the region), or return of family members
from Thailand. See also set of Annexes 6 and Annex 7.
Most respondents are ready to contribute to the future changes, either financially or by own work. They
are also ready to take the full responsibility for maintenance and operational costs (e.g. electricity for
pumping machines).
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4.5 Sustainability and scaling up
(Extent or likelihood of the continuation of the benefits of the project for the target group after donor
funding has been withdrawn)
The section is structured according to the evaluation questions related to sustainability:
What is the probability that the target groups will continue in using the methods/techniques they
have learned? What should keep doing in the project? What should stop doing in the project?
What could be one really important issue that the project should focus on the next year? Do the
AC and communities share experience with other farmers?
What is the probability that you will continue
in using the methods you have learned?
1
6
5
4
very low
rather low
I do not know

Based on the field survey, most of the behavior changes seem
irreversible. The people want to continue in using new techniques,
in savings, in increasing crop, in vegetable and animal production,
in close cooperation within AC or CBO. Most of the respondents
are ready to contribute to the local development (up to 50%
financially, by own work, by responsibility for maintenance, etc.).

rather high

Most of the respondents (52) during the group interviews stated
rather high probability that they will continue in using the methods
and techniques they have learned (other responses included 1
52
very low, 5 rather low, 4 do not know, and 6 very high). Rather
high probability of continuation was also confirmed by project partner Diaconia (see Annex 6.3), while the
opinion of the KAWP staff differed (2 rather low, 3 do not know, 2 rather high, and 4 very high) – see
Annex 6.5.
very high

Sharing of experience is considered as an important assumption
for sustainability and replicability of the results. Most of CBO and
AC representatives confirmed that they meet and discuss
experience with other farmers and organizations quite often (36),
the others mentioned several meetings (12), planned cooperation
in the future (5) and only 5 mentioned no sharing of experience so
far. See Annexes 6.2, 6.7 and 6.8.

Do you share experience with other
farmers?
5
5

not yet
12

several times
quite often
plan in the
future

36
The KAWP staff closely works with all CBOs and ACs but their
responses on sharing experience vary from several meetings (4)
through often meetings (1) to the foreseen more cooperation in the future (5). They also reported quite
often meetings with other projects (5 responses), 1 respondent mentioned several visits and 2
respondents plan to cooperate more in the future. See Annex 6.5.

However, any long-term success depends on access to water and also on own initiatives of villagers, and
on the support from local or national authorities (namely the irrigation system and overall water supply). In
this regard, some gaps were identified – the individual villages have a little chance to succeed in
negotiations with the government and the collective actions of a cluster of villages, that can make their
voice stronger and more effective, have just only started. No donor can help, if there is a weak local
ownership… The contribution of the CHALD project to empowering the communities via networking within
and between CBOs and ACs as well as via facilitation of communication with Commune Councils and
other local authorities are important steps in a right direction. However, the advocacy activities have just
only started and the donors´ support is still needed to nurture these efforts.
External help is also needed for coaching and problem solving (e.g. new diseases of crops or animals) in
the target villages and cooperatives. Also KAWP itself definitely needs continuing external financial and
expert support. It was mentioned that “Sustainability of KAWP is also sustainability of CBO/AC”.

4.6 Visibility of the project
All respondents (except for HARVEST staff at USAID) are well aware of the KAWP interventions and
appreciate a long and valuable cooperation. Most of respondents from the target groups also know about
the partners of the CHALD project (Diaconia and Bread for the World) and both donor countries – the
Czech Republic and Germany.
At some meeting places, the project posters are displayed and they include the logos of all three partners
and of the Czech Republic Development Cooperation. However, their quality might be better – very nice
posters prepared by Diaconia are used only for special training events. Some respondents explicitly
mentioned good personal experience with the Czech experts participated in the project.
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Due to a long-term cooperation with KAWP, the respondents can hardly differentiate between different
KAWP projects. The name of the current one may be too long and complicated for local people and it is
used mainly for reporting in English.
While there is a good visibility in the target villages, higher visibility is needed at national level (for
negotiating with the governmental authorities) and among the donors´ community (in order to increase
possible synergies and complementarity with other international development projects). However, KAWP
staff has also joined other national networks, but mainly for cross-cutting issues such as women
leadership or gender.
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5

Evaluation conclusions

The conclusions are deducted from the interpretation of major evaluation findings, related to the
evaluation criteria and to the purpose of the evaluation defined in the Terms of Reference. Each criterion
eventually includes a score reflecting the extent of fulfillment of the specific criterion. The reasons for the
score are briefly explained.
The scale for rate of fulfillment of an evaluation criterion extends from 1 to 6:
1 – Very low (there are critical problems, the objectives cannot be reached, there are negative impacts)
2 – Low (in spite of significant problems or dissatisfaction the objectives are still partly achievable)
3 – Rather low (the procedures, results or assumptions do not fully meet the expectations)
4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results but there are negative external factors)
5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with the intervention)
6 – Very high (the objectives are fully met and the applied practices can be further disseminated)

5.1 Relevance
The project is in line with the key development strategies and programs of the Royal Government of
Cambodia and well complements other national or international interventions. Grassroots knowledge by
the KAWP staff, long-term cooperation on a daily basis and mutual trust is appreciated by the
beneficiaries, while some projects of other international donors are providing a support only on ad hoc
basis. This added value of KAWP could be an important precondition for more intensive cooperation with
international donors in the region.
The project solves many priorities of the target groups (increase of production both in quantity and quality,
strengthening local cooperation in AC and CBO, saving and credit systems, empowering people to speak
out their rights and concerns) but does not focus on the key problem for livelihood development – the lack
of water for irrigation, nor on the second most important – access to the market for a reasonable price.
This can indicate an insufficient flexibility of donors´ projects as they need to follow the approved design
(logical model). In this regard, closer relations with local authorities, national government and market
actors could help to address the urgent needs. Until now, there is a limited support for local initiatives as
well as limited predictability of governmental investments into infrastructure – irrigation and other water
supply systems, roads or bridges.
There are also internal limits within CBOs and ACs. There are only first attempts to ensure higher quality
of joint products (namely rice, including quality seeds and proper use of fertilizers), to do joint investments
(e.g. harvesting machines, tractors, municipal ponds) or to negotiate better conditions on the market.
The conclusions respond to the third objective of the evaluation - to assess the relevance and
effectiveness of KAWP’s working approaches and strategies.
The project corresponds to development strategies in Cambodia and well reflects many priorities of the
target groups. Therefore the conclusion on relevance is rating 4 (on 6 point scale) – Rather high (the
intervention brings good results but there are negative external factors – namely lack of water and
problematic access to the market).

5.2 Efficiency
The efficiency of the project cannot be measured only by quantitative indicators as some of them were
not realistic (e.g. on new villages and CBOs, tree nursery, fish, new rice plots). The respondents
appreciated mainly the combination of diverse interventions, transparency, and also some flexibility (e.g.
replacing fish by frogs). Investing in people (empowerment, increasing knowledge, learning new
techniques, cooperation at community or cooperative level including saving and credit systems, focus on
human rights) is considered as the most effective approach. However, some beneficiaries also mentioned
a need for a simple language to be used for better understanding during trainings.
Many respondents mentioned as success also animal breeding (namely cows), quality seeds and better
use of fertilizers. New System of Rice Intensification has been piloted only by a few farmers yet, but the
results are promising (see Report of the Independent External Evaluation, March 2014).
The project team is well experienced and their facilitation roles and applied approaches are highly
appreciated by the beneficiaries. However, some managerial skills are still missing, in particular for
financial management (proper use of the savings for community development), and for marketing of
products (supporting better access to the market). The monitoring and reporting of the project need some
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improvements – while concrete results in the field are well visible and usually discussed in detail at the
(reflection) meetings with target groups, a summary overview of the activities and of the results reached
since the start of the project is missing in the annual project reports. This issue relates also to the
complex character of the project and to very large target group (42 CBOs and 12 ACs). During debriefing,
the evaluators recommended using a similar monitoring system as used by HARVEST (a matrix linking
specific interventions to concrete villages and communes – see Annex 16). The evaluators also
recommended double-checking the calculations in data reporting tables (see Annexes 10 and 11). The
CBO/AC reporting to KAWP could be simplified – biannual reports would be better than monthly reports
(the current system can lead to mistakes and also to some formalism). The reporting between KAWP and
Diaconia has been changed to quarterly reporting in 2015 and to 3 reports per year in 2016.
The conclusions respond to the first objective of the evaluation – to review achievements, successes and
challenges during the current phase implementation including areas with most success and areas with
less success; and their underlying factors. They also relate to the fourth objective - to review current
support functions and management relevant to program implementation.
Although the project does not tackle the key priority of missing water for irrigation; and its design,
monitoring and reporting would still need improvements (rating between 3 and 4), the rating of efficiency
of the field work with target groups can be 5 (of 6) – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall
satisfaction with the intervention). Support for animal breeding and diversification of production and of
incomes partially reflect the issue of the lack of water.

5.3 Effectiveness
There are some gaps in the project logic (sustainable livelihood development cannot be reached without
access to water, and without appropriate access to the market) and the logic model is too complicated for
proper management and monitoring. The evaluators prepared a revised logic model – see Annex 5.
However, the real results in the field have proven irreversible positive behavior changes which concern
both the application of new agriculture practices and empowerment of people and their human rights.
Unfortunately, the droughts in the past two years has negatively influenced the incomes from agriculture
and many families solve the survival problems by illegal migration to Thailand (or moving for work to
bigger cities in Cambodia, namely Phnom Penh and Siem Reap).
The most important behavior changes observed during evaluation include applying new techniques, good
communication, cooperation and solidarity in the villages and between villages, ability of people to speak
out their concerns, increasing savings, decreasing violence, and increasing demand for further education.
In general, the beneficiaries stated that their expectations were mostly met by the project.
Regarding the fulfillment or a probability of reaching the formulated project outcomes, the evaluation
results indicate the following:
□ Outcome 1: Better food and economic security by enhanced livelihood activities (suitable
agriculture and small businesses) – most of the respondents mention significant improvements
thanks to the project; this can be considered as a big success (however, a lack of water for
irrigation is an important limiting factor);
□ Outcome 2: ACs and CBOs have ability to manage their natural resources properly and are aware
how to reduce risk of natural disasters – neither project nor ACs/CBOs can effectively control the
natural disasters, namely the droughts – this outcome cannot be reached without a governmental
support; similarly, there is only a limited effect of the workshops on reducing (illegal) migration but
several respondents mentioned there is no more need to migrate thanks to the project (and mainly
thanks to its outcome 1);
□ Outcome 3: Target communities exercise their rights and access to services – there are very
positive results in the fields of recognition and enforcement of human rights, reducing violence, and
also ability to speak out the concerns of people and their associations;
□ Outcome 4: ACs and CBOs practice good governance and become more responsive to the social
needs of their members – the project has brought important contribution to this outcome; however,
it is important to continue in improving managerial skills and also to establish clear procedures and
decision-making criteria for using the Collaborative Saving Systems for concrete social and
agricultural investments.
These conclusions relate mainly to the second objective of the evaluation – to assess outcomes and
impact of project activities on communities that KAWP worked with.
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Within the formulated objectives, there are significant improvements, including behavior change and
increasing demand for further education. The rating of effectiveness can be 5 – High (the objectives are
met and there is a satisfaction with the intervention – investing in people).
However, when considering all aspects of sustainable development (i.e. including limited access to water,
infrastructure gaps and market issues), the rating would be between 2 – Low (in spite of significant
problems or dissatisfaction the objectives are still partly achievable) and 3 – Rather low (the procedures,
results or assumptions do not fully meet the expectations, mainly due to external factors).

5.4 Impact
There were no control groups to assess all causalities and the project attribution to overall impacts. Most
of the respondents stated significant improvements in their lives thanks to the project. However, lack of
water, low costs at the market, no jobs and related migration significantly limit the benefits.
It is important that people appreciate that thanks to the project their families can grow, improve from day
to day and that the children can go to schools. Some respondents explicitly stated there is no reason to
leave to Thailand thanks to the long-term support from KAWP.
The foreseen positive changes (the dreams) stated during the evaluation survey are mainly related to
access to irrigation for agriculture production, including family and village ponds. Only a few people
mentioned access to drinking water. The second most common dream is better access to the market
(better quality of seeds, better marketing, better prices for the products, higher incomes). These two
issues should be reflected in any further intervention.
It is also important that most respondents are ready to contribute to the future changes, either financially
or by own work. They are also ready to take the responsibility for maintenance and operational costs. The
evaluators recommend providing only a partial support from the future development interventions in order
to motivate local initiatives and to enhance local ownership, shared responsibility, and long-term
sustainability of results.
These conclusions also relate mainly to the second objective of the evaluation – to assess outcomes and
impact of project activities on communities that KAWP worked with.
As many respondents confirmed improving livelihoods and also mentioned no more need to migrate, the
overall rating of impact is 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results, namely in cooperation in
the village and with some other villages, but there are negative external factors – namely missing water
for irrigation and insufficient access to the market).

5.5 Sustainability
The behavior changes seem irreversible (the people want to continue in using new techniques, in
savings, in increasing crop, in vegetable and animal production, in close cooperation within AC or CBO).
Most of the respondents proclaimed a high probability to use the new knowledge and to continue in
applying the new techniques. They are also ready to contribute to further improvements both by money
and own work.
However, a support from the government is urgently needed – survival of people cannot depend on
external support from NGOs or donors´ projects. The solutions of complex issues concerning namely the
access to water and improving of infrastructure must be primarily initiated by local organizations and
supported by the local authorities and national government. Anyhow, even in this field the international
development projects can contribute by specific expertise, e.g. in hydrogeological surveys, appropriate
water treatment methods and water management in general, and by providing some technical assistance
and equipment, e.g. for water storage or for improving hygiene practices. External assistance is also still
needed for coaching and problem solving (e.g. new diseases of crops or animals) in the target
communities, and for a proper management, including financial management and marketing.
These conclusions complement the first objective of the evaluation – to review achievements, successes
and challenges during the current phase implementation including areas with most success and areas
with less success; and their underlying factors (external assumptions and sustainability issues).
According to the evaluators, the overall rating of sustainability can be 4 – Rather high (the intervention
brings good results, the people want to continue in using the new knowledge, but there are negative
external factors – missing water and access to the market, missing non-agricultural jobs, insufficient
infrastructure, increasing migration for work).
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5.6 Visibility
Visibility still needs improvements. This does not concern so much the presentation of the projects in the
target villages but mainly higher visibility at national level (for negotiating with the governmental
authorities) and among the donors´ community (in order to increase possible synergies and
complementarity with other development projects). The presentation of the project at implementation sites
is satisfactory in general, including the project posters with logos of all three partners and of the Czech
Republic Development Cooperation – see also Annex 16.
The overall rating of sustainability can be 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results, the target
beneficiaries are well informed, but there are negative external factors – closer cooperation with
authorities, private sector actors and with other development projects is needed).
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6

Recommendations

This chapter responds to the fifth objective of the evaluation – to identify key lessons learned and
suggestions to inform future strategies and practices to improve program implementation.
The External Evaluation from March 2014 suggested the following sets of recommendations:
 KAWP should help CBOs to clarify overall direction of CBOs and provide extensive capacity
development support to ACs
 ACs should be trained in loan methodology including loan assessment; bookkeeping systems
should be simplified; and investing CSI funds in a meaningful business (not just credit)
 New agricultural technique should be further promoted and strengthened; strengthen capacity of
farmer groups in production technical skills, small business management skills and networking
skills
 KAWP should develop a phased-out strategy for both CBOs and ACs, including tools for assessing
capacity needs, providing capacity development and to measure learning performance and
progress
 KAWP should clarify its organizational direction, and develop an organizational sustainability
strategy that at least consists of further strengthening organizational capacity and professionalism,
possible resource mobilization through income-generating projects, and learning from other
organizations
The Rice Production Survey in December 2014 stated the following recommendations:
 Improve accessibility of water
 Improve seedling preparation and transplanting
 Improve use of fertilizers
 Improve marketing
 Diversification of production
 Support of animal husbandry
The below recommendations, derived from findings and conclusions of the current evaluation, correspond
to a big extent to the above recommendations from the previous surveys.

6.1 Strategic decision
The evaluators suggested that KAWP and project partners must decide between two general options:
a) Replicate the same approaches in other villages and communes, or
b) Upgrade the current support and focus on the key priority of water and on nurturing the knowledge,
techniques and behavior changes (however, a further replication of some previous approaches
could continue in the same villages as only some beneficiaries received a direct support in the
past).
The advantage of the first option (a) is a long term experience with establishing ACs and CBOs and with
promoting new agricultural techniques, and also a possibility to avoid some problems from the past. On
the other hand, sharing of experience between diverse villages and communes is already working even
without or beyond the project(s), and establishing of ACs is also supported by the government. There are
capacity limits of the KAWP staff – supporting more villages and communes could result in more
superficial approaches.
The second option (b) offers an added value of genuine grassroots knowledge of the target villages and
already built mutual trust. The future interventions could better learn from the previous experience and
adequately react on evolving problems and priorities (e.g. the most critical issues of access to water,
access to market, diseases of crops or animals, creating new businesses). KAWP could become also an
important facilitator of communication and cooperation between the target groups, experts, authorities,
private companies and international development programs.
During debriefing, all KAWP team members agreed that the second option could bring better results.

6.2 Strategic recommendation for follow-up interventions
Addressee: KAWP and project partners/donors
Degree of importance: 1 – most important
The upgrade (option b) can build on using the grassroots knowledge from the target communities and
should focus on:
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□ Water and hygiene/health – at least trainings in the field of water management and prevention of
water-borne diseases, and providing a basic equipment for water storage or for water cleaning;
□ Better use of saving system for improving agricultural business, cooperation and solidarity (not only
increasing the savings but development-driven use of money), including proper financial
management, clear criteria and procedures (for investments focused on improved agriculture
production, infrastructure or equipment, the people and/or AC/CBO should contribute – these
investments cannot be 100% guaranteed by external projects);
□ Supporting an access to market (and marketing);
□ Facilitating contacts to and support from the government, local authorities, private sector and
donors – empowering the people to voice their concerns (and to take own responsibility and own
initiative);
□ Expert support (coaching) for agriculture production and problems solving (e.g. diseases of crops
or animals, quality seeds, quality care, etc.);
□ Some support for small businesses beyond agriculture (vocational trainings, some equipment and
material, maybe recommendations and technical assistance for post-harvest upgrade of products –
e.g. rice storages, production of jam, drying the vegetable or fruits, etc.);
□ Continuing support to the poor families (e.g. water tanks, seeds, chicken);
□ Support to social events to further promote integrity of the community and to empower people to
engage.
This recommendation reflects the findings from the evaluation survey in the target groups and their
priorities confirmed by diverse methods and diverse sources of information. The identified topics
represent the key assumptions for sustainable development of the agricultural communities in
Battambang Province. The recommendation also builds upon the KAWP experience and expertise gained
in the target villages and cooperatives. This approach would bring continuous improvements based on
mutual learning and also on mutual trust between the KAWP staff and the target groups.

6.3 Operational recommendation: Enhancing soft aspects of a support
Addressee: KAWP and project partners
Degree of importance: 2 – important
The KAWP should also consider adding new soft aspects to the provided support, in particular an
increasing cooperation with the schools (and the teachers) and with the youngest generation:
□ Prepare and provide some educational materials and educational games for the schools (e.g. on
hygiene, environment and water protection, preparedness for disasters, human rights);
□ Consider the courses on English (e.g. in cooperation with international or local volunteers);
□ Continue in socialization events with the youngest generation.
Social coherence and engagement of children and youth is an important precondition for long-term
development of the communities. Education brings better chances for having decent jobs. The parents
and families are well aware of this need, as confirmed during the evaluation survey. Focus on youth
education and on socialization events could well complement other forms of technical assistance and
could bring new impulses and motivations.

6.4 Operational recommendation: Enhancing hard aspects of a support in cooperation
with other projects
Addressee: KAWP and project partners/donors
Degree of importance: 1 – most important
Access to water is the key issue to be solved. KAWP should thus consider cooperation with other national
and international projects and programs focused on:
□ Irrigation systems (at least the local ones – using the water from the river where possible);
□ Providing pumping equipment and training people to properly maintain and repair the water supply
or irrigation systems;
□ Assistance in constructing municipal ponds and other water storage systems (reservoirs);
□ Water quality monitoring – identifying the problems and their causes;
□ Hydrogeological surveys, constructing new wells or repairing the old wells for safe water, or
introducing water cleaning techniques (at family and community levels).
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These technically and financially demanding investments are beyond the scope of the recent KAWP
interventions. However, they are critical for any further development and also for decreasing the migration
for work to other countries, mainly to Thailand. It is also clear that such hard components must be
financially guaranteed by local people and/or by local authorities and cannot be solved by single NGOs or
donors. The added value of KAWP is a genuine knowledge of situation in the target villages and the
created mutual trust with local people. Therefore, KAWP could become a facilitator of further
governmental support and a reliable partner for other international projects in Battambang Province. The
evaluators thus suggest that the KAWP starts consultations with the government and international donors
and strengthens its role as mediator between them and local ACs and CBOs. The project team can also
be supported by Czech experts in hydrogeology, irrigation or water treatment.

6.5 Operational recommendation: Internal capacity building
Addressee: KAWP and project partners/donors
Degree of importance: 2 – important
In order to be able to address the evolving needs and for ensuring own sustainability and quality of further
dissemination of knowledge and experience, an internal capacity building of KAWP is necessary. This
kind of support, which can be provided by project partners or some international donors, should focus on:
□ Training/mentoring on project preparation, implementation, monitoring, reporting, and evaluation;
□ Financial management skills (in relation to project management and also in relation to systems of
Collaborative Saving for Investment);
□ Access to experts on vocational training related to developments in agriculture and also for nonagricultural jobs creation;
□ Access to experts on market studies and marketing.
At this moment, the technical and managerial expertise of KAWP has probably reached its limits. Further
enhancement of internal capacities is necessary for managing (and for providing appropriate advice for
managing) the increasing funds and more holistic projects. This recommendation also includes a need of
pro-active identification of appropriate outsourcing of external experts. For example, until now using of
VSO volunteers has been sometimes built on their offer, not on the real needs of the target groups.

6.6 Technical recommendation for KAWP: Increase own effectiveness and sustainability
Addressee: KAWP and project partners
Degree of importance: 1 – most important
Based on the surveys among target groups and also on direct observations, it is important to focus on
higher impact of project activities and also on better promotion of the project and of the added values of
KAWP and its partners. The technical recommendations include:
□ Use simpler language (some messages and advices were not fully clear to the target groups);
□ Identify the qualified experts (some experts used by the project were not able to solve concrete
issues, for example a problem with dying chicken);
□ Improve visibility and contacts with other actors (KAWP is well known in the target groups but only
by a few donors working in the same field);
□ Better and timely report the successes and failures and the necessary changes in the project to
partners and donors (it is important to follow donors´ procedures and requirements);
□ Double-check the calculations in data reporting tables and update the data on biannual basis;
□ Do not rely on one source of funding (although it is important to have a clear focus and to use the
genuine expertise, relying on project-based approach can endanger sustainability in case that
funding of such single project fails; program approach, using pool funding from several sources,
could bring better guaranties for predictable support and long-term success; co-financing of the
running project from Germany and the Czech Republic is a good example in this regard)

6.7 Technical recommendation for CBO/AC: Take advantage of cooperation schemes
Addressee: CBOs and ACs
Degree of importance: 1 – most important
□ Better explain the relations and cooperation schemes to avoid further confusion and overlapping;
□ Start using the savings for investments into community development.
Many farmers are confused by the overlapping roles of AC and CBO and cannot recognize the
differences between savings, shares, interest or dividends. Although the budgets are significantly
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increasing in general, only a small part of the money is used for real development investments (good
examples include harvesting machine, tractor, or municipal ponds). Both ACs and CBOs have to learn to
properly allocate their budget, based on the local priorities and initiatives, rather than just to collect the
money and use it for loans. The ACs and CBOs should agree the priorities with their members and
prepare clear procedures for using the money for loans and for investments. A different interest rate
should be used for investments into agriculture or community development and for personal loans. This
approach would help the ACs and CBOs to collect the money for new project activities according to the
priorities agreed in a participatory way.

 A summary overview of recommendations:
6.1 Strategic decision
Recommendation
Main addressee
Upgrade the current support and focus on the key
KAWP and partners
priority of water and on nurturing the knowledge,
techniques and behavior changes

Degree of importance
1 – most important

6.2 Strategic recommendation related to the future program
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Build on the grassroots knowledge from the target
KAWP and partners,
1 – most important
communities and focus on evolving needs (access to
donors
water, better use of saving systems, access to market,
expert support)
6.3 Operational recommendation: Enhancing soft aspects of a support
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Increase cooperation with schools and youth, continue
KAWP and partners
2 – important
in socialization events with the youngest generation
6.4 Operational recommendation: Enhancing hard aspects in cooperation with other projects
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Focus on access to water – KAWP could become
KAWP and partners,
1 – most important
facilitator of further support for the target villages
donors
6.5 Operational recommendation: Internal capacity building
Recommendation
Main addressee
Degree of importance
Internal capacity building is necessary for ensuring
KAWP and partners,
2 – important
sustainability and quality of further interventions
donors
(donors should support this cluster)
6.6 Technical recommendations for KAWP
Recommendations
Main addressee
Simplify the language, identify the qualified experts,
KAWP
improve visibility, improve reporting, do not really on
one source of funding
6.7 Technical recommendation for CBO/AC
Recommendation
Main addressee
Explain better the cooperation schemes to avoid
CBOs and ACs
confusions and overlaps, use the savings for
community development
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Degree of importance
1 – most important

Degree of importance
1 – most important
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List of reviewed documents and other sources of information
CZDA: CHALD Grant decision No. 19/2014/24 for 2014 (June 2014)
CZDA: Field Report Cambodia (August 2014)
CZDA: CHALD Grant decision No. 19/2015/24 for 2015 (June 2015)
Diaconia: CHALD project description 2014 – 2016, Annex to project description, and Annex VI –
Logframe CHALD 2014 (February 2014)
Diaconia: CHALD Annual report 2014 (February 2015)
Diaconia: CHALD Financial report 2014 (February 2015)
Diaconia: CHALD Annual report 2015, including annexes (February 2016)
Diaconia: CHALD Financial report 2015 (February 2016)
KAWP: CBO Consolidation and Social Enterprise. Report of the Independent External Evaluation (March
2014)
KAWP: Community Base Organization Consolidation and Social Enterprise – Project No. 20110368 G.
Statement of Receipts, Disbursements and Fund Balance for the Period from 01 April 2014 to 30
September 2014. Independent Auditor’s Report (April 2015)
KAWP: Data collection report – statistics of CBOs and ACs 2014 – 2016 (February 2016)
Rice production in Battambang, Cambodia. Farmers´ survey (December 2014)
Internet sources:
The Development Cooperation Strategy of the Czech Republic 2010 – 2017 (October 2010)
http://www.mzv.cz/file/762314/FINAL__Development_Cooperation_Strategy_2010_2017.pdf
“Rectangular Strategy” for Growth, Employment, Equity and Efficiency, Phase III, of the Royal
Government of Cambodia of the Fifth Legislature of the National Assembly (September 2013)
http://www.ilo.org/asia/info/WCMS_237910/lang--en/index.htm
National Strategy Development Plan 2014 – 2018, for Growth, Employment, Equity and Efficiency, to
Reach the Status of an Upper-Middle Income Country (July 2014)
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---srobangkok/documents/genericdocument/wcms_364549.pdf
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Evaluation Schedule Plans
Date
15.3.2016
16.3.2016
17.3.2016
18.3.2016
19.3.2016
15.3.2016
18.3.2016
23.3.2016
Dinner time

21.3.2016

22.3.2016

Day/Times
Activities plan
Mon
KAWP
Thue
Field Visit (Farmers)
Wed
Field Visit (Farmers)
Thu
Fri
Sat
Partners (NGOs)
Tue
Fri
Wed
08-10 Am
08-10Am
10-11 Am
10-11 Am
01-03 Pm
01-03 Pm
03-04Pm
08-10 Am
08-10Am
10-11 Am
10-11 Am
01-03 Pm
01-03 Pm
03-04Pm
03-04PM

Goverments institution
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1&2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1

08-10 Am Team 1

23.3.2016

Targets
PMT
Sam Bok Ok / Baeng Veang Villages
Ansorng Sork / Prek Trorp Villages
VSO (Ima4p Mr. Albert, Tel: 015 85 08 74)
VSO of ICS Mr. Sek Sophal, (012 42 66 07)
សសក Keo Sokha (017 56 08 17)
Fact Ms. Nou Sarim (012 43 68 16)
Harvest Yong Yen (077 22 21 97) Afternoon
World Vion Bunnhoch
PAD, District Agriculture office, Mr. Ponh
O'dam 092 23 77 79
AC leaders (Riang Kessei) All
AC members (RKS) 8-12 persons
Commune Council (Mr. Penh Phoeut)
DRR/HRFP (SCT)
CBO leaders (BVG) All
CBO members (BVG) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP (BVG)
AC leaders (PHP) All
AC members (PHP) 8-12 persons
DAO Koh Krolor (Mr. Sok Penhny )
DRR/HRFP Boeng Preah Kralanh
CBO members (CHM) 8-12 persons
CBO Leaders Chhnal Moin
HRFP/DRR Chhnal Moin
CC (Chhnal Moin) (Ms. Sang Saron)

CDF
Daniel
Daniel
Daniel
Nee
Nee
Nee
Daniel
Nee

CBO leaders (SBK) All

Staff responsibilities
All staff
Mr. Reth
Mr. Reth

Srey Mao

Nee

Lim

Nee/Daniel

Thoeun

Nee/Daniel

Soeuy

Nee/Daniel

Thalika
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23.3.2016

24.3.2016

25.3.2016

26.3.2016

08-10Am
10-11 Am
10-11 Am
01-03 Pm
01-03 Pm
03-04Pm
03-04PM
08-10 Am
08-10Am
10-11 Am
10-11 Am
01-03 Pm
01-03 Pm
03-04Pm
08-10 Am
08-10Am
10-11 Am
10-11 Am
01-03 Pm
01-03 Pm
03-04Pm
03-04Pm
08-10 Am
08-10Am
10-11 Am
01-03 Pm
01-03 Pm
03-04Pm
03-04Pm

Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 1
Team 1
Team 1
Team 1
Team 2
Team 2
Team 2
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 1
Team 2
Team 1
Team 2

CBO members (SBK) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP Sombok Ork
CC Kompong Prieng
CBO leaders (TNK) All
CBO members (TNK) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP
Commune Council (Mr. Put Keo)
AC leaders (BDR) All
AC members (BDR) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP Tasorng
CC Bay Damram
CBO leaders (KLP) All
CBO members (KLP) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP Kralapeas
CBO Leader in Tuol Tasok
CBO members (TTS) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP
CC Bansay Treng (Mr. Lorm)
CBO leaders (PTP) All
CBO members (PTP) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP(PTP)
Fishery Assossiciation (Prek Trap)
CBO leaders (KDG) All
CBO members (KDG) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP
CBO leaders (KPT) All
CBO members (KPT) 8-12 persons
DRR/HRFP
CC Phnom Sampov (Ms. Chim Tun)

Nee/Daniel

Sariem

Nee/Daniel

Srey Mao

Nee

Leakhena

Daniel

Chhunly

Daniel

Lim

Cancelled

Date: 14/03/2016
Prepared by: KAWP
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Annex 4

List of CBO/AC in KAWP Targets
No. CBOs in Full Name of Villages
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

SNH = Sam Nanh
KDG = Kdorng
KPT = Kropeu Tbong
SPK = Sampov Koeut
TNK = Tanak
RKC = Rokachhmol
SIEM = Siem
PPI = Prey Prom 1
PPII = Prey Prom 2
SCT = Svay Cheat
WKD = Wat Kandal
TSL = Toul Snoul
BVG = Baeng Veng
WKR = Wat Kor
KPM = Kaun Prom
BPL = Baeng Preah Krorlanh
BHP = Baeng Preah
SHB = Sach Hab
BTC = Banteay Char
CHM = Chhnal Moin
KST = Krang svat
SPN = Spean
TMR = Thmear
TTS = Toul Tasok
CKN = Chhkekon
BDR = Bay Damram
SDO = Sdao
KLP = Krolapeas
TSG = Tasorng
KPC = Kompoung Chaeng
KCG = Kanh Chrorng
TCN = Toul Chornieng
PTT = Prey Totueng
SBK = Sambok Ork
BCG = Boeung Chreng
ATK = Austouk
KPN = Kok Pone
PTP = Prek Trorp
ASS = Ansorng Sork
RDK = Reach Donkeo
CKS = Chrab Krosang
BLG = Balang

No. ACs in Full Name of Communes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

PSP = Phnom Sampov
KEA = Kear
RKS = Reang Kesey
PHP = Preah Phos
CHM = Chhnal Moin
PNR = Prek Norin
KKM = Kork Khmum
WKR = Wat Kor
BDR = Bay Damram
BST = Bansay Traeng
TPD = Tipadai
KPP = Kompung Prieng
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Community Based Social Harmonization and Livelihood Development (CHALD) - Project Planning Matrix (PPM) / January 2014 - December 2016
Description of the project
Objectively Verifiable Indicators
Sources/Means of Verification Assumptions/Risks
Goal/Overall Contribute to poverty reduction and the fulfilment of the rights of citizens by strengthening and supporting communities and civil society
Objectives
organizations to promote and support continuous improvement in the socio economic situation of vulnerable households
Objective 1: The target groups have  Increased incomes for at least 70% of beneficiaries (rice,
 Political stability
more secured livelihood activities
horticulture, chicken, cow, fish)
 Mutual cooperation and
 Fishing, natural lake and tree nursery communities
learning
 Baseline and endline survey
Objective 2: Cooperatives and CBOs
effectively implement their plans
 Viable business models
report
effectively manage natural resources
 42 natural disaster risk management committees
 Collaboration with

Progress,
completion
and
and disaster risks
other stakeholders
evaluation reports
 80% of (15,000) nursed trees survive

Support from relevant

Case
studies
Objective 3: The target groups
 75% of community members are confident to report
authorities
 AC and CBO database
exercise their human rights
human rights violation and access the related services
Objective 4: ACs and CBOs are more
responsive to the needs of members
Outputs/Expected Results
1.1 Farmers have better knowledge
on sustainable agriculture business
2.1 CBOs gain knowledge on natural
resource management and disaster
risk reduction (flood and drought)
3.1 The communities understand the
human rights and public services
4.1 Partnerships and cooperation
between and among ACs and CBOs

 90% of 42 CBOs and 12 ACs implement their plans
 75% of CBOs apply Collaborative Saving and Investment

 65% of farmers gain practical knowledge and techniques
on sustainable agriculture business
 42 CBOs gain concept and practical knowledge on
natural resource management and disaster risk
reduction
 70% of target beneficiaries well understand advantages
of accessing human rights and public services
 Regular meetings between/among ACs, CBOs and CCs
 Policies and guidelines for ACs and CBOs are developed
Activities
Means
1.1.1-8 Campaigns, meetings, study  Personnel (management, experts)
tours, trainings, direct inputs
 Travel costs
2.1.1-6 DRR assessment, trainings,
 Equipment and supplies (agriculture inputs, tools, rent)
campaigns, tree nursery, seeds
 Subcontracts
3.1.1-6 Trainings, social events,
 Consumables
support for victims and focal points  Direct support for target groups
4.1.1-9 New CBOs, surveys, capital
 Other direct costs (documentation, communication, etc.)
investment, trainings, local planning  Overhead
1

 Sufficient capacities
from local staff
 Activity of farmers &
market demand
 AC and CBO database
 Progress, completion and
 Technical and financial
evaluation reports
support from
authorities
 Observation and follow up
 Pre-test and post-test
 Political support at
community level
 AC and CBO database, reports  Interest in commune
forum
 Observation and follow up
Costs
Assumptions/Risks
$ 145,507.00
 Participatory and fair
(should be specified by budget
selection of the
categories)
beneficiaries
 Active engagement of
target groups
Precondition: Grass root
knowledge from previous
projects
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Poverty reduction & enforcing human rights
National and local statistics and surveys
Households (HH): New
livelihood incomes

AC & CBO: Management of
natural resources/disasters

Increase of production/incomes

Local plans, surviving trees, etc.

Knowledge and techniques for
agricultural development

Knowledge on management
of natural resources/disasters

Communes: Human rights
responded
Confidence of community members
Understanding of human
rights concept & services

AC & CBO & CC: Collaborative
local development
75% - 90% CBO/AC functional
Partnerships within and
across sectors

135 households/farmers, 12 Agricultural cooperatives (AC), 42 villages and Community Based Organizations (CBO), and Community Councils (CC)
Workshops and supplies for
rice production, chicken,
cow, fish, horticulture and
post-harvest management;

Surveys and workshops on
disaster risk management,
and adaptation to climate
change;

Awareness on human rights
and social services, trainings
for HR Focal Points, support
for victims;

Workshops on marketing,
business plans & social
enterprises

Assessment and workshops
on nature conservation, a
support for tree nursery,
and fish management;

Building networking in
communes, supporting
social events;

Local planning by means of
commune councils,
workshops on policies and
accountability;

Awareness/workshops on
safe migration in villages

Support for collective
savings and investments

Campaigns on legal
migration in communes

Support for establishing 8
new CBOs, strengthening
capacities of existing CBOs;

Rice seeds, 300 chicken, 60 cows, (young fry, 15,000 trees), training/workshops/study tours/surveys, etc. in all 42 villages and 12 cooperatives…
Human resources (management & experts), equipment and supplies (seeds, livestock, tools, etc.), subcontracts (trainings,
campaigns, studies, rent, print etc.), travel, consumables, direct support for target groups, overheads
2
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21/03/2016 – Reang Kesey Commune – Focus Group with AC members
8 women and 2 men (most of them long-term AC members) (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
288 members, 1687 shares per 30,000 Riel (7.5 USD), money from tractor and loans 99,238,900 Riel
(24,810 USD), Profit: 20,762,900 Riel (5,190 USD).
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
Lack of water – there is a new irrigation canal, but without water. People cannot plan their growth, one
of the options would be to build own pond (3.5 ha available). The problem with drinking water seems
not to be priority – besides bottled water, rainwater is used and there are some wells (some of them
just opposite the place of the meeting).
2. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP?
No support for irrigation but they provide cows, the seeds and loans (?) for rice and techniques for rice
production, human rights trainings and teaching people about HIV, facilitation of loans and saving
system (used for a tractor), facilitating messages to authorities via selected leaders. There is a problem
that people do not have enough money for pay back the loans.
3. Efficiency – What was working best?
KAWP can link people together. Combination of satisfying diverse needs (cows – each member of the
family got one cow but only selected families, experience how to save money, agriculture techniques).
The guaranties and building trust between people.
Due to many meetings, people feel empowered (example: a lady did not understand and did not speak
before, now she is very open and can speak).
There is no problem with negotiating schedule for using tractor or the harvesting machine – depending
on shares there are also dividends, keeping money works. The people have money for sharing the
machine.
The harvesting machine would be a big progress while growing production cannot help so much.
4. and 5. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years? What I am really
proud of?
 Now we can share a tractor for a low price and can get dividends.
 2 years ago I did not know how to save money (even little money e.g. 5000 Riel /1.25 USD/), how
to get interest, how to speak… I do not need to go too far to save/invest money.
 My family can grow, improve from day to day, children can go to schools, and we can have cows.
 I can save a little money to support studies of my children (not only secondary education but
hopefully high school and university).
 I spend less for using the same. I know how to save money - the KAWP CSI system can be used.
Everyone can borrow for investments or important events (wedding, funeral) not for motorbikes…
 We can borrow max. 500 USD for 2.5% interest rate/month (e.g. for cow – as she did not get a
cow from KAWP).
 I joined just 2 years ago but could improve a lot, e.g. pay more for seeds. Not only personal
improvement but improvement of the whole community together.
 My family improved a lot (e.g. could buy motorbike for children), thanks to irrigation I can have
two yields per year; harvesting machine would help. I can save money for education of my
children.
 It is important to know where to borrow (in community and with a low interest).
 I know the agriculture techniques and I understand the use of fertilizers. I know how to protect
rice from diseases thanks to KAWP, now I can plan my growth and I know how to save the money.

1
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6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years?
Together we can get a lot of money for buying the harvesting machine (without it the yields would
destroy). It is not an individual dream but a community dream. Another one could be a storage house.
The people feel excited, no one in the past asked about daily life problems – KAWP helped a lot – now
we can ask everything, better life after KAWP intervention.
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
We joined the CSI system, now we have already 50% for the harvesting machine.
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
Market place for our production. Better seeds. Maybe place for storing/drying the rice. Maybe car for
transporting our rice.
9. Other issues
Community had the meetings and plans to restore the pond (now very small, not enough water – 1 m
instead of 3 m in the past, only cows can use it). It is important for us and also for tourists. New
pond/lake can serve 300 families.
We trust the current leader.
Observation: There is a rice mill with a production capacity of 10 tons/day during the harvesting season.
It is a private business, the owner (women) had health problems in the past years (several operations),
now she can focus on business again.

21/03/2016 – Reang Kesey Commune – Disaster Risk Reduction committee (DRR), Human
rights focal point (HRFP) interview
2 women and 1 man (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Disaster issues:
 Diseases of rice, and insects
 Floods after harvest can destroy the yield (from 2 tons to 1 ton)
 Save water in jars for families
 We need to restore the ponds (700 USD for one pond), water can contribute to other fields.
 There is some solidarity, people can help each other
No more violence in the families (people have more knowledge) and if yes, it can be solved only in the
families without external help. Problems are with “gangsters” but in that case only police (or hospital)
can help.
KAWP can help only with knowledge, not with money or helping victim during night violence.
The HRFP are only volunteers, with no money, sometimes suffering from stress, dependent on their own
business (must attend meeting, cannot work in pub). But the people know the phone number and can
ask for help/advice. Some people do not want to continue – no money, wasted time…

21/03/2016 – Baeng Veng Village (BVG) – Focus Group with CBO members
16 women and 5 men (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Main production: rice, bean, cucumbers, other plants, not so much animal production (mainly cows,
chicken, ducks, pigs are not competitive – low price for pork)
1. Relevance – What are the key problems?
Water for crop production – only a part of village people have small ponds. Canal works only in a rainy
season. Only bottled water for drinking.
2. Efficiency – What is the key “value” from KAWP?
KAWP helped as with cows and plants, teach us how to use fertilizers, how to plant rice, cucumbers, etc.
2
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3. Efficiency – What was working best?
The quality of rice seeds was best appreciated.
4. Effectiveness – What was the most important change in the last 2 years?
There was a water two years ago, now we have canal but without water. Some people have pumps or
water sources but the situation is worse.
5. Effectiveness – What I am proud of, what I like?
There is no choice, not important whether we like it or not. There is a lot of cheap land now (500
USD/ha) but nobody buys it.
6. Effectiveness – What future positive change you expect?
No specific advantage of CBO – tractor could help with fields, and the harvesting machine. We would
need new ponds, but we have place for only for 1,000 m3 which is for one family max. We have some
wells 45 m depth but without water. Pumps need money. Wells need money. Ponds need money.
7. Effectiveness – What we are ready to do?
76 people joined the CSI, savings started 4 month ago; the people are confused by the roles of CBO and
AC.
8. Sustainability - How can KAWP help?
We need road, irrigation and bridges over the canal. Nothing else. Maybe English teachers for our
children but we do not believe we can get it for free (or for reasonable money) in schools. We do not
want to ask – we are 100% sure nobody can help us. We do not know anything about potential
governmental support.

22/03/2016 – Preah Phos Commune (PHP) – Focus group with AC members
8 women and 3 men (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
Disaster – no water. Only some families have ponds, but without water. There are wells of 80 m depth
but without water (some from charity, e.g. World Vision, some governmental), they were working only
1-2 months after rainy season. The water is dirty, already 1-2 years, maybe 5 years, and cannot be used.
Some survey/research is needed, at least analyses, to recognize the reasons. For drinking we can use
only bottled water or water from cisterns.
There is no plan to solve the situation, no farms can develop, and it is not because the farmers are lazy…
During winter seasons, the heavy rains and storms can destroy the houses.
Because of lack of water the people are leaving – big lake could improve the living standard and water
reservoirs could prevent migration for work.
Feeding chicken is easy but they die in 3-4 months, nobody knows why (illness, lack of water, hot?),
experts and vaccination did not help.
There is no market place for the products, namely the rice. Cows are the main income, vegetable only in
rainy season.
2. and 3. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP? What was working best?
 10 years ago CBO members could get a cow;
 There are savings from selling cows, savings for problem solving – people can use it with a low
interest rate;
 KAWP teach us how to create CBO, how to manage community;
 We know new agriculture techniques and from the shares for the AC we already have 50,000 USD.
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4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
We are poorer and poorer – many people left to Thailand. Mainly old people stay and take care of
children and grandchildren. We do not want to leave but without water there is no chance.
5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 I am happy to have cows – but somebody must take care of them and stay here.
 I am proud of KAWP – somebody supports us, helps us with saving systems, and enables lending
money with a low interest. Without KAWP, the people would have to leave.
 I am happy of you – somebody must send the message to the government, donors. (Remark:
Primarily the local the people must formulate the message and voice it)
 We are hopeless – no one wants to speak at the meetings, people shy. Without a deep survey
nobody can help. If you help us to express the needs and go with us, we would be happy.
(Remark: Does KAWP know the government strategies and assistance systems? Can help the
people to reach the government?)
 There is a good cooperation with the leader.
 Everything happens only thanks to KAWP.
6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 Only water. Pond for each family; we can save money for water.
 Electricity is still not here. This would help very much.
 We need market place for rice, cucumbers, etc.
 Irrigation.
 Irrigation and wells for drinking.
 Income generating after harvest, we do not know what to do. E.g. a small factory for clothes, but
we do not know how to do it and how to reach market. Then the people would not migrate. It is a
village dream. (Remark: Can KAWP provide some vocational training and help with equipment –
e.g. sewing machines, and with marketing?)
 Somebody has to trust to evaluators – to send them here. Listen to us and help us.
 The water is only 20 km from here but the government refused to help.
 We want the funds coming directly to the community – e.g. KAWP provided 1 cow and took 2
back, what about providing 2 cows and taking only one back? (Remark: the community/AC itself
can decide about such systems, they have own money, can select the most needed people, invest
to the key issues – not only collecting the money)
 Only water.
 Maybe English teacher.
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
We have a saving system and already 50,000 USD. (Remark: it can be used for 50 ponds if the water can
save the people, some money could be used for analyses, etc.)
We are ready to learn new vocational skills, e.g. establish a women group for sewing, to look for the
market, to contribute financially.
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
For example the tanks/reservoirs for water to store it from rainy season, a help with marketing – not
only produce but to sell.
9. Other issues
We can do some own survey what other villages are producing and selling on the market, or the services
they provide, or what the people need (to buy).
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22/03/2016 – Preah Phos Commune (PHP) – DRR committee and HRFP interview
1 man (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
We only have a theoretical knowledge what to do during floods (which did not come):
 Find a safe place for people;
 Help victims to protect from insects;
 How to prevent diarrhea from water;
 The school can be protected (there is a dam and a pump for getting water out), so teaching can
continue;
 Provide food for victims – not ensured, government should help

22/03/2016 – Baeng Preah Krorlanh Village (BPL) – DRR Committee and HRFP interview
DRR 3 men and 2 women (+ 4 observers: 3 men and 1 woman) (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
There are no serious problems with floods but with lack of water. They want to restore the ancient lake
(from Angkor times) – there is a space of 100 x 300 m but water only for cows. The people came to the
village in 1998, now there are 202 people here. At that time, there was at least 1 m of water, now only
for cows if any. There are only 2 small ponds in the village. The whole district has no water and meeting
with government of district did not help.
Around 80% of people migrated and they send some money. The KAWP training on migration: Safer
through company or government but more expensive than illegally. The Cambodian culture is to stay
with the family, in the country, but there is no choice.
The people are dependent mainly on cows; rice and other plants only in a rainy season.
World Vision is doing something similar like KAWP, in 5 communes, including this one. Focus on
education (better schools), children (children clubs), health (mainly for pregnant women), plus
something more.
Human rights focal point
1 man (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
After KAWP intervention, violence in families and also at ceremonies (e.g. weddings) decreased, as well
as trafficking. The people know whom to ask for help – they can contact each other to prevent the
issues. More training would help as some prevention issues are still not clear. Women’s voices are not
strong enough in the group (they shy) but for example the disasters and also migration affect them –
they must take care of the water, bringing heavy stuff, taking care of children (and/or grandchildren), of
the house. The poor people cannot send children to school as they have no jobs. It is hard to survive
here.

22/03/2016 – Chhnal Moin Village – Focus Group with CBO members
5 women and 1 man (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Main incomes from crops (rice) and cows, some vegetables (not specified)
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
Money in the community – saving system was established but 15 of 33 people do not return the
borrowed money. KAWP provided cows to CBO families, they were expected to return the cattle but
some (5-6) sold them to pay their debts not to lose their property. CBO decided about the cows by
“lucky draw” (a lottery). Thanks to bad debts 10,000 USD is only on paper, the real money is missing.
Problems cannot be easily repaired as there was no rain for 2 years and the people cannot pay debts.
No water is the main problem, there are no plans on irrigation; the only sources are the small ponds.
There are 2 wells 86 m deep but no water for six, seven, maybe nine years. (Remark from observation –
there is a functional well 76 m deep very close, with a sufficient water yield; however the proclaimed 500
m3/hour cannot be realistic)
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2. and 3. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP? What was working best?
 Road and help for old people (food once a year, ceremonies, funerals…), and cows.
 Everybody knows about our problems but nothing happens.
4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
 My family received a cow from KAWP – a little improvement as we still must pay debts, still very
poor.
 KAWP gave me money for a cow 2 years ago, now I have 2 cows and small savings.
 I did not receive anything from KAWP but I have a little higher standard – I have pigs and rice and
cows.
 We have had 5 cows and also a cattle 2 years ago and we are not in debts.
 As I need money, I have a chance to borrow from CBO members. I have 2 cows now. The money in
CBO increased – now 60 families can get a cow.
5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 Nothing, because of no water. I am worried about next 3 months, I would have to leave.
 When there was a similar drought 12 years ago, the Red Cross offered the cisterns with water.
 I do not want to go to another place, I have a house and the field, so I do not want to start again
from zero.
 My daughter and son live in Phnom Penh, they support the family here.
 I would need a chance for other job (Remark: Can KAWP offer some vocational training,
equipment, material, access to market?)
6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 To have a better life – cows, pigs, chicken, maybe goose
 Farm and a field (one good seasons means food for 5 years)
 I would need a tractor (Remark: Can AC help with sharing? Or can be renting a tractor a good
business?)
 The talking is nice but what will happen? (Remark: Very pessimistic and passive village)
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
We are ready to share money and our work.
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
We do not know anything about the KAWP´s plans (Remark: If you are not able to say what you really
need, nobody can help)
We need water!!!
More cows can help.
There are only 2 cars in the village – not enough for reaching a market.
VSO trainings are enough, we do not need more.
9. Other issues
There are some problems in cooperation within CBO (e.g. the leader invites people for a meeting but he
does not come).

23/03/2016 – Sambok Ork Village (SBK) + one more – Focus Group with CBO members
6 men and 11 women (and 2 children) (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
From 84 families only 24 joined CBO
(Village visited the last week – rice, chicken, frogs, cows, vegetable…)
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1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
No water, irrigation without water, shallow ponds and not for everybody. Missing containers, jars.
2 years ago the villagers shared the costs for a dam. The main dam in Kanghort Village is 30 km far away
and the Chinese do not provide water (Still testing period? Then the government can decide?). It is open
only in a rainy season.
There are 3 wells with drinking water, still working, but far away. UNTAC built it, also some ponds (not
deep enough), and provided rice.
No money to do small business, e.g. grocery shop, feed for chicken.
Coaching for agriculture technique, but not only theoretical – coaches without practical experience
cannot help much. Coaching for chicken and vaccination is missing.
40% support for seeds from KAWP is fine (but without water it is difficult), also some agriculture
techniques and some animals.
Houses for chicken are missing. (Remark: It cannot be such difficult to build the house for the chicken as
a small investment into family business)
2. and 3. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP? What was working best?
 We received cows, chicken, seeds, crops, rice, frogs (some people could decide “I do not want this
as I am not experienced or cannot feed it.”).
 There are no complaints, people understand the system of sharing the funds, e.g. the frog go to 35 families now, and next time to the others (some will wait as they have no experience and will
decide later).
4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
 We joined KAWP in 2006. Situation is better – increase of production by 20% now (5% max. in the
past).
5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 We are happy to live here thanks to KAWP – no reason to leave to Thailand (consensus).
6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 We need both the crops and animals (and water!!), a skillful coach.
 The poorest in the village still do not want to speak. They usually stay with grandchildren as their
parent moved to another place.
 Small shop for selling grocery.
 Capital to extend the business (chicken, coach).
 Pumping machine and pipes for water – no need to buy water (two more people agree, e.g. an old
lady with grandchildren, due to illness she cannot work and carry heavy things - often blood
pressure is a problem, traditional medicine could help). Deeper ponds (3 people).
 Enough food for chicken and other animals.
 Coach for chicken and crop production.
 House for chicken (3 people).
 Market place for crops.
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
Animal is better than crop. Sometimes investment of 250 USD would help (the cost of the meeting place
– originally a kindergarten). AC cannot help much. There are some funds from saving system but we do
not know if these can be used. Some people moved. We are ready to contribute about 10% and by our
own work.
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8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
The price of chicken is about 4.5 USD/kg, not much. We do not know what we need and can get. E.g.
grass for cows is missing – are there any grass seeds?
9. Other issues
-

23/03/2016 – Sambok Ork Village – HRFP (1 man + 1 woman) and DRR (1 man and 2 women)
interview
(Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
HRFP: Since joining KAWP in 2005 (maybe 2006), there is no more violence in the families and during
ceremonies. The training included also rights of children and old people. We have also volunteers for
kindergarten but we would need some more money for that (around 28 children below 6). Probably no
more special training is needed.
DRR: There were some trainings but the most serious disaster is missing water. We sent message to the
dam, to government, but we can only wait. The pumping machines are need and restoring the ponds
(better as they can serve both people and animals, the wells are only for people; remark: depth of wells
45-60 m).
There were floods in the previous year. We need some equipment – boat for saving people, tents for
living; material help would be better than training but we still need some knowledge. FAO helps with
trainings, not with material.
Remark on frog farm (last week 6 male and 2 female frogs, today already 20 frogs).

23/03/2016 – Tanak Village (TNK) – Focus Group with CBO members (registered CBO)
3 men and 5 women (and 2 children) (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
+ 1 key respondent: 3 associations under CBO – rice, cow, insurance. There is 60 million Riel (15,000
USD) in the fund and people pay every month, rarely they do not pay back. Easier than microfinance and
with better interest rate. Not sure about sustainability if KAWP withdraws – only old people stay, young
leave.
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
Climate change - no water, irrigation without water, only small and shallow ponds, municipal lake of
60x30 m has water only in a rainy season – not enough.
Migration to Thailand, sometimes whole families (main incomes from there; rice and cows only a little
part, mainly for eating, low price of rice).
No market place after harvest, small road would help to transport the production.
Government has plans but no action.
2. and 3. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP? What was working best?
 Some confusion on the roles of KAWP, CBO, AC.
 KAWP has done a lot – a road, irrigation, cows, seeds for rice, saving system for “social fund”,
education (gifts for outstanding students), restoring the well(?), support for women and children
rights, ceremonies and celebrations – e.g. equipment for traditional games or traditional musical
instruments to be rented for celebrations, constructing a small pagoda, supporting health
(transport to hospital, renting beds).
 Most appreciated: Road, irrigation and the lake restoration; but also the complexity / combination
of different approaches (however, sometimes not fully demand driven)
 (Remark: annual survey/monitoring should be introduced)
4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
 Some did not join KAWP (CBO?) but still received cows.
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 Lot of knowledge on money control. Increased savings from 40 to 60 million Riel (10,000 – 15,000
USD). Now they understand CSI and can save 2.5 – 12 USD/month (only 0.25 USD in the past).
 The people were not used to speak out at the meetings, now they can.
5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 Now we have everything except for road, irrigation and ponds – no need to leave. Husband,
children and happiness in the family.
 KAWP improved life standard.
 Happy to live here thanks to KAWP – I have permanent house, can use saving system (also
contributing money from children). Even the really poor can get cow and a lane of field.
 I am happy that KAWP developed the village. And I have a “big” job – printing invitations to
weddings… I got nothing except for knowledge and I can develop own business. (teacher)
 KAWP knows our needs and helps (e.g. planning the crops and use quality seeds).
 KAWP can help the community (proud volunteer).
 I am happy for that work for KAWP (another volunteer).
 I am proud of my students (primary school teacher).
 KAWP provided a lot and everything happened thanks to that (consensus).
6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 Education and pond and irrigation.
 Make everybody rich and healthy in the community.
 Money for business extension.
 We feel worry if KAWP leaves, the CBO is still not sustainable, do not stop.
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
I hope to continue as a volunteering teacher as people want to live here.
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
Send the message to the government what we need!
9. Other issues
- (Remark: Inspiring discussion)

23/03/2016 – Tanak Village (TNK) – HRFP (1 man + 2 women) and DRR (2 men) interview
(Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
HRFP Role: look after villagers with problem. In case of violence inform police and authorities. There
were also gangster (from the village or from outside). This has never happened since KAWP
intervention. The social events (Women days etc.) will continue.
DRR: Committee can suggest the way to prevent disaster – e.g. a proper use of water. The floods are not
an issue here. Now, no one has water for two weeks – can buy from pagoda or other villages. There are
4 big ponds without water this year. We still need some soft skills (a trainer) – how to use water for all
villagers.
We did an Open School Day, with children and parents – speaking guest and the games (both rights and
water issues included). Hygiene education as disaster prevention should be also included.
Children Rights Day – children came home “Today is my day and you must take care of me!” And they
know their rights are valid every day. And they also know they must follow the advice of their parents.
Some villagers do not celebrate these days…
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24/03/2016 – Bay Damram Commune (BDR) – Focus Group with AC members
8 men and 6 women (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
8 villages in the commune, rice is the main income, only a little from vegetables or fruits (mainly for
families) or from animals – cows, chicken, some pigs
Meeting in the new storage house for rice (Harvest + KAWP)
Source of water: some ponds, wells (40 – 45 m deep) for 10 – 15 families, not enough; but also a treated
water from a private company; the place is very close to the river (but only some villages)
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
Water – irrigation without water due to Kanghort dam which does not provide water, no pumping
machines for water (Remark: can the AC budget be used?)
2. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP?
 KAWP came before Harvest (US AID), and provided cows. Chicken, money for the storage house…
3. Efficiency – What was working best?
 Cows and the storage house.
 Some technical trainings for planning the rice, how to protect animals from diseases.
 The saving system works well, no bad debts (but no rules for taking money back if I leave). Small
loans up to 500 USD for ID, certification by the chief of the village, signature (for such amount no
collateral is needed) – used for survival: seeds, petrol, fertilizers.
4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
 Everything develops, e.g. storage for rice seeds, cows (consensus), but everything depends on
agriculture and there were not enough rains in 2015/2016.
 Health is also an issue – lot of money for treatment and hospitals. Also the dust from the roads…
 Lot of weddings – lot of debts.
 Climate change – last two years – not such big problems before.
 There are low prices at rice market, petrol sometimes increases and decreases.
5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 Because of KAWP, the people still can live here. No one wants to leave (to Thailand), family can
stay together.
 Family has no reason to stay – only one harvest per year is not enough for survival, I stayed with
grandchildren.
 We are afraid of the season, still can go to Thailand.
 We need some training on jobs and some machines. (On what?) Maybe clothes? Maybe repairing
the tractors and other engines. There is only one repair shop in the commune (and too busy, no
time for food). We need also some training how to repair the engines/machines in the field.
 Any gift from anybody makes us happy.
6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 Maybe also some medicine from KAWP. Health is important (popular diseases – diabetes, high
pressure, also water-borne diseases – children).
 Training for repairing the machines.
 English teacher in the village, it should start in kindergartens (public schools only from grade 7). It
is also linked to ASEAN and for getting jobs.
 Training to cure the animals – a professional veterinary.
 Better market for the harvest. (Remark: Is it possible to negotiate collectively?)
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7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
The dreams cannot work (1 t of rice instead of 3 t). (Remark – there must be some own initiative – pay
for teacher/volunteer, build a repair shop, ask AC or KAWP for a concrete help, e.g. a veterinary)
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
A harvesting machine (renting is for 120 – 150 USD per hectare, too expensive). (Remark: Some ACs
have the machine and rent it to members – they do not know anything about the AC´s plans)
Pond, bigger tanks for water… Only around 50 of 200 families received support from KAWP.
9. Other issues
- (Remark: Better situation than other villages due to the close river, but quite passive)

24/03/2016 – Bay Damram Commune (BDR) – HRFP (1 man + 1 woman) interview
(Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Role: to give advice to some families how to solve the problems (50% success). No need to ask police or
authorities.
Sometimes little problems with neighbors, sometimes problems with one of the couple leaving without
any responsibility (success to get at least some payments).
In 60 – 70% explaining helps to solve the problem.
There are some social events – some materials, tests, games, prices for winners (some support would
help).
All children go to school and they know their rights (e.g. “I cannot carry heavy things…”).
Some training to fully understand the HR issues would still help, and some materials – toys, games.

24/03/2016 – Krolapeas Village (KLP) – Focus Group with CBO members
3 men and 11 women (9 young) (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Due to migration, only old people with grandchildren and young people attending schools stay. Money
from migrants is the main income, then cows, a little from spicy tree, rice, corn…
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
No water, no rain since November 2015, one big pond is quite far (3 – 4 km) and not enough for 300
families. River is around 2 km far and there are no pipes and no pumping machines. Only rain water for
school (Observation: the pipes from the roof are not connected to the tank)
2. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP?
 Saving system, cows, chicken, rice seeds and other crops, some trainings (nothing in 2016).
3. Efficiency – What was working best?
 Cows.
4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
 Migration increased and the violence decreased (causal relations?)
 Not clear understanding of the difference between savings and shares. However, there is some
interest from annual savings.
5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 Nothing makes me happy, just responsibility for grandchildren and waiting for the parents
(everybody is in debts).
 Happy that KAWP provided the road plus building where we can meet, e.g. for celebrations
(Women’s Day etc.), and small gifts from KAWP (e.g. noodles).
 Happy to having cows and land.
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6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 More cows and rice seeds.
 Also the old people need cows (3 grandchildren).
 More loans for growing crops and for feed for animals. Ready to pay back.
 More training on agriculture and feeding the cows.
 Becoming an employee of a big factory, e.g. on clothes. Afraid of own business/workshop due to
the problems on the market. (Remark from older lady: “You should not have big ambitions, you
should feed your cows”)
 Become a boxer (a young girl).
 All young people want to have higher education – at least a high schools or governmental or
private university in Phnom Penh. (Some people dropped out from the school and migrated)
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
Ready to contribute (they must help themselves first before asking for external help).
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
A wish does not mean that somebody (KAWP) will help. (Remark: Without clear priorities and without
asking you cannot get anything)
Pumping machine (and pipes) for using the water from the river (2 km far) - consensus. They are ready
to manage the water distribution in the village, including responsibility for the electricity, repairs, costs
sharing, etc.
9. Other issues
- (Remark: There are very good relations among the young people – a big potential of the youth for
future)

25/03/2016 – Prek Trorp Village (PTP) – Focus Group with CBO members
4 men and 9 women (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
(Observation: the river is not so far, new pond and water reservoir is being constructed for pagoda,
construction of irrigation around the conservation lake are going on, and people close to the road are
constructing their own irrigation – pipes from the river)
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
Disaster – no water. Floods during rainy season. Suitable market and price for agriculture products
(mainly beans and rice) are missing. There is a poor road for transporting the products to the market. It
was twice repaired but damaged again by the floods.
2. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP?
 We received a lot of support. The knowledge how to take care of agriculture is the most
important.
 Saving system is working (with a contribution from KAWP).
3. Efficiency – What was working best?
 There are also other organizations (VSO, FACT, World Vision) but only KAWP stays and work with
us on a daily basis. We have a lot of meetings as the plans must be implemented and monitored.
Also celebrations (Women’s Day etc.) were nice and will continue. We requested World Vision to
spread the HR approaches to other villages; they supported us but not enough.
4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
 Completely positive change due to new knowledge of the villagers. However, around 30% still do
not understand and should be trained more.
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5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 Whole family and whole village know how to improve their lives.
 Happy because many organizations come and help – there is no more reason to leave, around
10% of migrants return (20 – 30% will not return as they have better jobs and lives).
6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 Market place for rice and bean (we are dependent on brokers coming to our village).
 Convenient road to the market (around 18 km far). (Remark: It is important to cooperate with
other villages on the same road, there is no joint action so far)
 Some training courses on agriculture and business (maybe sewing clothes, potentially
construction works, or repair workshops for engines). (Remark: Can KAWP help with a vocational
training or equipment or market?)
 New ponds are needed, only the conservation lake is not enough, it is too shallow. Some families
have ponds (2-3) but the poorer people cannot afford it. (Remark: they do not now about the
extension works and the plans on linking the lake with the river and irrigation system)
 The soil from the lake is not good and cannot be used for the fields, etc.
 Some people drink water from the river, some buy it (20 l per day / 2500 Riel = 0.6 USD for a
family of 6-7 people). Reservoirs not enough (for the fields cannot be used), jars do not have good
quality (example: a poor guy was working 3-4 days in the bean field to get 17 USD for a jar, when
he had it full of water, it broke, he was crying…). Any support with better water tanks would be
much appreciated.
 Any kind of a big factory nearby to get jobs. (Remark: post-harvest technologies like drying or
conservation are missing)
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
Ready to contribute (50% or by the work). Example: KAWP coordinator provided rice for people digging
the road, or fish cans for people working on irrigation canal.
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
Restoring / deepening the lake – then it would contribute to development. Find some solution for the
poor – they have only 2 small jars of a poor quality.
School is not among priorities because of high costs (it has 4 rooms, not only 2 rooms mentioned during
interview with CBO leaders, and also an outside space). They asked the Japanese Embassy and got no
response. They were asked for priorities (school, irrigation, and road) and nothing happened.
(Remark: Many Embassies have a system of small grants – KAWP might map the condition of these
grants and help the CBOs to apply for them).
9. Other issues
They mentioned both Diaconia and Bread for the World as important donors.
(Remark: We visited this village in the past week)

25/03/2016 – Prek Trorp Village (PTP) – Fishery committee interview
7 men (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
They would need a boat for monitoring/preventing illegal fishing (7.2 – 7.5 m long only and it can be
repaired not a new one; the big boat from Harvest cannot be used for catching illegal fishermen (both
from and from outside the village), maybe also a bike for a dry season, and definitely more water in the
river.
Out of 374 families, 80% have some incomes from fishing – both for eating and for the market. (Remark:
CBO leaders mentioned 356 families, CBO members 90% of people dependent on agriculture, not fishing)
So far no need for support from KAWP (the fish is from the river, only in rainy season in the ponds),
maybe an advice how to find/catch a fish in a legal way. Some flash lights and rain coats received to
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monitor illegal fishing, illegal logging or illegal digging the ponds in the conservation area, etc. Binoculars
and radio transmitter could help, too. They need also a new permanent observation place.
However, illegal fishing is decreasing thanks to good observation and good cooperation in the village.
Everybody knows the committee (it is elected). Some illegal fishermen use machines or inappropriate
nets killing both the small and big fish.
The customers (or brokers) usually come for fish to the village, sometimes individual transport by
motorbike to the market (18 km far) or to Battambang. The equipment for fishing is not produced in the
village but bought at the market.

25/03/2016 – Prek Trorp Village (PTP) – HRFP and DRR interview
1 + 1 women (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
The role of DRR is to prevent/reduce the damages – send message to the authorities about storm or
floods. Send people to a safe place (pagoda). Not much other opportunities (food, tents), the neighbors
can help.
The HRFP recently started her position and had to solve a problem when a drunken husband attacked
his wife. The committee divided them and took the husband to the police. He is now a good husband
(model example). There have been organized some social events (Women’s Day, Children’s Day etc.)
and will continue. (Remark: There should be a direct cooperation with the school/teachers – human
rights and disaster prevention or water protection issues should be included in education and school
events. Can KAWP help with some materials, programs, games?)
KAWP still provides training and the people are aware. But they still need training on both issues.

26/03/2016 – Kdorng Village (KDG) – Focus Group with CBO members
3 men and 10 women (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Main incomes from rice (people with land, but still mainly for the family, not primarily for the market)
and from work for the others, some from animals, some support from migrants.
1. Relevance – What is the main current problem?
 People do not have own land and must work for others (one day a week – e.g. harvest potatoes).
As jobs are missing, the people migrate and only old people and children stay.
 The irrigation canal is without water, there are no ponds and the river is too far for crops and
vegetable. We must buy the drinking water and some families can use several wells (10 – 20 m
deep) with water for cooking.
 There is no chance for jobs besides agriculture.
2. Efficiency – What was the key “value” received from KAWP?
 Some people received cows, chicken or seeds, and training on agriculture techniques.
3. Efficiency – What was working best?
 The wells would help much.
4. Effectiveness – What is the most important change in the last 2 years?
 We are very poor but better thanks to received cows and knowledge on agriculture techniques –
the people changed their habits (e.g. in rice production). We understand more the gender and
human rights issues.
 We can save more money than before (in the whole village from 2,000 USD to 15,000 USD per
year).
 The situation is better – some people could buy a land and build something.
 Migration did not change – the old people stay and do not want to leave and the contributions
from migrants (e.g. 25 USD/months from son) is an important financial income.
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5. Effectiveness – What I am really proud of (what made me happy)?
 Nothing for being happy.
6. Impacts – What positive change I expect in 2 years? Dreams?
 To have a well and mango and a motorbike or car. The village needs a repaired road and a bridge
across canal to the fields. And some factory nearby to get a job.
 I do not know what I want.
 Bridge and the road (only half is constructed).
 Job and a new house (for the family of 8 people) – I am too old to go to Thailand.
 Expert and teacher for growing mushroom and vegetable, and for animal raising (I do not have a
cow).
 I need a well – then I would have water for vegetable.
 I am married but must stay at parents as I do not have own house and land.
 Well for vegetable and animals.
 I need a job – I want to stay with the family and avoid the need for children to migrate.
 Techniques for growing vegetables.
 Bridge and the road to transport the products.
 I would like to raise fish (but there is no pond or lake and I have no experience).
(Remark: There is no post-harvest processing; dry fruits – e.g. banana, or jam might be an option)
7. Impact – What would you do for the foreseen positive change?
All people are ready to contribute.
8. Sustainability – What do we need from KAWP?
Priority is the bridge (consensus).
9. Other issues
-

26/03/2016 – Kdorng Village (KDG) – HRFP and DRR interview
DRR 3 men, HRFP 2 women (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
There are some plans just completed. There are problems with wind/storm but we can only warn the
people that it is coming and then help each other - e.g. asking all families for a financial support for
others (solidarity) or inform the leaders (request for an official support).
The floods are rare and only in the fields, not in the village. But we cooperate with another village which
is facing the floods.
We try to protect people from contaminated water (we asked one organization for 18 wells but no
response came).
There are no significant problems with human rights, no violence now; some problems were in the past.
We try to persuade people not to beat each other, etc. We have some celebrations – the Women’s Day
every year, Children’s Day not every year. We would appreciate some help with such celebrations, and
some money and materials.
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25/03/2016 – Prek Trorp Village (PTP) – Interview with CBO leaders
5 men and 2 women (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
356 families, 1,840 people (925 female); CBO 65 people (33 female)
Main incomes from beans, rice, cows, chicken, duck, fishing
Relevance
1) In your opinion, what is the main current problem in your village/AC?
 Decrease of prices after harvest, irregular price.
 No water – close river has some water but not for farmers who are far, Kanghort dam is 50 km far,
government started something 15 km far, KAWP provided some irrigation but it was destroyed
during road construction, conservation lake can be used only partially; better tanks are missing for
drinking water.
 Health care – the hospital is far away and the treatment is expensive. We need also some
knowledge how to prevent diseases (e.g. diarrhea) – we are poorer and poorer due to costs of the
medical care (and when we are ill we cannot work).
 We need some advice for preventing rice diseases, former solutions do not work anymore.
 We have only a primary school (2 rooms for 200 children – cannot be combined with
kindergarten; Remark: maybe 2 buildings?), secondary school 5 km from here.
2) Did the CHALD/KAWP project reflect your priorities?
 not at all
 rather not
1 in a fair extent

5 mostly yes

1 fully

Conclusion on relevance: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results but there are negative
external factors – namely lack of water)
Efficiency
3) How did you get the first information about the project?
The support started after the neighbor village was destroyed by Red Khmer, in 1995 KAWP started to
support 3 villages (no water, no food); the people send the message to CBO and CBO to KAWP.
4) Do you have any specific role in the project? YES If yes, what concrete task do you have?
We participated in all activities.
5) What was the key “value” or lesson you received from the project?
Knowledge how to make human resources and make the villagers to develop the knowledge.
6) In your opinion, how transparent was the selection process of the direct beneficiaries?
 not at all
 rather not
 in a fair extent
7 mostly yes
 fully
The people were sometimes upset but they understood they could be supported the next time.
7) Were the main selections criteria clear to you? YES
Are the criteria relevant? Do they select the right people with these criteria?
There is no better choice.
8) In your opinion, what project approach is working best?
Combination of diverse interventions is the best approach.
9) How satisfied are you with support from the project staff (KAWP)?
 not at all
 rather not
1 in a fair extent
1 mostly yes
10) Do you face any problem in communication with the project staff? NO
If yes, can you specify the problem?
Every issue was solved.
1
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Conclusions on efficiency: 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with the
intervention, there is a long cooperation)
Effectiveness
11) What is the most significant change in your life in the last two years?
 Improved knowledge (the people knew nothing before) on society, human rights, how to
communicate, how to help each other.
 Human resources (some did bad things in the past, now they are better).
 Material improvements (old motorbike instead of old bike).
 Money and savings increased.
 Social work improved.
12) What was your main motivation to join the project (or the CBO/AC)?
 If everyone works separately, nobody can help. Working together can bring donors and other
support.
 We can borrow money from the saving group.
13) To what level were your expectations met by this project?
 not at all
 rather not
2 in a fair extent
5 mostly yes

 fully

14) As a result of the project, were you able to buy/arrange something really important what you did
not expect several years ago? YES
If yes, can you specify it?
We could buy motorbike, small tractors, and small bicycles for children for going to the school.
15) Do you consider system of Collaborative Saving for Investment as helpful?
 not at all
 rather not
 I do not know
 mostly yes

7 fully

16) In case of facing/seeing any violence or breaking your human rights, do you know who could help
you? YES
There is only a small part of violence now.
Would you use such help?
 definitely not
 probably not

6 I do not know

1 probably yes

 definitely yes

17) Did you ever consider, in the last 2 years, leaving your commune and work abroad? NO
If yes, did the project help you to make a decision not to migrate?
6 not at all
1 rather not
 not sure
 rather yes
 definitely yes
We are leaders, we cannot migrate. 308 people migrated in the past years.
Remark: Probably wrong understanding – response on migration, not on decision not to migrate.
If you still consider to migrate, did the project help you with a practical advice? N/A
 not at all
 rather not
 not sure
 partially yes  definitely yes
Illegal migration is cheaper and faster. The legal migration can take 1 year.
Conclusions on effectiveness: 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with
the intervention – significant improvements in human resources and knowledge)
Impacts
18) Is there any recent change in your village/AC you are really proud of?
Know-how to think & analyze deeper on business. The people now do not want to migrate from families.
And some migrants were working hard without a salary…
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19) What further positive changes do you expect in the next 2 years? Dream!!
 Car and a house.
 Good harvest to support children to further education to avoid my own hard situation.
 Better life style – wooden house (with wooden roof instead of metal – quite hot in the house).
 Be healthy at least 2 more years (health is better than money); dream on beautiful wife and nice
car is not probably realistic…
 Comfortable house for my family and a car.
 New generation can get new knowledge to improve village, community, and the whole country.
Money for living better (and a car).
 Community become upgrade more and more.
20) What would you concretely do to introduce such positive changes?
Saving system can help for improving agriculture and fishery. In case of starting own business (nonagricultural, like handicrafts or clothing), the people can contribute but cannot sell the products here,
they would need a market. CBO can ask the members how they can contribute.
21) What external support would you need for that?
Stabilization of market price for production. Storage for rice and other products might help. But the
poor people must sell everything immediately to pay debts.
Conclusions on impact: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results, namely deeper
knowledge on business and a will to stay in the village, but there are negative external factors –
missing water and access to the market)
Sustainability and follow-up, networking
22) What is the probability that you will continue in using the methods/techniques you have learned?
 very low
 rather low
 I do not know
7 rather high
 very high
23) What would you propose to keep doing in the project (in your CBO/AC)?
Saving system + increasing membership + borrowing between members.
24) What would you propose to stop doing in the project (in your CBO/AC)?
Everything is important.
25) Could you identify one really important issue that the project (your CBO/AC) should focus on the
next year?
Maybe tractor – but then the people could become jealous.
Small harvest machine – but this cannot help all.
Even support to poor is needed.
We need any kind of help…
26) Do you share experience with other farmers (CBO/AC)?
 not yet
 we visited each other several times
7 we meet and discuss quite often
 we plan to cooperate more in the future
Conclusions on sustainability: 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with
the intervention, the people expect to continue in using the new knowledge and to work together and
to increase membership in CBO)
Visibility
27) Can you name donors of the CHALD/KAWP project?
Diaconia (they met personally the project staff) and Bread for the World.
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26/03/2016 – Kdorng Village (KDG) – Interview with CBO leaders
6 men and 2 women (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
209 households; main incomes from agriculture – rice (mainly for food, partially for the market), labor
for others, support from migrants, some cows and chicken, some vegetable and fruits
Relevance
1) In your opinion, what is the main current problem in your village/AC?
 Villagers do not have jobs as there is no water for agriculture – harvesting only once a year
(instead of 3 times).
2) Did the CHALD/KAWP project reflect your priorities?
 not at all
 rather not
1 in a fair extent

3 mostly yes

4 fully

Conclusion on relevance: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results but there are negative
external factors – namely lack of water)
Efficiency
3) How did you get the first information about the project?
Members of KAWP came to the village in 1995 and discussed the needs, now the villagers inform the
CBO and CBO informs KAWP.
4) Do you have any specific role in the project? YES
If yes, what concrete task do you have?
Everybody is engaged and knows what to do (Remark: 1 respondent is from DRR, 1 is HRFP)
5) What was the key “value” or lesson you received from the project?
 We know how to work together, we got the training on techniques
 We also work on balance the people
 We are able to control money and to report it
 We know how to meet each other (meetings), how to communicate
6) In your opinion, how transparent was the selection process of the direct beneficiaries?
 not at all
 rather not
 in a fair extent
6 mostly yes
2 fully
7) Were the main selections criteria clear to you? YES
Are the criteria relevant? Do they select the right people with these criteria?
Criteria are fine.
8) In your opinion, what project approach is working best?
Training is the best approach, also on how to manage the villagers. However, the knowledge is still
limited and the trainings should continue.
9) How satisfied are you with support from the project staff (KAWP)?
 not at all
 rather not
 in a fair extent
4 mostly yes

4 fully

10) Do you face any problem in communication with the project staff? NO
If yes, can you specify the problem?
 There has been no problem in communication.
 However, more time for training is missing (staff for 2 weeks, the villagers only 1 day).
 Sometimes there is a problem with understanding – too difficult words are used (the language
must be simplified).
 The reporting back sometimes does not respond to all issues.
4
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Conclusions on efficiency: 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with the
intervention)
Effectiveness

11) What is the most significant change in your life in the last two years?
 The village improved a lot; there is a better life style thanks to the project, development of
understanding also of the health issues – for example, the mothers now give birth to children in
hospital.
 Property has improved – better houses (with firm roofs), etc.
 We have a new CBO office (Remark: The interview place; the previous Focus Group was in the
former office on a rented land).
 The people now look around and have their own ideas how to earn money (active engagement).
12) What was your main motivation to join the project (or the CBO/AC)?
 To decrease the costs of borrowing money.
 To persuade people to join CBO (18 members in the past, now over 100).
 We were the first village with CBO and we still want to improve.
13) To what level were your expectations met by this project?
 not at all
 rather not
 in a fair extent
5 mostly yes

3 fully

14) As a result of the project, were you able to buy/arrange something really important what you did
not expect several years ago? YES If yes, can you specify it?
No concrete response.
15) Do you consider system of Collaborative Saving for Investment as helpful?
 not at all
 rather not
 I do not know
1 mostly yes

7 fully

16) In case of facing/seeing any violence or breaking your human rights, do you know who could help
you? YES
Everybody knows.
Would you use such help?
 definitely not
 probably not

 I do not know

2 probably yes

6 definitely yes

17) Did you ever consider, in the last 2 years, leaving your commune and work abroad? YES/NO
If yes, did the project help you to make a decision not to migrate? (7 answers)
1 not at all
1 rather not
1 not sure
4 rather yes
 definitely yes
Some considered but they are too old. (One response: “Only for sightseeing…”)
If you still consider to migrate, did the project help you with a practical advice? N/A (4 answers)
1 not at all
 rather not
1 not sure
 partially yes
2 definitely yes
Even after the training some people left; they know the difference between legal and illegal migration (if
the police catch them, they will go into prison). It is hard to work in Thailand.
Conclusions on effectiveness: 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with
the intervention – significant improvements including behavior change / investing in people)
Impacts
18) Is there any recent change in your village/AC you are really proud of?
 We are proud of the community that the people work together.
 There is a good cooperation of 3 villages, now we can help to improve the fourth one.
 We are proud on our CBO, some other villages are jealous of this.
5
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 We are proud that the villagers are able to speak out their concerns at public (in comparison with
other villages).
 We are very poor village but the increase of CSI is higher than in other villages. However, we can
provide only small money for social purposes.
19) What further positive changes do you expect in the next 2 years? Dream!!
 Irrigation!!! (4 people) for agriculture and vegetable – then we would have job and everything
would be better.
 Market for our products, mainly for rice.
 Experience in raising animals and producing feed for them.
20) What would you concretely do to introduce such positive changes?
We are ready to contribute, even 50%! (Consensus)
21) What external support would you need for that?
Water in irrigation system depends on the government – there are plans but nothing happens, the
water is still blocked (at the big dam).
One governmental organization promised to give the water but they did nothing. We need water just
now, we cannot wait for the government. (Remark: They must ask the government again and again and
again, only then some donors can help)
Conclusions on impact: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results, namely in cooperation in
the village and with some other villages, but there are negative external factors – missing water and
access to the market)
Sustainability and follow-up, networking
22) What is the probability that you will continue in using the methods/techniques you have learned?
 very low
 rather low
 I do not know
8 rather high
 very high
23) What would you propose to keep doing in the project (in your CBO/AC)?
Everything is important and must continue.
24) What would you propose to stop doing in the project (in your CBO/AC)?
Everything is important and must continue.
25) Could you identify one really important issue that the project (your CBO/AC) should focus on the
next year?
Irrigation and market.
26) Do you share experience with other farmers (CBO/AC)?
 not yet
1 we visited each other several times
7 we meet and discuss quite often
 we plan to cooperate more in the future
Conclusions on sustainability: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results, the people want to
continue in using the new knowledge, but there are negative external factors – missing water and
access to the market)
Visibility
27) Can you name donors of the CHALD/KAWP project?
Diaconia and Bread for the World.
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Evaluation questions for key respondents – project staff (Diaconia), 08/04/2016
(Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Relevance
1) What are the key national or local development strategies relevant to the project?
Cambodia is a priority country for Czech ODA, the project partially responds to sectoral priority of
environment protection (ecological agriculture) and human development. Agriculture and human
development belongs also to the priorities of Cambodia.
2) To what extent did the CHALD/KAWP project reflect these strategies?
 not at all
 rather not
 in a fair extent
 mostly yes

 fully

3) Can you mention any complementary project supported by other donors in Battambang Province?
There are several complementary projects, e.g. Life with Dignity focusing on cooperatives and women
empowerment (launched by Lutheran World Federation, now already a local NGO), FCI (Finnish project),
VSO, CEDAC (research institute on rice).
Efficiency
4) What is your specific role in the CHALD/KAWP project?
Project coordinator and expert on agriculture (reporting to the Czech Development Agency, cooperating
in other reports, trainings, brochures…)
5) Did you receive any complaints on transparency (e.g. of the selection process)? YES/NO
If yes, could you please specify the complaint and your response?
6) What are the main selection criteria of the project beneficiaries (farmers, villages)?
The activities started with villages destroyed/affected by Red Khmers and then replicated in other
villages. The main criterion is “willingness-based” engagement. For some interventions a sufficient area
of field, or a pond, belong to selection criteria.
7) In your opinion, what was working best in project implementation?
ACs, CBOs and fishery associations are already able to organize themselves (e.g. a loan to buy a tractor,
an effective lending system, funds for repairs; enlarging the lake – excavation paid by selling the soil);
certified rice (increasing quality could lead to joint sales in the future)
8) Was there any segment of the project that did not work well at all?
“Anti-migration” trainings have a little influence. Some chicken died and no concrete reason was
discovered (diseases, hot?).
9) How do you incorporate lessons learned/recommendations from monitoring and evaluation?
One example is replacing fish by frogs due to the climate conditions.
Effectiveness
10) In your understanding, what are the main objectives of the project?
Community empowerment: self-sufficiency (applying rational approaches), self-organization – able to
help themselves (working structures, concrete tasks).
11) In your opinion, what is the most significant change of behavior you have contributed to?
There are visible changes regarding human rights and decreasing domestic violence, there is a progress
in applying ecological approaches (composting, less use of chemical fertilizers), the communities are
able to carry out independent actions (e.g. the already mentioned tractor).
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Impacts
12) Is there any change in the target villages or cooperatives you are really proud of?
Self-reliance: the communities are able to reach a consensus, to make joint investments, to work
independently on the project.
13) What further positive changes do you want to reach in the next 2 years?
Solve the problems with chicken. Help ACs to be able to have joint products (in particular quality rice)
and to do joint marketing – direct contracts with the mills. However, the overall priority is water…
14) What will you concretely do to introduce such positive changes?
We are ready to identify an appropriate expert on marketing (some steps to be done directly by ACs,
some facilitated by the project, also training of trainers). We are ready to bring a skilled veterinary from
the Czech Republic but also to find a Cambodian expert for continuous consultancy. Much higher
investments are urgently needed for ensuring access to water – both for irrigation and drinking.
However, at least some aspects of WASH (Water, Sanitation and Hygiene) should be included in all
projects (hygiene, water retention).
15) Are there any visible effects of prevention/management of disaster risk?
There are no visible effects (some water jars are leaking, the pipes are not well connected).
Sustainability and follow-up, networking
16) In your opinion, what is the probability that the target groups will continue in using the
methods/techniques they have learned?
 very low
 rather low
 I do not know
 rather high
 very high
Everybody has a special role, the preliminary results are promising but more time (at least 3 more years)
is needed for a proper evaluation.
17) Could you identify one really important issue that the project should focus on the next year?
Rice marketing.
18) Do you share experience with other projects in the Battambang Province?
 not yet
 we shared experience several times
 we meet and discuss quite often
 we plan to cooperate more in the future
19) Is there any exit strategy agreed with the target groups or local authorities, about this project?
Probably not, but know-how exists and can be used. On the other hand, KAWP is still dependent on
projects and sustainability is not ensured.
20) Do you still need some external support for ensuring your own sustainability?
 not at all
 rather not
 not sure
 partially yes
 definitely yes
If yes, could you specify the support you need?
Mentoring - capacity building, and fundraising.
Visibility
21) Can you name donors of the CHALD/KAWP project?
Diaconia (supported by the Czech Development Agency) and Bread for the World (Germany)
22) Do you have any other important comment we did not ask about?
N.A.
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Evaluation questions for key respondents – project staff (Bread for the World)
(Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
Relevance
1) What are the key national or local development strategies relevant to the project?
I am not sure whether I get this question right? Is the question about the development strategies of the
Cambodian Government?
- Rectangular Strategy Phase III, with the aim to pursue development sustainability and poverty
reduction in response to the aspirations of the people; NSDP 2014-2018 has been formulated for
the implementation;
- Socioeconomic development process according to the National Strategy Development Plan;
- Participatory involvement of the community people (CBOs and ACs) into commune strategic plan
/ the local development planning process (local investment plan and local development plan); this
includes economic development as well as social service development (improving public health,
education, gender equity, safe migration and disaster risk reduction).
2) To what extent did the CHALD/KAWP project reflect these strategies?
 not at all
 rather not
 in a fair extent
 mostly yes

 fully

3) Can you mention any complementary project supported by other donors in Battambang Province?
Not aware; BfdW is supporting projects of other partner organizations in Battambang.
Efficiency
4) What is your specific role in the CHALD/KAWP project?
Bread for the World (BftW) is funding the project. As Program Officer of BftW I am responsible for the
project support, communication with the project responsible persons; for example: discussion and
processing of the project proposal; reviewing, discussion and monitoring of the project progress reports
as well as the financial reports; processing and checking of the fund request; overall BftW internal
monitoring and support to the project partner/the project; regular project visits and project dialogue;
etc.
I would like to point out that I have taken over the responsibility for accompanying the KAWP project
from my colleague in November 2015. For this reason I am not so familiar yet with the overall program
of KAWP.
5) Did you receive any complaints on transparency (e.g. of the selection process)? YES/NO
If yes, could you please specify the complaint and your response?
No.
6) What are the main selection criteria of the project beneficiaries (farmers, villages)?
Selection process for the 42 villages, 14 communes, 7 districts and 1 municipality not clear;
Criteria for KAWP’s Development Processes are not attached to the project proposal and for this reason
not known by me as I have not processed the proposal at that time.
7) In your opinion, what was working best in project implementation?
Difficult to assess from my perspective.
8) Was there any segment of the project that did not work well at all?
9) How do you incorporate lessons learned/recommendations from monitoring and evaluation?
Follow-up that the recommendations and lessons learned will be considered in the following project
planning by the project partner.
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Discussion with project partner on incorporation of lessons learned and recommendations; follow-up on
implementation plan of recommendations given by an evaluation.
Effectiveness
10) In your understanding, what are the main objectives of the project?
Improvement in sustainable agriculture and small business development of targeted beneficiaries;
target farmers increased their agriculture production.
Capacity building and awareness rising for ACs and CBOs to empower them to manage their natural
resources and to reduce the risks of disasters.
Conduct awareness raising on human rights, gender, laws and rights-based approaches for the targeted
communities to enable them to exercise their rights and access services from Government Departments
and NGOs.
To support ACs and CBOs to become more responsive to the economic needs of their members.
11) In your opinion, what is the most significant change of behavior you have contributed to?
Not applicable
Impacts
12) Is there any change in the target villages or cooperatives you are really proud of?
13) What further positive changes do you want to reach in the next 2 years?
Further development of the program based on the needs of the target group as well as on the findings
of the evaluation (to be considered in the planning process of the next project proposal of KAWP).
Strengthening of processes on community empowerment and community organizing.
14) What will you concretely do to introduce such positive changes?
Intensive discussion of project proposal with KAWP after the proposal has been handed in to BftW.
15) Are there any visible effects of prevention/management of disaster risk?
Sustainability and follow-up, networking
16) In your opinion, what is the probability that the target groups will continue in using the
methods/techniques they have learned?
 very low
 rather low
 I do not know
 rather high
 very high
I do not know, as I did not have the possibility so far to visit the community groups, however I hope that
that the probability will be high.
17) Could you identify one really important issue that the project should focus on the next year?
Community empowerment and community organizing; Implementation of PME system.
18) Do you share experience with other projects in the Battambang Province?
 not yet
 we shared experience several times
 we meet and discuss quite often
 we plan to cooperate more in the future
BftW supports that the different partner organizations share their experiences (for example on project
partner meetings, etc.).
19) Is there any exit strategy agreed with the target groups or local authorities, about this project?
-
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20) Do you still need some external support for ensuring your own sustainability?
 not at all
 rather not
 not sure
 partially yes
If yes, could you specify the support you need?
-

 definitely yes

Visibility
21) Can you name donors of the CHALD/KAWP project?
Diaconia ECCB (Czech); Bread for the World – Protestant Development Service.
I would like to point out that for Bread for the World the visibility aspect in the projects of our partner
organizations is not that relevant.
22) Do you have any other important comment we did not ask about?
The questionnaire was related to some questions difficult to fill in from my perspective as a staff of
Bread for the World. Not all questions have been applicable; it was not possible to answer all questions
from my perspective.
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Evaluation questions for key respondents – KAWP staff (11 questionnaires)
(Compiled by Daniel Svoboda)
Relevance
1) What are the key national or local development strategies relevant to the project?
 Improving on agriculture; improve living quality through agriculture (growing crops, feeding
animal) (5)
 Capacity building, development of the ability of human resources, education, knowledge (5)
 Good governance (5)
 Strengthening and mainstreaming the gender to all sectors (4)
 The development of private sector and labor (3)
 Economic (technique, skill, knowledge, income…. so on) (4)
 Environment (4)
 Rights, society (4)
 The development of infrastructure
 Government’s triangular strategy reduces poverty (2)
 Contribution and cooperation with other relevant institution and beneficiaries
2) To what extent did the CHALD/KAWP project reflect these strategies?
 not at all
 rather not
1 in a fair extent
9 mostly yes

1 fully

3) Can you mention any complementary project supported by other donors in Battambang Province?
 Federal Community encourages grim family enterprise (2)
 Harvest organization (growing crops program) (10)
 Network of Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) forum (2)
 Life with Dignity (LWD) organization (5)
 World Vision (7)
 Animal feed program from organization around Tonle Sap lake and AKAS (2)
 FACT (2)
 Provincial agriculture creates AC (at target area of village developed group – Kompung Prieng and
Bansay Traeng commune)
 VSG has similar project that focus on creating and strengthening agricultural community, the
plant (provide techniques and materials), animal raising, and making a credit (3)
Conclusion on relevance: 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with the
intervention)
Efficiency
4) What is your specific role in the CHALD/KAWP project?
 As a coordinator the task in Community Development Facilitator (CDF): Help to coordinate all
activities in AC and CBO such as monthly meeting, biannual meeting and annual meeting; Help to
check all the process of using credits, especially provide support and encouragement; Help to
make a reflection on the program we are implementing; Help making a plan
 Role as cooperator of the community and project (instructor): provide a support and an
encouragement, preparing the reflection on the implementation program and preparing the
improvement plan
 Role as Community Development Facilitator (CDF) in the target groups of KAWP (4)
 As a project management team in charge of the whole project
 Community development facility responsible for project Livestock
 Community coordinator, effectively implement the project
1
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 Role as Financier and Administrator, mainly responsible for income & expense, asset management,
administrative and general hygiene of the organization and coordination with some communities
as appropriate
 Role as an accounting in CHALD
 Help the people to understand rights, gender, agriculture, disaster; Help to get government
service
5) Did you receive any complaints on transparency (e.g. of the selection process)? YES/NO
If yes, could you please specify the complaint and your response?
 No (6)
 Complain on CHALD project that the work did not responded to the farmer’s need, particularly in
agriculture
 The villagers complained about insufficient support from CHALD Program. For example, the
program offers 3 cows for each CBO, chicken feed for a family, frog feed for a family, grow crops
for two families, and so many families would like to join the program, but since the offer is limited,
so only some families can participate.
 The complaint is about the inadequate funding as promised and timing (process the project first
and funding later, change in spending due to project changing cause failure, e.g. feed chicken,
grow tree, feed fish … and so on). Obvious example of choosing location for implementing the
projects “feed chicken” and “grow tree”, the committee decided without considering opinions
from other members. Lack of care plus some expense not corresponding to the project making it a
failure.
 Complaint about a plan for animal raising (buy a cattle) with 500 USD per cattle but the price of
cattle is over than 500 USD so it is hard to buy it
 Complaint on animal raising project and planting (not give enough for every one so they are
jealous)
6) What are the main selection criteria of the project beneficiaries (farmers, villages) or of CBO or AC
members, etc.?
 Villages which have the mostly poor families (remote areas where villagers have permanent
residence) (4)
 Villages do not have enough organizational support (3)
 Villages have a security (2)
 Have many members in family, can spend time, friendly, share an experience
 Willingness to join and contribute, strong commitment to join in the project (5)
 Having workforce; Appropriate age; Having experience doing this project; Having resource to
support the project (land, location); Having good living conduct; Not a migrant; Not moving
settlement often
 Having the same goal and purpose, for example: creating job, buying & selling, credit program (3)
 Possessing actual settlement; Having the same job
 Not racist, give a priority for poor people, volunteer, and non-partisan
 Have a specific address, ability to work, and apply a CV to the project
 Villages have CBOs and volunteers
 Let AC and CBO to collect or vote
7) In your opinion, what was working best in project implementation?
 Very good performance in project: CBO and AC has been developing; All committees of CBO and
AC carry on the spirit of high self-sacrifice with a responsibility and unity (3)
 The stock money in CBO an AC has been increasing (2)
 Promoting gender in the development (family and social) (2)
2
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 Changing the mindset and a habit of farmers in doing an agriculture (traditional farming to new
technology) (2)
 Credit project, cattle raising
 Strengthen the capacity and have a responsibility in CBO and AC (budget management and human
resources); Training the farmers to get some experts such as growing rice with high yields and
quality, planting and animal raising; Create a local human rights, the committee of DRR
 Livelihood development (animal feed, grow crops, purified seed, … so on); Creation of human
rights in every working area; Teaching CBO’s committee and villagers
 Improvement of ability, recourse management, right, gender, and accessibility of common
resource; Changes in living condition through the program of KAWP, in which the technique for
agriculture is provided
 CBO’s activity of earning income, load income; ACs having job (plowing with tractor); Load
program; That most of the committees are very responsible and working very hard to proceed the
work step by step by considering well the economic and social factors
 Strengthening of CBO and AC ability to control the budged stronger and more increase; whereas,
members made the community proud of them due to CBO solved a problem on time and help the
poor people in every year, especially in social work
 In planting project is in good progress which have changed their livelihood and also interested
from the other target groups; Saving money project (members start interesting and join in
community)
  Help to fulfill the farmer’s requirement in AC and CBO
8) Was there any segment of the project that did not work well at all?
 Some CBO does not have enough work implementation due to busy with their own business;
Members always return the interest rate of borrow money late; CBO committees resign before
having a new committee
 Some abilities of CBO management has been limited; No marketing network; Not enough water to
use for agriculture, animal raising, planting vegetable, planting rice and so on
 Natural resource management; The people do not understand clearly the cause of the
environment change
 New created DRR committee
 Disaster risk reduction committee has less activity
 Knowledge and ability to understand and accept changes of the community are still limited;
Inadequate ability to apply new techniques, skills and to create jobs
 Inadequate contribution from some members, committees, CBOs and ACs; Due to being tired
from work, some staffs reduce their own work hoping others to work more; Climate change, lack
of clean water, bad environment; Failure of the previous project have not been learned and
improved (spending with no conclusion)
 In planting the vegetable problem did not work well as we expected to get 100% due to the lack
of irrigation system
 Animal raising project (chicken); there are many problems and face a high risk with diseases that
are hard to cure and prevent
 Fish raising project, and regarding chicken did not succeed
 Have not yet supported to AC and CBO how to do other business besides making a credit
9) How do you incorporate lessons learned/recommendations from monitoring and evaluation?
 Through inserting for next implementation project
 The result of the evaluation have been applied in the project
 Should add more project that related to the improving of livelihood of the farmers and
environment
3
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Insert in CDF/ PMT (Project Management Team) implementation, particularly for next plan
Inclusion through everyday practice of CDF
Meeting, discussion, reflecting improvement through contribution
Observing, meeting, workshop, yearly convention and discussion together; Offering training;
Preparing planning for the future
Through a reflection in 6 month reports we have found some shortage point that lead us change
to be good and make a next plan for CBO activities and community
Through the preparing of activity plan, implementation, and previous report activities
Insert the plan in yearly

Conclusions on efficiency: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results but there are negative
external factors and some segments did not bring the foreseen results)
Effectiveness
10) In your understanding, what are the main objectives of the project?
 Want all farmers have enough food through doing agriculture; Want other members learn about
experience, technique and practice; Want the community know how to prevent the disaster,
climate change, and have a plan to prevent; and AC and CSO apply a good governance (2)
 Improving the livelihood of the farmers; Control the natural resource and reduce DRR; The
farmers get more understand and have rights to get government’s service; Strengthen the
governance of CBO and AC
 Improving of the livelihood in the target groups through doing an agriculture and making the
communities have a harmonization
 Help develop livelihood of target group, in which their living depends mainly on agriculture (rice,
crops, animal feed); Help solve any problem of violation (courage of the villagers to face the
problem); Help to create measure for solving DRR problem
 Help the community earn more money, by that improve their living condition through creating
more job; Help the community accessible to the social services
 At the end of 2016, this project aims to complete the following: Sustainable small business and
agriculture (buying and selling); CBOs and ACs are able to take control over the environment,
natural resources, and reduce disaster (DRR); Committees in the target area implement right, law
and received services from relevant department, also further supported regularly from NGOs; ACs
and CBOs become responsible for their member’s economic need
 Is to improve farmer’s likelihood with a harmonization in community (2)
 Improving the livelihood of poor farmers to be better via agriculture; In 2016, AC and CBO have
abilities to control natural resource and reduce disaster
 Help to make the farmer’s life to be better via agriculture; Help the community know how to
control a disaster, environment; Help to achieve the rights, justifying, peaceful; Help AC and CBO
have the ability to manage themselves
11) In your opinion, what is the most significant change of behavior you have contributed to?
 Encourage the CBO and AC think about a problem and do whatever to ensure the improvement of
living conditions
 Encourage the farmers reflecting on agriculture (change from traditional farming to new
technology) about advantage and disadvantage; Encourage the farmers to think about selling
individually and selling together (which one get more income); Lead the farmers to visit the place
which get the high yield of rice and sell with suitable price
 Increasing CBO resource; CBO has an ownership better than before; Have better economics as
CBO member; The communities have better understanding about rights than in last 3 years
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 After getting some technique and knowledge, the farmers have applied it with real situation such
as planting, animal raising, growing rice with purified seed; The CBO and AC members brave to
show their idea and say what had seen the problem in their communities
 Farmers receive knowledge and new technology such as purifying seed, using seed, animal feed …
and so on; Most of villagers have the courage to protest against chiefs of the village
 Farmer are interested in applying agricultural technique instead of doing agriculture traditionally
as before
 Working hard to complete the work with no condition; Struggling, trying without considering
status, location or situation, mental and physical contribution; Sometimes help in term of money
for the staffs or in order to speed up the process of implementing the project so that it is
completed on time; Be open to accept criticism; Concerning ability, I think action speaks louder
than words; As a result of these changes, the project has been completed successfully on time
 Farmers change their mindset in doing agriculture, try to find purified seed and sell in a high price;
Moreover, the farmer share their experience how to keep purified seed
 Changing mindset in community (example - in past there was no woman joining in CBO and AC,
but now many women can spread up their idea, talk with braving; moreover, members are so
interested with saving money and they know their benefit of saving the money
 Spend time to join in the project and share the experience to each other what farmers had
learned (examples learned from partner organizations)
 Reducing help from KAWP, have the ability to manage, have a self-dependency
Conclusions on effectiveness: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results – namely in
changing the mindset, but there are negative external factors – lack of water in particular, and
migration)
Impacts
12) Is there any change in the target villages or cooperatives you are really proud of?
 The community have a contact network and supported by the organization, other institutions; The
members have a job that can earn money more better; The members can easy borrow the money
for doing an agriculture with low loan
 The target groups are brave to show their idea
 CBO and AC commissioner have the capacity in management (report, plans, activities, budget,
monthly meeting, yearly assembly), some ACs have a job and CBOs have the saving project
 CBO/AC, committee has enough ability to manage, write report (activity + finance), prepare
meeting, report to all members fairly, resource (money) have been increased from days to days
from savings, committee receives fee from operations. Strong willing of the committee makes the
CBO/AC sustainable.
 Union leaders are still participating in the project making, CBO/AC continue to process well
 There are some noticeable changes from both CBOs and ACs: The responsibility for the business,
earning more income (combined with money from the community); The leader and members are
brave enough to face the problem (but there still be some pressure from authority or their
ignorance); The financial situation of some families improved greatly (due to income from outside
and their own effort in their living area);
 CBO and AC know how to manage the money, know how to make a report, monthly meeting,
transparency, especially they have their own land and built a new office (buy a land cost 2,500
USD), make an assembly every year
 There are many changes. Example – both leader and commissioner have an ability to manage and
lead the community; Have an ability to contact with donors (Example - the communities have rice
warehouses, purified seed drying machine); And in the villages we found there are many women
joined the activities
 CBOs and ACs have increased the money and this money is used for helping the members
 They can show up their progressing to other people, especially donors
5
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13) What further positive changes do you want to reach in the next 2 years?
 For Kors Krorlor commune (Krang Svat, Chhnal Moin, and Banteay Char villages): Want irrigation
system (canal, water reservoir), each household have their own pond for agriculture and animal
raising
 Want AC have an extra job beside doing an agriculture; Want AC have a provincial network to get
the information from each other; Want AC have its own market for selling the product; Want to a
model plant in each village
 Rights service from government
 Improving the activities of livelihood in all the target area, and try to find the land for agriculture
and agricultural market
 Activity of Livelihood program has spread in every target area, preparation of family lake and
measure to keep water for irrigation have increased, villagers have right and power to protest
against whatever that effect their living, activity of selling and buying have been well improved.
 Target village community are still working well in term of development and improving villager’s
living standard, making them accessible to the social services
 In the next 2 years, we would like a positive change of ACs or CBOs in the target area. They should
have enough money to run business in their community in order to support human resource,
technical material for agriculture such as reaping machine, purified seed; We want new donor
offering more fund (9th phase); We need existing donors to continue supporting us; Especially,
organization itself has to be sustainable in term of funding so that it still survives without support
from outside (if possible)
 Want to see CBOs have an ability to earn the money by themselves in order to expand the money
and to help a target village; Want to see AC increases the income which get from drying kiln, how
to manage the money by themselves in order to help community members especially, keep a
good in touch with government
 Want to see CBO and AC have a good progress, have more money increasing, particularly AC has
more jobs, have trucks for rice transportation, have reaping machines which is a community
dreams; Want to see the people in community change their life to be better
 The abilities of CBOs and ACs have a good management with a high responsibility
 AC and CBO have the ability of self-control; AC and CBO increase their money; The main problems
can be solved
14) What will you concretely do to introduce such positive changes?
 Discuss with CBO committee to provide possibility to members who borrow for making a pond
 Help AC to find a partnership which have a similar project to write a proposal; Prepare and create
a provincial AC network which links to national network; Create and sell the production to
markets or sell to other provinces; Prepare a garden plant in the village to demonstrate to whom
it may interested (biodiversity plant)
 Make the people to understand about their rights from step to step; Improving CBO and AC
abilities (credit and farming)
 Prepare a strategy plan, make a proposal for a project, implement and get support for the next
project
 Give a suggestion, prepare planning for implementing the project and support
 Workshop, sharing experience, preparing plan, practice, checking, correcting mistakes
 In order to introduce such positive changes, staff needs to: Improve ability; Create job in the
organization; Contribute more; Resolution; Learn from successful past experiences; Be clear about
objectives and plans; Put the development of the community as priority; Continue supporting the
community by introducing more new projects in response to the donors
 Have to vote for a leader who has an ability and volunteers; Help them how to make a plan for
implementation, make monthly reports and make a small business in community
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 Have to discuss with members mostly; Encourage and cooperate in the management of CBO and
AC to be balance and explain its advantage in order to develop community as what farmers want
  Help to find the problem and solve it; Help them to have a contact person with other involved
institutions
15) Are there any visible effects of prevention/management of disaster risk?
 Don’t have enough water in the whole season; The provincial institute did not support for joining
the AC network
 Drought and environment change
 Build the capacity of DRR commissioner, make a DRR plan in the commune investment fund
 There is a committee to take control over DR, Prepare planning and follow the plan once disaster
occurs, having idea to create activity in order to reduce risk
 No effects (2)
 Early 2016 onward, we predicted that there will be risk of drought, lack of water. This inadequate
of water will continue from 1 year to another, and of course it will bring trouble to the people in
the community causing migrants to increase. The target area of the organization relying mainly on
agriculture, rice, crops shall prepare to store water in the common pond, family pond, irrigation,
canal dam and distribute to the community in need.
 Encourage DRR to participate for preparing a project plan with community council and to prevent
a disaster in community
 Announce to CBO regarding management and reducing disaster in each place; Educate the people
to know about environment
 Have the DRR committees already in the community; The farmers have a good contact with a
leader of DRR (commune, district, and province) when they face the disaster; Let the farmers
grow the plant, make a well, make a pond; Field demonstration on purified seeds, growing plants,
animal raising, fish raising and frog raising
Conclusions on impacts: 4 – Rather high (the intervention brings good results – for example ability to
manage the community, saving system, but there are negative external factors – namely effects of
disasters)
Sustainability and follow-up, networking
16) In your opinion, what is the probability that the target groups (or your CBO/AC) will continue in
using the methods/techniques they have learned?
 very low
2 rather low
3 I do not know
2 rather high
4 very high
 Example – monthly meetings, yearly assembly for CBO and AC; Doing the budget report and
activity report; Workshop on the reflection of implementation
 Educate and advertise to people to understand about the environment change, and encourage
them to plant trees and stop destroying trees and wild animals
 Through CBO and AC group have a purifying seed technique and planting technique which is
continuing every year and share them in community
17) Could you identify one really important issue that the project (or your CBO/AC) should focus on the
next year?
 Created employment for CBO to increase income
 Activities for selling and buying together (not enough budget)
 Producing rice with purified seeds
 Continually strengthen the capacity of CBO and AC; Expanding the members to increase livelihood
through planting, growing rice, animal raising
 Improve living condition (grow crops, animal feed, rice crops); Create new CBO; Strengthening
human rights
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 Ability, technology (focus on agricultural program, management)
 Lack of water (for irrigation) and clean water due to drought; Inadequate funding for additional
career (CBO/AC are still very limited, not enough); Knowledge of rights and law is still low; Unable
to purify seed of rice, did not choose good seed of rice corresponding the demand in the market;
Low rice price (due to the low quality of the rice); Shall continue the program that focus on 13
products of agriculture with high quality, and feeding cow
 Agricultural technique and how to raise animal
 Should relate to disaster, planting vegetable and animal raising
 The ability of CBO and AC are limited; The livelihood of farmers still poor; The immigration still
continually having; Selling the product in low price; Not enough water to use in agriculture
 Irrigation problem; Migration problem
18a) For CBO/AC only: Do you share experience with other CBO or AC?
 not yet
4 we visited each other several times
1 we meet and discuss quite often
5 we plan to cooperate more in the future
 Share the experience with AC and other communities through an internship (3)
 Share an agricultural technique (animal raising…) to CBO and AC
 Through a workshop with a company and institutes to find a market for farmers
 Share from a village to other villages
18b) For KAWP: Do you share experience with other projects in the Battambang Province?
 not yet
1 we visited each other several times
5 we meet and discuss quite often
2 we plan to cooperate more in the future
 Share the experience and other projects to VSO and national network (2)
 CDF had a discussion and shared a NGOs and partnership experience
 Through assemblies and monthly meeting in community office
 Had join a discussion with Harvest to strengthening the ability of AC and cooperate with VSO and
department of provincial agriculture
 Contact with other networks
19) Is there any exit strategy agreed with the target groups or local authorities, about this project?
 Not yet (7)
 The providing of CBO and AC management, decision, implementation program with a
responsibility
 Arrange meetings for CBO’s committee, decision to use fund for daily operation, choosing
beneficiaries is the responsibility of CBO, CDF has given the above task to the CBO and CBO needs
to check/control the project also
 Unless ACs have an ability finding a market for farmers to sell and buy a product together
20) Do you still need some external support for ensuring your own sustainability?
 not at all
 rather not
 not sure
 partially yes
10 definitely yes
If yes, could you specify the support you need?
 Provide a plan for making pond, canal and water reservoir to community; Provide agricultural
technique, animal raising and prevent animal diseases; Community creates a network for
agricultural marketing
 Strengthen continually the ability of new CBO; Provide a project in making ponds, rebuilding
ponds and making canal systems; Prepare and create a network and strengthen AC network with
finding a market
 Better livelihood, environment, rights, CBO capacity
 KAWP need supporters
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 Because KAWP has no fund to support the project, so KAWP needs funding to proceed the
project; Sustainability of KAWP is also sustainability of CBO/AC
 Because this program has just started, so the community’s knowledge, skill and ability are still low
 Knowledge, skill, technique (agriculture); Continue funding the project; Improve ability of both
staff and community in order to be able to proceed new project
 Help to support farmers producing rice with technical method, raising animal, plant the vegetable;
Strengthening more the ability of CBO and AC, DRR, HR, Gender
 Improving the livelihood of farmers in the target communities
 Budged, human resource in community (CBO, AC); Technician such as agriculture experts
 Support for finance, technique and expert
Conclusion on sustainability: 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction with
the intervention – there is a long-term cooperation with KAWP, the changes in behavior seem
irreversible, there is a good cooperation within and between the communities and a will to share
experience and to further educate; however the financial sustainability has not been ensured yet and
there are negative external factors – lack of water and market constraints)
Visibility
21) Can you name donors of the CHALD/KAWP project?
 Diaconia (Czech Republic) (10)
 Bread for the World (Germany) (10)
 VSO (rarely) (3)
 Oxfam (offering provincial workshop, best female farmer) (2)
22) Do you have any other important comment we did not ask about?
 There are some suggestions as follow: Please provide us some idea, suggestion and
recommendation to prepare for writing new project for the next step; Offer loan program (some
money) with no interest when return (support responsible ACs and CBOs that have specific work)
and legal contract for all relevant parties
 Help to improve AC ability to contact with institute or somewhere else in order to find a market
for members selling product; Rebuild the canal to change farmer’s job (Example: using the plot
which used to grow the rice change to grow corn, bean, sesame for extra income)
 CBO and AC still need the support to them for improving in community
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VSO – Volunteer Services – 17/03/2016, Battambang
Interview with VSO manager (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
UK based organization. Their mission is to bring people together, only a smart part can be supplies. Main
priorities: Health, Governance, Secure livelihoods, Education.
No more the support from DfID but the country offices are able to raise other funds (recently a project
for 1 mil. GBP).
In agriculture, they focus on value chain – market system to be adjusted both upstream and
downstream. They consider KAWP as important organization as it was given mandate by the Ministry of
Agriculture to create ACs (and they also need VSO volunteers for that). There are many aspects to be
tackled – financial management, enterprise development and management, motivating people to
become members, clarifying the roles (AC – business, CBO – social issues).
The strategy is to reduce the costs of production (inputs – seeds, fertilizers, but also costs of the loans)
as the market price cannot be influenced (moving up and down). The people use some loans to pay
other debts (usually the people can have only 3 loans) or medical costs. AC sometimes failed, there are
also natural disaster but people usually pay back.
It seems that the selection of the beneficiaries (or members) is open as there are no complaints.
However, the people “show faces” (everybody is happy, everything is OK) but complain personally (in
spite of elections, e.g. some leaders are from the same family).
It is hard to help:
 The irrigation and other infrastructure (e.g. bridges) should be supported by the government,
NGOs can only bring a staff.
 Seed industry is not formalized; there is no quality guarantee (some can put stickers on anything).
 There are high costs of fertilizers but not much knowledge how to use it. And then the people
cannot catch the fish from ponds due to fertilizers. Cattle may be a potential for organic fertilizers
(but these are not as quick as chemical ones). (Remark: The VSO should contact the SNV and
National Biodigester Programme)
What to focus on:
 Avoiding excessive debts (money lenders have 100% interest) – the people have no training. AC
must generate money for business, CBO for social events (but also weddings should be planned).
In the future, it is important to think about bigger business, cooperation with financial
institutions, using collateral agreements.
 ICS – Citizens services: community days for participatory planning.
 Water committees.
 Further diversification of production.
 Complement government’s effort (we can select rice, provide some inputs and experts…).
 Complement other donors – ADB, USAID (Harvest), WB, JICA, World Vision (social capital
schemes)
“TIC – This is Cambodia”: If the law is not broken, everything is fine.
The people cannot do decisions at the meetings; the ideas must be consulted at home.
Focus on quality. What does it mean? Area, quality seeds, place of origin, techniques and fertilizers
used, impurities, size, moisture, taste… (It is not good but I do not know why). There must be a “Quality
Board” to assess.
Is there any chance to help landless people? No special examples (sweets, sandwiches…).
No post-harvest processing. (Remark: What about dried fruits, jam, chutney, sterilization?)
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No seed manufacturing (only broken rice) – the seed is imported.
No job – no money – debts. Migration is the last option and it is a family decision
KAWP must be more flexible, recruit young staff. It has a very good position in communities but must
learn a lot – governance, financial and time management, harmony in the community. Diversified fund
are needed, there are other calls to be used.
Recommendation by the evaluator: Continue in information exchange and in cooperation with VSO.
However, be proactive and clearly focused in selection of appropriate volunteers – ask for volunteers
not wait for them (appropriate topics and experts must be identified by KAWP in advance). Also the
right time and logistic arrangements in the target villages must be managed by KAWP, not by the
volunteers.

HARVEST – USAID – 18/03/2016, Battambang
Interview with 2 people (Interviewer: Daniel Svoboda)
The program is implemented by US Company FINTRAC, in 4 provinces close to Battambang.
Main agriculture components of the program (to be completed the next month):
 Home gardens (up to 100 m2, mainly vegetables) and nutrition & food security (technical knowhow, mainly for crops for household consumption)
 Vegetable production for market (over 1,000 m2)
 Some focus on fish and forestry
Harvesting equipment and material provided up to 40%, the farmers must contribute (e.g. 300 USD for
500 USD investments). The project follows the whole cycle – from selection through implementation to
the end, and at least for 3 crop cycles. The farmers share with others, some replicate.
Improving production must go hand in hand with marketing support (low prices are problem). Irrigation
is the must.
Harvest has no special focus on hygiene (partially in the training). Cooperation with 3-5 NGOs, e.g.
Village Support Group or Hope of Child (no information about KAWP) – providing money and supervision
by Harvest staff.
Harvest 2 program just calls for a budget, it is expected that 10-20 companies will submit a bid. There
should be 2 main topics:
 Commercial crops (horticulture, value chain)
 Vegetable (Remark: post-harvest processing seems not to be much included)
Recommendation by the evaluator: Consider adopting a similar monitoring (and reporting) system like
Harvest (see the photos). Exchange information and consider a direct cooperation with Harvest 2
(CHALD project partially complements the investments and trainings done by Harvest, e.g. the
irrigation at vegetable farms).
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Interview with AC leaders – Reang Kesey Commune, 21/03/2016
5 men and 5 women, 9 responded questionnaires (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
CBOs as members of this AC:
- Wat Kandal Village
- Svay Cheat Village
- Baeng Veng Village
Capital & Assets:
This AC has owned a shared fund of 27 million Riel (6,750 USD) for supporting the credit scheme; it has
bought a tractor, running the rice and fertilizer cooperative and supports other social events in the
community.
Problems faced by the villagers?
- The major issue facing is water for family consumption, all natural lakes dried and the new
irrigation canals are left with not water.
- At the same time the price of paddy rice was cheap and, to a large extend, the villagers could
even not sell their rice this year due to the lack of standard quality for marketing. The rice harvest
was carried out during the raining and thus it destroyed the white rice quality. They claimed that
about 70% of their rice harvest was not up to the market standard last year and it was difficult to
sell. The rice millers become stricter now with the quality of rice as they have to prepare rice for
exporting.
- Furthermore, since heavy machinery has now been used in rice harvesting, farmers are no longer
able to maintain their traditional practice for purifying the seeds. The machine dies not allow
them to choose the seed they wanted as it was mixed during the harvest. In this case, lack of pure
and standard seeds becomes increasingly a problem for people in this village.
- Lack of financial capital was also raised by AC, for further developing the business for AC.
How the AC responded to community needs?
In response, AC has done some activities that could help their members over this distressed period,
especially to search for marketing the non-standard rice crops. AC has communicated with the local rice
millers, and as result, over 200 tons of non-standard paddy rice was sold. Based on this experience, the
AC has committed to work more closely with the rice millers as part of their strategy to access more
market information and to build value chain around the AC.
Current major activities for AC:
- Buying and selling paddy rice
- Organize the fertilizer cooperative scheme
- The AC has now bought a tractor and that can be hired by the members; and plan to mobilize
funds to buy a machine for paddy rice harvest as their next step.
How the AC started their business in the first place?
- First they discussed with KAWP, and carried out a field visit to a cooperative project in Siem Reap.
- The AC has mobilized funding from members as well as shares from members of CBOs.
The roles of the AC committees?
The committee described their role as follows:
- Seeking for source of marketing for agricultural products, especially rice.
- Ensure the good quality of fertilizers for farmers while running the fertilizer cooperative as well as
to monitor the quality of soil, so that soil would not be destroyed by the chemical fertilizers sold
through the cooperative.
- Strengthening the accounting system in the AC.
1
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What are the added valued of AC?
- The AC is formed by shared capital by members of CBOs and helps to connect the local
agricultural products to the market.
- Through the shared capital, AC has run credit schemes where members can loan for small
businesses or to respond to other family needs.
- The tractor can help members to work on their faring land with cheaper cost and members are
placed as top priority during high demand for rice planting.
- Beside the credit scheme, the rice and fertilizer cooperative and tractor have also been the main
sources of income for this AC.
What benefits the community has received while managing the AC?
- They can learn from each other about how to run the AC.
- Increase their capacity in understanding about the pro and con in using the fertilizers and monitor
the quality of soil, when running the fertilizer cooperative.
- Has financial capital for running the AC and this capital has been increased by the year.
- With the tractor, members of the AC have their own mean for cultivation.
Expectation in the next 2 years?
- Plan to search for technique to humidify/dry the paddy rice, when harvest.
- If possible, to buy a machine for harvesting the paddy rice.
- Seeking for more funding support from outside to increase the capital for AC.
- Expand the AC to more CBO members.
- Strengthening the capacity of the AC leadership.
- Seeking for more partners for the AC.
Generally, all the members of AC Committee have expressed strong commitment to continue the AC
and argued the current approach of AC as helpful and will keep all going. The credit remain to be the key
activity in the AC as they see this approach as mean to increase the financial capital for the AC. Building
connection with market for local products was also raised as another top activity in the list.
Issues Observed:
- Some unclear role was expressed when asking about the relationship between the AC and CBOs,
except for CBOs has put their shares into the AC.
- The overlapping role of credit loan that has been carried out from both CBOs and AC.
- The management of AC appears to be strongly committed to their work and they seem to have
more initiatives.
They all can spell out the name of the donors that support them and KAWP.

Interview with AC leaders – Baeng Preah Village, Kor Kralor district, 22/03/2016
7 men and 3 women, 6 responses to the questionnaire (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Members of AC:
- Baeng Preah Krorlanh Village
- Sach Hab Village
- Baeng Preah Village
Started the AC in 2012
Assets:
- Saving and credit loan with a capital of 44 million Riel
- Tried with fertilizer cooperative but fail last year,
2
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Problems faced by the villagers in these areas?
- Lack of water was raised as major issue. Indeed, this area has been well-known as water source
always been scare and people have to collect water far away from home. There was a help from
the government to dig a big community pond but the project has now been left unfinished and no
action yet has been taken by the community to clarify with their local authority about why this
project could not be completed. At the same time people also complain that, although with the
new pond built, the water is still dirty and it is not clean enough for use.
- The lack of good quality rice seed was also mentioned along with the lack of quality standard to
harvested rice crop.
- Facing limited capacity to connect the rice production to market. They still rely mostly on middle
business persons.
- This village is also facing with the fact that many people have migrated to Thailand and therefore,
sometimes it makes people participation become more difficult for them.
How did they start the AC in the first place?
- Through guidance from KAWP.
- They took field visit to other projects in Kandal and Siem Reap provinces where there was AC
running by other NGOs.
How AC committee perceived their role?
Here are responses:
- To manage the saving and the loan activities.
- To start the fertilizer cooperative, but they fail due to poor quality of fertilizer as it did not fit with
the soil quality in the areas.
What are the added values to the community, as result of the AC?
- They admitted that, although the work of AC in relation to cooperative has not been visualized
yet, they still see the importance of the financial capital through saving and credit systems, where
it can used for income as well as for other social purposes.
- Increase relationship and communication between the members of CBOs that have shares in the
AC.
What do they see the best approach in AC?
- People still see the saving and loan scheme as the best approach, but still expressed limited
confidence in how to manage the cooperative in the future.
What do they see as changes as result of the AC?
- As people become to better understand about the AC, more families in the village have expressed
their will to join the AC.
- Due to people interest in the AC, the financial capital in the AC has been increased significantly
over the last year and members of the AC feel be proud about this change.
- The members of AC also feel supportive since they have their own capital for loaning to members,
with the interest rate of 2.5%. In this case, although the interest rate appears to be higher than
the local loans from MFI or local banks, which are less than 2%, the committee still claims that this
is our decision and we are happy with it as the money will remain with us, although the interest is
high.
- They also claimed that, beside the AC, through other community education especially in human
rights, the level of domestic violence in the community has been observed as significantly
decreased and cases of severe domestic violence has been often reported on time.
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Plan for next step?
- Although there is no major activity yet linking to AC, the committee still commits with the plan to
increase saving capital and improve the credit activities.
- Plan to add more share to increase the capital, but no clear plan about how to go about it.
- The AC still wants to have their own office so that they can have store for cooperative activities
including white rice, paddy rice and hopefully can start the fertilizer cooperative again.
- Seeking for financial contributions either through the shareholders or grants, to top up the
capital, so that they can do more businesses.
They also express strong interest in:
- Looking for good rice seeds for next years.
- Need to access for more information about the quality of fertilizers that can be environmentally
friendly and suit to the local condition and soil.
- To build the capacity in marketing their rice products though building network and partners with
local rice millers.
Generally, although the community in this area has been facing the issues of water for a long time, no
solution have yet been taken. They are still waiting for help from outside. When asked if they would
have any solution for the future, all of them seemed to have no ideas and provided no answer. Perhaps,
based on the conditions of this village, the water issues must be dealt through more strategic planning
and this must be started by the community itself rather than to wait for the government response.

Interview with AC leaders – Tasorng Village, Bay Damram Commune, Banon District,
24/03/2016
4 men and 4 women (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Current activities:
- The AC has 53 million Riel capital
- Has built fertilizer cooperative
- Produce seeds for selling on 17 ha of land
- Selling the rice seed to other villagers and other NGOs as requested. Last year, 17 tons of rice
seed were produced and sold through AC
Problems faced by the villagers?
Although the community has been located next to the river, they still lack water even for supplying to
fruit trees in the village after the water level in the river become low and almost dry this year.
The head of the AC committee has described her extensive experience in AC through field visits to other
areas where functional AC has been formed including one of her field visit to AC near the Thai border.
What are the added values to the community, with the presence of CHALD?
- Through the capacity of AC committee, the AC has good access to market information. As leader
of the AC, she has built strong link with a lot of NGOs working on agriculture and rice. She has
strong connection with local rice millers and, to a larger extend, the AC in this village has also
received more support from other NGOs both in term of materials and other agricultural
equipment.
- At the same time, the AC has built a big store, which can be used as meeting place as well as to
store rice and other materials as the assets of the AC.
- They also claimed to have strong and capable management committee members who can
understand the scope of the cooperative and are able to link the cooperative to other partners
beyond KAWP.
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- At the time of this interview, this AC has built partnership with at least 3 local rice millers.
What changes has been happening, as result of AC/CHALD?
- The participants have expressed strong confidence that as the AC they feel they have gain access
to market information and are able to deal effective communication with local business.
- Indeed, they also claimed that through business and marketing, their AC appears to be well
known by the government and other NGOs that are actively involved in agriculture and livelihood
development.
- Through AC activities, the community has received more visitors from other places where they
can learn and share their experiences.
Plan for next steps?
- Based on discussion with the participants, they see the rice seed production as the best approach
to AC at this stage, as they can produce and sell it to other people in the village and often can
respond to orders from NGOs and even the government. They expressed strong commitment to
this activity (rice seed production) and arguing that demand for rice seed still will be high and
even not enough to respond to the need in the village and village nearby.
- They also plan to buy a machine for rice harvest in the next two years, and now they are in the
process of study about this new business.
- The AC also plans to work with other agricultural experts, both from NGOs and government or
other business to establish or connect with laboratory where soil from the village can be
examined and can show how best the soil can be improved and what kind of fertilizers can be best
used by farmers in this area.
- The AC is still in need to seek for more loans from other sources, in order to deal with demand for
more capital to expand the activities of the AC.
Generally, this AC has been strong and capable of working more effectively with other local partners –
either from NGOs, government or local business. The AC has built a wide range of communication with
these local constituencies. However, it was interesting to learn that there is no link between this AC and
CBOs in the village around as we see in other ACs visited by this study so far. Without connection to
CBOs, the AC has been running with only contribution from the AC members and grants from outside.
Furthermore, amid of strong and functioning AC, the evaluation team has observed the fact that the
leader of the AC has expressed a lot of creativities and initiatives in term of how the AC can be managed
and run in the future, but she seems to be a strong and dominant person amongst the members of the
committee who did not talk much during the meeting. In a lot of time, the leader has talked while other
members have just listened and agreed.
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Summary quantitative data – AC leaders
Not at all

Not at all

Not at all

Not at all

Not at all

2) Did the CHALD/KAWP project reflect your priorities?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
1
0
0

Fully help
21

1

6) How transparent was the selection process of the direct beneficiaries?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully help
0
0
0
23

0

9) How satisfied are you with support from the project staff (KAWP)?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully help
0
0
0
8

15

13) To what level were your expectations met by this project?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully help
0
0
7
16

0

15) Do you consider system of Collaborative Saving for Investment as helpful?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully help
0
0
2
10

5

16) Would you use a help in case of breaking human rights or violence problems?
Definitely not
Probably not
I do not know
Probably yes
Definitely yes
1
0
5
5
12
17) Did you ever consider, in the last 2 years, leaving your commune and work abroad?
Definitely yes
Not at all
Rather not
Not sure
Rather yes
8
6
6
2

0

18) If you still consider to migrate, did the project help you with a practical advice?
Not at all
Rather not
Not sure
Partially yes
Definitely yes
1
2
3
11

6

22) What is the probability that you will continue in using the methods/techniques you have
learned?
Very low
Rather low
I do not know
Rather high
Very high
0
0
0
18

5

Not yet

6

26) Do you share experience with other farmers (CBO/AC)?
We meet and discuss quite We plan to cooperate in the
We visited several times
often
future
0
8
14
1
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Interview with CBO leaders – Baeng Veng Village, Reang Kesey Commune, 21/03/2016
6 men and 5 women, 7 responded questionnaires (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Key Assets:
- Cows
- Saving and Credit scheme
- Some small activities of home gardening, but encountered by severe water shortage
What are the problems they are facing?
- Lack of labor force during the farming and harvest season as significant number of villagers have
left the village and work as migrants in Thailand. They claimed up to 40% of the able labors
including men and women are now working in Thailand and they return home only during the
next year celebration and Pchumben (Buddhist land ceremony).
- Too hot and dry as rain water was low and now people are facing the water shortage.
- Rice seed remain the key issue since they rely on the machine for rice harvest. The traditional
methods for seed purification no longer exist as rice harvest has now been processed through the
machine.
- This village is also facing the problem of poor quality of their rice crop last year as the rice market
demands a better quality and the rice millers are now become very strict when buying the paddy
rice.
Where to get information in the first place when begin the CBO?
- Via KAWP to set up CBO and build the saving group and credit scheme.
- It should be noted that this CBO has just started one year ago. In this case, they are not yet strong
enough, they explained!
What are main motivations for them to work as CBO?
- Want to help the community.
- Want to increase community financial capital.
What do they see as added value to their community while forming this CBO?
- Increase capital for loan.
- Maintain solidarity in the village.
What are their plans over the next 2 years?
- If the more capital can be mobilized they want to buy a machine for harvesting the paddy rice.
This is still ambitious but they still dream for it, they said!!
- They still want to focus more on home gardening, as vegetables are now good for the market and
with better price.
Have they shared experience with others?
- Not yet as they just started.
Generally, the CBO in this village is still weak as they have just started. There is shortage of views on
what would be their future. Dependency on KAWP guidance and support were often mentioned during
the interviews. The community also complains about the lack of strong people participation, as many of
them have left their village and work as migrants in Thailand. However, they still see the saving and
credit as important for them. Now they have saved own capital of 13 million Riel (3,250 USD), and the
money can be loaned to their members with 3% interest rate.
The names of donors to KAWP are well known by the community.
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Interview with CBO leaders – Sambok Ork Village, 23/03/2016
8 men and 6 women, 6 responded questionnaires (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Start: 2006
Activities:
- Cow bank
- Vegetable gardening
- Chicken raising
- Saving and loan scheme
Problems faced?
This interview was organized in one of the Satellite community annexed to Sambok Ork called Rumchek,
with a population of 63 families most of whom are poor compared to the main Sambok Ork village with
a total population of over 450 families.
Rumchek (where this study was conducted) is known as the poorest community where each family can
own no more than one hectare, compared to 3 to 5 ha for Sambok Ork. In this case, the people are
lacking a sizeable land for farming. Some families can only have land for housing and, therefore, they
must earn their living through labor works for people in the main village. Furthermore, due to small land
and limited choices of income, many families have migrated to elsewhere including Thailand and other
cities in Cambodia.
With small land per family, then cow raising, chicken raising, home gardening and saving with credit are
perceived as the most appropriate development interventions for improving people livelihood.
At the same time, this community has just been connected to a new irrigation system through a small
canal, built by the community fund, connected from the main irrigation straight into the village. It is
expected that by next year they might be able to access water from the irrigation for the first time in the
life of people in this village.
What are the added values to the community?
- CHALD has been argued as the project that helped to enhance the capacity of human resources.
- At the same time, as small community, they have built a saving scheme and now about 36 million
Riel (9,000 USD) have been mobilized from members to establish a loan system (with 1.8%
interest rate) where members can use it as basis for income activities or response to other needs.
- However, as the amount of saving remains rather small compared to the need of the villagers,
about 60% of the people in this village has still borrowed the money from MFI (Multinational
Financial Institutions) or other money lenders.
What worked best for them?
- As was argued by the participants, they see saving as the best approach as it does not only help to
build community financial capital but it is also a vehicle for maintaining and enhancing the
community social capital. As often the case, an exchange of help has also been organized between
people who joined the scheme, either for economic or social reasons.
- People feel that the CHALD is indeed fulfilling their needs and expectations.
What would be the next steps?
- As expected by the community, next year they will be able to access more water from the main
irrigation system, therefore they plan to put more emphasis on improving the quality of rice seeds
and learning more techniques for keeping good rice crops after harvest.
- More choices of incomes will also be sought through more home gardening and animal raising. In
this case, they might need more technical support, both in terms of skills and knowledge.
- Building more family ponds, using the loans from the community fund has also been considered.
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Generally, the CHALD activities in this village are seen as responsive to the community needs and
relevant to the context of the families, most of them having only small land. However, as the saving fund
has now been increased quickly, it is essential for the CBO to have further capacity building especially in
the areas of financial management and how to utilize and mobilize the funds more effectively beyond
just borrowing and paying. At the same time, although the community has now been connected to
irrigation, it is still essential for families to have their own pond, so that more water can be stored and
used for home gardening, especially when water supply from the irrigation is not sufficient or as result
of the drought.

Interview with CBO leaders – Krolapeas Village, Bay Damram Commune, Banon
District, 24/03/2016
4 men and 3 women, 6 responded questionnaires (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Problems faced:
Similarly to all villages visited by this evaluation, Krolapeas has also encountered the lack of water.
Although this village is located next to the river, due to limited rain over the last two years, the river is
also dried out. Furthermore, migration has also been high and continuing. In this case, the number of
children left with grandma and relatives while parents are working as overseas migrants in Thailand has
been increased. Discussion with the participants revealed that some of these children begin to have
problems with their schooling.
With presence of CHALD, what are the added values?
As was claimed by the participants, the community now has built their own financial capital through
saving and loan and furthermore, although the loan still can be small (8 million Riel = 2,000 USD) the
people feel that, at least, they have their own capital which they can borrow and interest kept
increasing in the village. At the same time, through community own effort, they now can buy land and
build a community center, which can be used for meetings and other training activities.
They described the relationship between KAWP and their group as good and with mutual respect.
What changes have occurred as result of the CHALD project?
The CBO has now owned a piece of land and a meeting room. At the same time, through community
fund, the CBO also has opportunity to contribute by this fund to support some social activities in the
village. One of the activities that they feel very proud of is their contribution to building the road in the
village.
Plan for next steps?
As the community fund for this CBO is still small, they expect to increase this capital to 30 million Riel
(7,500 USD) over the next 2 years by increasing more shares either from the existing CBO members of
gain more shares from new members.
Generally, based on the observation and discussions with the group, the CBO in Krolapeas appears to be
small and people are not totally satisfied with what they have yet. The community capital remains to be
small and not enough for use by all members. Indeed, there is a little link between the project and the
current pressing issues such as lack of water and migration. Some people said that through CBO fund
some families can borrow the money to pay for their travel to work in Thailand.
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Interview with CBO leaders – Tanak Village, Kea Commune, Moung Russey District,
25/03/2016
5 men and 2 women, 6 responded questionnaires (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Problems faced:
Lack of water for farming continues to be a major problem for people in Tanak. With KAWP support, the
community has access to a number of community ponds, but these ponds need to be re-excavated as in
some ponds the water level has now been low. Up until the time of this evaluation, there was no plan
yet about how to care for water. If there will be no action taken, some of the community ponds will be
dry soon.
Lack of much choices of income was also raised and as result a significant number of people have now
migrated to Thailand and left many children with their grandma and relatives.
Activities in the CBOs
Based on the fact that KAWP has been working in this village since late 1990s, the village has formed 4
CBOs: Saving and Credit cooperative with a capital of 67 million Riel (16,750 USD); Rice cooperative with
a capital of 22 million Riel (5,500 USD); Association of the poor with capital of 27 million Riel (6,750
USD), and Kasekor Thormacheat (Natural farmer group) with capital of 29 million Riel (7,250 USD). In
total, this village has a capital of 145 million Riel (36,250 USD).
Although the evaluation found no action has been planned yet to respond to the current most pressing
issues such as water shortage, the committee has claimed that, with the current financial capital that
has been built so far, the community can use it for different purposes like supporting family income
activities, home gardening and other needs. They argued the project of CHALD as responsive and
helpful.
What is the added value to the community of the CHALD project?
- It helps to improve the family economic income.
- It is a mean where people can have access to training and get skills on agriculture, animal raising,
human rights and basic laws.
- The community has their own financial capital that can be loaned to members as well as to be
used for supporting other social activities in the village.
- The CBOs can also be seen as part of community social capital where exchange of support and
help can be done through CBOs in time of need or emergency situation.
- The community has built their own confidence in providing overall management to the CBOs and
financial management with a little support from KAWP.
What changes as result of the CHALD?
- They see the increase in the amount of financial capital that has been built with each CBO. The
key area of change is that people can get a loan with low interest and do not need to go through
heavy bureaucratic process and collateral.
- The committee of each CBO can work more independently, with a minimal support from KAWP.
What would be the next step of CBOs?
- Put more focus on increase income through agriculture, and further build good governance for
CBOs and community structure.
- Continue to seek for more support to build the water sources, especially to rehabilitate the
community ponds. More coaching and mentoring support on animal raising and home gardening
techniques is also needed; this can only be done when the water issue is resolved.
- At the same time and similarly to other village visited by the evaluation team, they still need to
find ways to improve the quality of their rice seeds and to learn more about how to improve the
quality of rice crop after harvest.
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Generally, although the CBOs in this village have been more diverse in response to the needs of the
community, there is still no activity to deal with high extent of people migration. As result, there is a lot
of reports that many children are left with their grandma and relatives while their parents go to work in
Thailand. The community still has no plan yet or even has not discussed how to deal with this issue.

Focus group with CBO members – Toul Tasok Village, Bansay Treng Commune,
26/03/2016
4 men and 4 women (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Problems faced:
The members of CBO informed that this village has been experiencing severe lack of water. They
described the issue as unprecedented because this village and other villages around this area have been
well connected to the main irrigation. For many years, people enjoyed access to water from the
irrigation around the year. People could have 2 to 3 time rice harvest per year and home gardening was
also popular, where some families relied on income from selling vegetables. Now, this does not longer
exist. The whole irrigation canals are dried due to limited raining last year and the year before. In this
case, water shortage provokes a big shock for people in this village who never thought that the irrigation
canal would be dried out.
What are the added values to the Community as result of the CBO formation?
Through CBO, members are now able to access training on techniques for agriculture. As result, more
people have their own home garden and some can sell vegetables to the market. Furthermore, with
training on human rights, the people are more aware about their rights and are able to express their
concerns to their local authority.
Amid of this elaboration, about half of the members attending the meeting were quiet and they only
knew about savings and loans. Indeed, the CBO in this village has been managed mainly by the
Committee and the meetings with members were rare. They meet only when invited and most of the
works in the CBO are managed by the Committee. However, the members can be informed about the
amount of capital owned by the group during their annual village forum.
What would be your next step?
During meeting with the Committee of this CBO, they indeed have revealed a number of plans such as
to further continue with the rice cooperative and to purify the rice seeds and to build rice seed
cooperative. However, these initiatives were mainly still in the heads of the Committee and have not yet
been consulted with members or at least disseminated to members. As was revealed by this evaluation,
majority of the members who participated in the meeting were shortsighted about what should be their
next step. Most of them rely on the Committee to decide.
Conclusion
Generally, the participants were rather passive and unable to contribute much to the discussions. Only 1
or 2 people were talking and the rest were quiet. The discussion with both the Committee and members
of the CBO revealed the fact that while the CBO is able to generate some saving - capital for loans and
have access to some training techniques on agriculture and human rights, the CBO appears to have little
to do to respond to the most pressing need of water. There was little record of people organizing
amongst themselves to meet with the local government and to demand for solution to the water,
although people are facing this issue for the last 2 years. At the same time, they have no plan yet how to
deal with water issue, except for just wait and see.
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Interview with CBO leaders – Toul Tasok Village, Bansay Treng Commune, 26/03/2016
3 men and 3 women, 6 responded questionnaires (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
The project started in 2012
Problems faced:
- Lack of water is more severe this year for this village, as in the past people relied on water around
the year from the irrigation canal. Now all canals are dried due to short rainfall over the last two
years. They described the issue as unprecedented and getting worse for this year especially.
- Most families in this village rely on water bought via water trucks.
- No longer able to do home gardening during the dry season.
- The people migration is always high as almost half of people from the village are now working in
Thailand.
Current activities?
- This CBO has managed the saving and credit with a capital of 23 million Riel (5,750 USD).
- Over the past year, the group attempted to manage some cooperative for selling rice and
fertilizers. They describe the cooperative as still small and in learning process. They plan to
expand for next year.
What are the added values?
- People can loan the money with low interest and all capital is built within the village.
- Ability of the CBO to contribute from their fund to support some social events in the village.
What are the areas of changes they have observed?
- Now the group begins to do more experiments on cooperative and will be able to learn from this
experience.
What would be the next step?
- To build capacity in rice cooperative.
- Possibly, to engage with local authority to deal with water issues.
Conclusion:
The functioning of CBO in this village is somehow similar to other village visited by this evaluation. They
put most emphasis on the credit and saving and still see the saving and loaning as the routine work for
CBOs. Furthermore, during the discussion, there was some confusion about the roles of the CBOs and
the AC. Some of the participants in this meeting were also from members of the AC committee.
Again, while much emphasis has been placed on the saving and credit, no action has been taken to deal
with the water issue and the other impacts arising from the high level of people migration from the
village, including a discussion on children who have left with their grandma and relatives, while their
parents are working as migrants in Thailand.
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Summary quantitative data – CBO leaders
Not at all

Not at all

Not at all

Not at all

Not at all

2) Did the CHALD/KAWP project reflect your priorities?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
0
2
1

Fully
19

8

6) How transparent was the selection process of the direct beneficiaries?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully
0
0
2
20

8

9) How satisfied are you with support from the project staff (KAWP)?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully
0
0
0
21

9

13) To what level were your expectations met by this project?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully
0
0
9
20

1

15) Do you consider system of Collaborative Saving for Investment as helpful?
Rather not
In a fair extent
Mostly yes
Fully
0
1
0
25

3

16) Would you use a help in case of breaking human rights or violence problems?
Definitely not
Probably not
I do not know
Probably yes
Definitely yes
0
2
0
23

5

17) Did you ever consider, in the last 2 years, leaving your commune and work abroad?
Definitely yes
Not at all
Rather not
Not sure
Rather yes
17
5
4
2

2

18) If you still consider to migrate, did the project help you with a practical advice?
Not at all
Rather not
Not sure
Partially yes
Definitely yes
3
1
6
14

7

22) What is the probability that you will continue in using the methods/techniques you have
learned?
Very low
Rather low
I do not know
Rather high
Very high
1
5
4
19

1

Not yet

7

26) Do you share experience with other farmers (CBO/AC)?
We meet and discuss quite We plan to cooperate in the
We visited several times
often
future
5
3
8
14
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Interview with Member of Commune Council, Reang Kesey Commune, 21/03/2016
Head of Commune Council (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Relevance
He explained that first when he heard about CBOs, he felt threatened as he believed CBOs were
organized to fight with the local authority. However, since he has been in meetings with these CBOs and
also with the AC, he realizes the potential role of the CBOs and AC in his commune.
He argued that, through CBOs and AC, various kinds of information can be channeled through, such as
training, community forum and workshops. He also described CHALD as being responsive to the needs
of people in the community and suggested that similar development activities should be expanded to
other villages in his commune.
Communication between Commune Council and the CHALD
As member of Commune Council, he sometimes has been invited to meet with members of the CBOs
and AC, and therefore he becomes familiar with the activities of CHALD, although he claimed it was not
all but he can elaborate all the key activities done by CHALD and KAWP. He described the relationship
between KAWP and local CC as mutual and respectful.
His views on the impacts of the CHALD
He explained that with the presence of CBOs and AC through CHALD, the community has now built their
own financial capital for income generation. He argued that this scheme really helps people to meet
their needs and sometimes it can help to respond to emergency. Furthermore, with AC, they now begin
to work on some small businesses and help to build market for rice crops.
Problems faced
He said, similarly to other villages in the entire district, the people are facing a serious problem of lack of
water. Most of the ponds, both family and community ponds, are dried out and weather is now hotter,
especially this year.
Rice seed has been described as another main issue faced by people in his commune. He explained,
since the crop has been harvested by the machinery, farmers are no longer able to keep the rice seeds
pure, and in this case, the rice crops this year cannot fit with the market standard. Many families have
not been able to sell their rice this year and if they did it, it was cheap and thus farmers cannot get much
benefit.
He also reported that now the commune has access to extensive irrigation canals that have been built
across the commune. However, all irrigation has no water. In some places, due to the new canal, some
areas in the commune have been flooded during the rainy season.
Furthermore, he would be happy to see if some funding from the Commune Investment Fund (CIF) can
be mobilized to support some community activities in the future.

Interview with official from the Office of Agriculture, Koh Krolor District, 22/03/2016
Deputy Director for Office of Agriculture, Koh Krolor District (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
The Deputy Director was assigned by the Director for this interview, as the Director was at a training. As
a subordinate, his view on KAWP/CHALD works was very limited and he knew little about the policy of
AC as well as of the work of KAWP.
However, he learned that, as far as he knew, only KAWP that works on AC in this district reported that
the people in his district have encountered with a lack of water for many years and little efforts have
been done by the government. As agricultural extension, they have no role in dealing with water
1
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resources. The water resources have been placed under the Department of Water Resources and
therefore he cannot do much to help people with lack of water.
He further explained that so far he has heard nothing about how government will resolve the problem
of lack of water, as this has been affecting the people in the entire district for a long time. It should also
be noted that even groundwater has been scarcely identified.

Interview with Member of the KAWP Board
(Interviewer: Meas Nee)
Relevance
He argued that KAWP works are responsive to the needs of the target community and fit well with the
government policy for poverty alleviation. He also stressed the fact that KAWP has complied with the
government policy on AC and maintains close collaboration with the Provincial Department of
Agriculture.
Communication between KAWP and Board
He describes the relationship between the Board and KAWP as mutual and accountable. The Board
meetings have been organized regularly as stated by the KAWP constitution.
Key Challenges existed in KAWP works
While KAWP has done a lot work on community development, some limitations still exist, especially in
the capacity of KAWP to support capacity building of ACs. Furthermore, KAWP still cannot successfully
advocate for support from the Department of Agriculture and mobilize financial support from the local
Commune Council.
Suggestions for future work
He suggested that KAWP should continue to support the ACs and, therefore, all KAWP staff have also to
be familiar with the concept of ACs and, to a large extend, KAWP must learn how to do business by
themselves, and use this experience for further support to the ACs.

Interview with staff from partner organization – Fishery Action Coalition Team (FACT)
FACT Field Program Coordinator (Interviewer: Meas Nee, by phone)
She said that KAWP and FACT do not have any formal agreement or a signed MoU, although both
organizations have known each other for many years, especially in the villages where there are fishery
associations. Most contacts have been made informally through local staff and there is no record of
meeting minutes or any other formal contact made available.
However, as partner, they often meet during joint workshops and meetings, both at the national and
provincial level, when talking about the fishery. On the ground, from time to time, they meet and share
experiences.
She, indeed, has expressed strong support to KAWP works, where she argued that KAWP as an
organization has a long history in community development and community empowerment, especially in
Battambang province. However, she admitted that she was not familiar with this project so she could
not explain more.
Suggestions for the future
She does not have any concrete idea about what should be in the future for KAWP, but she suggests to
maintain good communication and sharing experiences and meetings to discuss about problems or
other issues affecting the community livelihood – this would be a good idea.
2
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Interview with VSO representative, Based in Battambang
VSO representative based in Battambang Province (Interviewer: Meas Nee)
VSO has entered partnership with KAWP since 2014. Based on the agreement, KAWP has to assist VSO in
the deployment of VSO volunteers in the field. At the time of this evaluation, there were two teams of
foreign volunteers (ICS and LMAP) staying and working in some target areas of KAWP. As mentioned in
this interview, VSO has adopted own activities, especially training and research on ACs.
She said that the relationship between KAWP and VSO have been mutual and helpful. However, she
argued, this relationship can only be built in the form where KAWP provides enabling support to VSO to
conduct their own training activities, rather than to build a two-way support that can bring benefit to
both sides. As was identified, VSO has been connected to many volunteers of whose some have
extensive experiences in different fields where KAWP might need to support the organization as well as
the activities in the field. In this case, in the view of this VSO representative, KAWP does not yet
understand this opportunities about “how best they can use VSO”.
Based on this discussion, VSO has their own policy where all volunteers placement have to stay in one
village only. Security and logistical support were described as the primary reason for them to only stay
together in one place. In this respect, VSO has no mandate to allow their volunteers to work in isolation
from one another. When asked, if it was possible for volunteers to be sent to work outside village they
stay, during the day or just in a short period of time, to help KAWP activities in other villages? Yes, it
could be done, but it requires more discussions between the 2 parties.
Furthermore, as she said, VSO has also received request to send long-term volunteers up to two-year
placement. In this case, it could be helpful if KAWP can identify its own need and submit request for
expert support from VSO.

3
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Number of FGDs’ Key Informants for CHALD/KAWP Evaluation
Community Based Organizations (CBO) & Agricultural Cooperatives (AC)
No

Name of the Villages or
Communes
Chhnal Moin Village
(22/03/2016)
Prek Trorp Village
(25/03/2016)

Roles and Responsibilities

Sex

Total

M

F

CBO Members

1

5

6

CBO Leaders (7 responses)
CBO Members
Fishery Committee
DRR & HRFP
CBO Leaders (6 responses)
CBO Members
AC Members
DRR Committee
CBO Leaders (7 responses)
CBO Members
AC Leaders (9 responses)
AC Members
DRR & HRFP
CBO Leaders (6 responses)
CBO Members
DRR & HRFP
AC Leaders (6 responses)
DRR & HRFP
AC Leaders (8 responses)
AC Members
DRR & HRFP
CBO Leaders (6 responses)
CBO Members
CBO Leaders (6 responses)
CBO Members
DRR & HRFP
CBO Leaders (8 responses)
CBO Members
DRR & HRFP

5
4
7
0
3
4
3
1
6
5
5
2
1
5
3
3
7
4
4
8
1
4
3
8
6
2
6
3
3

2
9
0
2
3
4
8
0
5
16
5
8
2
2
5
2
3
2
4
6
1
3
11
6
11
3
2
10
2

7
13
7
2
6
8
11
1
11
21
10
10
3
7
8
5
10
6
8
14
2
7
14
14
17
5
8
13
5

Number of respondents per groups
Total Key Informants
Leaders of the CBOs & ACs
Members of the CBOs & ACs
Members of the Committees (DRR, HRFP, Fishery)

M
117
53
42
22

F
142
35
93
14

Total
259
88
135
36

Number of respondents per interviewer
Daniel Svoboda
Meas Nee

M
71
46

F
107
35

Total
178
81

1
2

3
4
5
6

7

8
9

10
11

12

Toul Tasok Village
(26/03/2016)
Preah Phos Commune
(22/03/2016)
Baeng Veng Village
(21/03/2016)
Reang Kesey Commune
(Svay Cheat Village)
(21/03/2016)
Tanak Village
(23/03/2016)
Baeng Preah Krorlanh
Village (22/03/2016)
Bay Damran Commune
(Tasorng Village)
(24/03/2016)
Krolapeas Village
(24/03/2016)
Sambok Ork Village
(23/03/2016)
Kdorng Village
(26/03/2016)
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Case story 1 – Rice farmer – Sambok Ork Village (SBK) – 15/03/2016
49 years old, member of both AC
(Agriculture Cooperative) and CBO
(Community Based Organization).
Main incomes from rice (30 t per year, 2 t
for own consumption; 1 bag is 115-120
kg), pea (in rainy season), cows (he
recently sold 3 calves for 1300 USD), and
transferring funds from Thailand.
There are 6 people in the house, 3
children (he has also 2 grandchildren),
part of the family is working abroad.

Problems:
Climate change, the rain is missing, 2 harvests in the last year, otherwise only once a year (3 harvests
would be possible in case of enough water). There is an irrigation canal from the river but still no
water – not enough water in the river. Only some people have ponds (after rainy season), there are
some wells around 40 m deep
There is also a time issue for collecting the yield, quality of rice gets rapidly down. There is a low price
at the market, the marketing is done individually, people must sell the rice the same day, cannot wait
for the whole village – quality would worsen. The harvesting machine can help only 2 families per
day; however, it would help much.
Improvements thanks to the project:
Good seeds, new techniques, more time, less capital, less fertilizers, production increased by 1 ton,
no more can be produced as there is no more time and place.
Plans:
Harvesting machine (around 43,000 USD) – for such a big loan there must be a collateral agreement.
The AC considers buying it but he would like to have it already the next year.
Personal plan: to increase the rice field, more equipment, motorbike or car.
Dream:
Most happy if the children are well
educated and follow instructions of
parents, no hunger, enough resources for
daily life.

1
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Case study 2 – Chicken and frog farmer – Sambok Ork Village (SBK) – 15/03/2016
Member of CBO, 2 adults and 5 children in the
house (2 married and migrated to Thailand – he
meets the family every 4-5 months). He has a
chicken farm for more than 3 years, his chickens
have good quality due to organic feed and there
is no competition. He also has 7 cows and 1 bull
(10 USD for renting the bull, 2 cows sold per year
– easier than selling the rice), just started with
frogs (6 male and 2 female; remark: 20 frogs a
week after) – the production might 8,000 frogs
(each female around 1,500 per month).
Problems:
The pond with only a little water – vegetables only in a rainy season (also a lemon tree – 500 kg per
year), there is a well 60 m deep close by but no water.
Improvement:
I have new friends and a new network thanks to the project. I share my experience with other
families. I am happy witch chicken and I learn from my own experience.

Dream:
Expand the chicken house.

Observation – there was just a training with frog
teacher for 6 people

2
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Case study 3 – Gardener – Sambok Ork Village (SBK) – 15/03/2016
Older lady living with her mother and one
son and 2 small grandchildren (two other
sons are married and they are now in
Thailand).
She is producing cucumbers (2 tons per
year), water melon and winter melon
(both for around 3 million Riel per year),
tomatoes (500 kg), garlic, banana.
She also started with composting.

Improvements:
She was supported by Harvest (irrigation system for the garden) and then by KAWP (some seeds,
pipes and pumps). She bought a land from neighbors. She has a pond and access to another one.

Dream:
More jobs to get her sons back from Thailand.
Two years ago they had to bring water, now she
has a pump (from another pond) so they could
leave for a work abroad.

3
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Case study 4 – Farmer and a healer – Sambok Ork Village (SBK) – 15/03/2016

Older lady with husband and 3 children. Producing long beans, other vegetables – cabbage, pumpkin;
some rice, and herbal medicine.
Problems:
She faced big problems with health – her own and of her son. Very high costs for medical treatment,
her son got sick, governmental hospital asked for 200 USD, she had only 5 USD, some treatment they
also received from a private clinic. She has a small pond (an irrigation canal is 200 m far if the pond
loose the water).
Improvements:
Better than in the past. When she was seriously sick, the doctor did not believe shoe could survive.
Then she had a “dream” – a traditional Cambodian spirit that the herbal medicine can help. She
recognized the mountainous tree and went to the mountains and started with preparation of
medicine that helps for many illnesses – hearth diseases, diabetes, stomach, intestinal problems,
dermatitis, liver, hemorrhoids, etc. She tried first herself (for hearth dilatation) and she started feel
much better. Then she offered it to other people (1,000 Riel for one bag, to be boiled and drunk) and
based on their references she gets new customers (also from Siem Reap and other provinces). She
uses a small “leaflet” with instructions for use, and the telephone number. This is the main income
now. She provides the medicine for free to monks as she believes in the next life. Maybe the
medicine is a memory from the previous life…
Dream:
Her son wanted to go to an English school but they could not afford it. She still believes it will be
possible. She wants to expand the pond in the future.

Somebody complained:
“Why do not you improve your house?”
“We only sleep there; my priority is income for my
children to go to school.”

4
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Case study 5 – Farmer on the rented land – Sambok Ork Village (SBK) – 15/03/2016
Farmer working on a land rented from other
families. There are two adults and 3 children in
the family.
Incomes are mainly from chicken, duck, cow,
corn, cassava, chili peppers, banana (not enough
water for pumpkin).
They have a small pond (pond was one of the
KAWP criteria); without pond it would be
impossible to survive.

Problems:
They were working in a jungle before and had much better incomes from vegetable but their two
daughters died there and they decided to return back. They take care of a neighbor’s cow and the
first calve (3 days old) belongs to him and the second one to the owner. They have not received any
support from KAWP yet.

Dream:
He believes to make the pond bigger and increase the production. And he wants to have own land.

5
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Case study 6 – Farmer and CBO leader – Ansorng Sork Village (ASS) – 16/03/2016
Older lady, CBO leader, with 2 other men
participating. Meeting in the CBO “office”.
The village has 290 households, the CBO has 82
members (of them 8 leaders); the population is
increasing.
Main products of the village are: rice (2 crops per
year), green beans, corn (but it needs more
water), water melon, other vegetable. Small
incomes from livestock (there is no grass for
cows and it takes two years to have a calf) and
fishery.
Problem:
The CBO operation is still not working well, the members are quite passive. When they are busy, they
do not want to meet, sometimes not informed, sometimes forget. There is a problem with marketing
for agriculture cereals, selling green beans is cheap but the seeds are expensive. The yield of rice is
increasing but not the income. Price is “in the mouth” of brokers. There is a network of brokers
(small and middle) and the price is changing daily.
They also cannot control water – the village was flooded in September and October; heavy rains can
destroy the rice – it is important collect the rice from water on time. The climate is irregular, nobody
can predict. The lady sees the changes in 20 years – there were 20 cm of water from rains, now 2 cm
– there are fewer rains. According to the TV forecast, there will be no rain until August.
Improvements:
The loan scheme for members is successful – reasonable interest and increasing capital. Human
resources also increase – there is much better understanding of management, saving and loan
schemes, human rights and freedoms, and agricultural techniques.

Dreams:
To collect people and increase a collective voice for networking. Regarding CBO, a dream might be to
buy products from families and directly negotiate with big traders in the town. But it would need a
space (one field is for 3,000 – 6,000 USD) and a truck for transporting the production. However, it is
difficult to control the quality of products from families, low-land rice is not the best one demanded
by the market.
If the government provides irrigation and a big pumping machine, the families would calculate and
pay money for operation, gasoline, etc.

6
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Case study 7 – Farmer – Ansorng Sork Village (ASS) – 16/03/2016

A family of 5 people. Combination of production: quality cabbage (income 2,000 USD from a field of
40 x 40 m), long beans, water melon (income 200 USD), rice, corn, and chicken (mainly for own food).
Problems:
They live on the bank of the river so they can
have their own irrigation (big irrigation canals are
supported by the government). The river has
some water the whole year but the fish there is
rare.
One common problem is a lack of drinking water
– some people drink directly water from the river
(only some boil it) and it is a cause of many
diseases.
Improvements:
The situation is much better than 2 years ago – they could afford a motorbike. Not only the family,
but the whole village is better. However, as the living standard is increasing, the people need more
money (for electricity, TV, clothes, petrol, motorbikes) and thus most of them have credits. From
KAWP, they have received only capacity building support so far.
There is a commune lake but the fishing there is not permitted – it is a conservation lake, to be
partially used for irrigation purposes. The soil from excavation is sold to the people (7 USD per trunk).
Other lakes or ponds would help and could be also used for raising fish.
Dream:
To continue and increase production. To have better price at the market.

Case study 8 – Farmer – Ansorng Sork Village (ASS) – 16/03/2016
Two neighboring families of around ten people.
He returned from Thailand where he was
working hard on road constructions. He had to
return because of health problems (injuries,
problems with back).
In the past, he was one of the supported poorest
people in the village. Now he has his own land
where he produces corn and rice. He is also a
member of CBO.
He is very proud of that.

7
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Annex 8: CA members and financial resources
YEARS
No. Name of Commune
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

BDR - Bay Damram
KPP - Kompung Prieng
BST - Bansay Traeng
PSP - Phnom Sampov
PNR - Prek Norin
RKS - Reang Kesey
KEA - Kear
WKR - Wat Kor
TPD - Tipadai
CHM - Chhnal Moin
PHP - Preah Phos
KKM - Kork Khmum

June 2014
AC members
Budgets
(Riel)
Total
Women
275
98
39 500 000
83
29
16 600 000
142
54
14 200 000
289
76
16 950 000
151
35
11 800 000
227
118
19 500 000
96
44
9 600 000
72
44
7 200 000
169
59
4 650 000
306
160
42 550 000
173
59
20 100 000
50
25
1 800 000
2033
801
204 450 000

Remark: 1 USD = 4,000 Riel

February 2016
AC members
Budgets
(Riel)
Total
Women
188
105
64 419 200
117
58
8 000 000
74
15
4 600 000
429
257
45 479 400
195
107
27 170 900
314
142
67 485 900
192
133
32 900 000
71
44
13 446 400
288
144
21 887 100
411
228 152 369 700
265
119
43 246 300
51
17
4 200 000
2 595
1369 485 204 900
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Annex 9: CBO members and financial resources
YEARS
No. Name of Villages
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
Total

TTS
SPN
TMR
CHK
PTP
ASS
RDK
WKR
SDO
TSG
BDR
KLP
KCG
TCN
PTT
KST
CHM
BTC
BPH
BKL
SHB
SBK
BCG
WKD
SCT
TSL
KPN
SIM
RKC
TNK
SPK
KDG
KPT
KPC
PP I
PP II
CKS
BLG
ATK
KPM
SNH
BVG

2014
CBO members
Total
Women
35
8
67
54
35
15
50
33
69
20
79
53
44
29
61
47
52
27
35
23
49
23
69
47
58
34
58
30
46
30
80
47
89
44
90
45
89
47
60
30
37
12
20
8
24
10
23
6
69
31
78
43
90
58
61
26
50
27
42
24
78
45
89
59
62
48
59
35

2138

1193

Budgets
(Riel)
7 900 000
25 500 000
15 599 228
4 600 000
19 494 400
27 274 600
45 844 000
12 000 000
15 500 000
37 388 648
16 740 145
21 086 535
10 495 000
11 250 000
9 500 000
10 890 000
7 500 000
12 200 000
16 000 000
15 196 500
15 600 000
29 240 000
28 340 000
38 074 000
29 459 300
19 048 000
19 775 000
26 370 000
28 780 200
37 003 400
10 512 000
24 100 000
5 595 900
24 670 000

804 347 956

2016
CBO members
Budgets
(Riel)
Total
Women
82
72
11 670 500
88
62
38 429 100
53
40
4 818 300
35
25
3 600 000
65
33
44 749 600
82
76
25 156 400
55
37
19 208 300
20
18
8 420 000
26
15
10 568 900
28
18
10 667 500
13
11
8 953 900
33
26
8 888 800
33
29
13 781 100
35
22
18 995 900
42
24
18 016 800
115
68
45 741 500
89
46
42 046 100
89
49
87 211 600
101
63
29 220 000
34
16
46 112 500
37
8
30 757 700
37
12
29 000 000
16
8
18 876 000
20
18
49 000 000
75
41
49 000 000
68
45
13 356 000
84
62
56 105 400
53
30
65 461 900
54
29
52 322 100
51
4
67 080 000
131
87
84 518 100
123
92
61 901 200
116
84
23 581 400
39
21
19 812 400
12
14
2 705 000
5
11
2 850 000
32
46
5 476 500
24
31
2 120 000
12
37
2 000 000
15
23
2 150 000
31
47
2 982 000
28
45
2 476 800
2181
1545 1 139 789 300
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Remark: 1 USD = 4,000 Riel
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Annex 10 - Data Collection Report of ACs

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Farmers with
# People reporting of HR
increased
issues
Names of
substainability
CBOs
# Families
Female Male
Total
PSP
KEA
RKS
PHP
CHM
PNR
KKM
WKR
BDR
TPD
KPP
BST
Total

# Victims received interventions
Female

Male

Total

22
12
15
159
50
50
16
20
38
6
58
10

6
4
10
100
50
10
0
0
5
25
35
15

7
3
30
59
60
2
0
0
10
35
40
5

13
7
40
159
110
12
0
0
15
60
75
20

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
5

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2

0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
3
7

456

260

251

511

9

2

15

CBOs well functioning

Supported
DRR plan
by
N/A
0
N/A
0
CC
0
N/A
1
N/A
1
N/A
1
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
0
N/A
1
CC
1
5

0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

Monthly
report
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1

8

9

10

AC plan Implement
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Annex 10 - Data Collection Report of ACs (cont.)

No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Names of
CBOs
PSP
KEA
RKS
PHP
CHM
PNR
KKM
WKR
BDR
TPD
KPP
BST
Total

# Members

# Budgets (Riel)
Begin

February 2016

32 800 000
24 588 000
11 567 300
40 576 500
141 122 100
22 071 300
4 200 000
8 100 000
50 000 000
12 950 000
8 000 000
4 600 000
360 575 200

Begin
Increased

F

45 479 400
32 900 000
67 485 900
43 246 300
152 369 700
27 170 900
4 200 000
13 446 400
64 419 200
21 887 100
8 000 000
4 600 000

12 679 400
8 312 000
55 918 600
2 669 800
11 247 600
5 099 600
5 346 400
14 419 200
8 937 100
-

257
133
127
118
228
107
17
44
105
144
58
15

485 204 900

124 629 700

1 353

Remark: 1 USD = 4,000 Riel

M

February 2016
M

Increase

T

F

T

F

M

T

169
57
141
142
78
88
34
27
83
144
59
59

426
190
268
260
306
195
51
71
188
288
117
74

257
133
142
119
228
107
17
44
105
144
58
15

172
59
172
146
183
88
34
27
83
144
59
59

429
192
314
265
411
195
51
71
188
288
117
74

15
1
-

3
2
31
4
105
-

3
2
46
5
105
-

1 081

2 434

1 369

1 226

2 595

16

145

161
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Annex 11 - Data collection report of CBOs
No.

1
2
3
4

Farmers with
increased
Names of
substainability
CBOs
# Families

SNH
KDG
KPT
SPK
Total
5
TNK
6
RKC
7
SIEM
8
PPI
9
PPII
Total
10
SCT
11
WKD
12
TSL
13
BVG
14
WKR
Total
15
KPM
16
BPL
17
BHP
18
SHB
Total
19
BTC
20
CHM
21
KST
Total
22
SPN
23
TMR
24
TTS
25
CKN
Total
26
BDR
27
SDO
28
KLP
29
TSG
30
KPC
31
KCG
32
TCN
33
PTT
Total
34
SBK
35
BCG
36
ATK
37
KPN
Total
38
PTP
39
ASS
40
RDK
41
CKS
42
BLG
Total
Grand total

7
47
14
20
88
22
25
20

# People reporting of HR
issues
F

M

F

M

20
12
5
37
3
10

1
35
20
20
76
6
15

1
10
1
12
-

21
2
1
3
22
22
14
10
9
33
5
3
6
14
13
8
17
9
17
11
12
15
102
55
10

-

10
10
10
8
6
24
4
3
3
10
7
4
10
5
7
6
5
10
54
25
10

13
12
12
4
2
3
9
1
3
4
6
4
7
4
10
5
7
5
48
30
-

70
25
22

35
25
33

30
22
34

8

12

9

55
811

70
243

65
214

65
47
67
21
135
457

67
20
20
30
22
10
82
20
30
30
20
100
41
32
34
107
20
50
27
97
30
20
33
25
51
13
35
35
242
20
50

1
15
8
15
39
3
5

T

# Victims received interventions

8
2
1
3

2
2
1
1
1
1
2
-

T
5
3
1
9

-

-

2
-

1
20
-

20
5
3

Police Comm
CC/LD
Police Comm
CC
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

2
1
1
-

N/A
?
N/A
N/A

1
-

-

-

1
15
3
2
21
-

1
1
3

1
1

1

Supported by

1

-

N/A
2
2

1

1
-

1
1

10

10

18
55

11
22

N/A
CC
CC

2
21
-

21
5
4
20
29
77

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-
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Annex 11 - Data collection report of CBOs (cont.)
Well functioning

# Budgets (Riel) (Remark: 1 USD = 4,000 Riel)

No.

0
1
1
1
3
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
3
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
3
1
1
1

Monthly
report
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
1
1
1
0
1
4
0
1
1
1
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
1
1

3
1
1
1
0
0
3
0
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
3
1
1

3
1
1
1
1
1
5
0
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
4
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
5
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

2
1
1

1

1

1

DRR plan CBO plan Implement
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

3

3
11

3
18

Increased
214 000
17 971 200
1 859 800
9 549 100
29 594 100
9 350 000
8 913 100
15 241 900

132 070 000
40 000 000
25 704 200
8 355 000
86 400
7 019 000
81 164 600
38 363 300
22 440 000
23 610 000
84 413 300
55 316 600
32 000 000
33 514 800
120 831 400
35 098 400
4 000 000
17 170 500
4 000 000
60 268 900
7 947 000
7 500 000
8 857 300
9 101 800
17 600 000
12 303 800
17 240 000
17 000 000
97 549 900
33 438 100
14 500 000

2
1
1

47 938 100
24 700 000
18 213 500

48 628 100
39 800 000
21 851 000

1

985 000

2 160 000

42 913 500
735 334 100

61 651 000
884 672 800

690 000
15 100 000
3 637 500
1 175 000
18 737 500
148 938 700

28

37 583 800
20 747 400
70 122 100
128 453 300
47 500 000
39 000 000
45 570 000

December 2015
214 000
55 555 000
22 607 200
79 671 200
158 047 400
56 850 000
47 913 100
60 811 900
200 000
200 000
165 975 000
60 400 000
25 828 100
13 683 500
86 400
8 011 700
108 009 700
200 000
41 688 100
25 560 000
28 520 000
95 968 100
67 022 500
35 400 000
40 927 700
143 350 200
39 224 500
3 020 000
17 170 500
4 000 000
63 415 000
8 556 900
9 998 900
8 893 400
9 355 500
18 890 800
12 445 600
17 880 400
17 021 800
103 043 300
34 128 100
14 500 000

3
23

Begin

33 505 000
20 400 000
123 900
5 328 500
992 700
26 845 100
200 000
3 324 800
3 120 000
4 910 000
11 554 800
11 705 900
3 400 000
7 412 900
22 518 800
4 126 100
(980 000)
3 146 100
609 900
2 498 900
36 100
253 700
1 290 800
141 800
640 400
21 800
5 493 400
690 000
-
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Annex 11 - Data collection report of CBOs (cont.)
# Members
Begin

No.
F
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

M

# Members
December 2015

T

F

M

Increased
T

F
1
37
52
90
15
4
19
3
3
1
1
9
9
122

25
40
76
35
176
41
29
30

11
30
25
27
93
11
21
22

36
70
101
62
269
52
50
52

26
77
76
87
266
41
29
30

12
40
25
32
109
11
21
22

38
117
101
119
375
52
50
52

100
23
32
12
13
18
98
14
63
9
86
52
46
64
162
72
14
74
17
177
17
16
24
19

54
14
11
13
7
7
52
13
48
12
73
31
43
50
124
14
3
11
34
62
1
13
9
2

154
37
43
25
20
25
150
27
111
21
159
83
89
114
286
86
17
85
51
239
18
29
33
21

100
38
32
16
13
18
117
14
63
12
89
52
46
64
162
72
14
75
17
178
17
16
24
19

54
19
11
19
15
7
71
13
48
14
75
31
43
50
124
14
3
13
34
64
1
13
9
2

154
57
43
35
28
25
188
27
111
26
164
83
89
114
286
86
17
88
51
242
18
29
33
21

20
21
21
138
10
6

4
14
21
64
14
12

24
35
42
202
24
18

20
21
21
138
10
6

4
14
21
64
14
12

24
35
42
202
24
18

16
22
50

42
65
84

16
22
50

28

28

91
1 044

86
634

177
1 678

100
1 166

26
44
34
13
91
678

42
66
84

19

26
43
34
9

41
191
1 844

M
1
10
5
16
5
6
8
19
2
2
2
2
1
4
5
44

T
2
47
57
106
20
10
8
38
5
5
3
3
1
13
14
166

Community Based Social
Harmonization and Livelihood
Development (CHALD)
Project Evaluation 2016
(Meas Nee, Daniel Svoboda)

Battambang
28 March 2016
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Objectives of the evaluation
•

•
•
•
•

ToR

To review achievements, successes and challenges
during the current phase implementation including
areas with most success and areas with less success;
and their underlying factors;
To assess outcomes and impact of project activities on
communities that KAWP worked with;
To assess the relevance and effectiveness of KAWP’s
working approaches and strategies;
To review current support functions and management
relevant to program implementation;
To identify key lessons learned and suggestions to
inform future strategies and practices to improve
program implementation.
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Objectives of the CHALD project

CHALD project

Poverty reduction and the fulfillment of the rights of
citizens - strengthening and supporting communities
and civil society organizations to promote and support
improvement in the socio economic situation of
vulnerable households:
•
•

•
•

Better food and economic security by enhanced livelihood
activities (suitable agriculture and small businesses).
ACs and CBOs have ability to manage their natural
resources properly and are aware how to reduce risk of
natural disasters.
ACs and CBOs practice good governance and become more
responsive to the social needs of their members.
Target communities exercise their rights and access to
services.
3

Evaluation methodology

Evaluation

Evaluation triangulates diverse sources of information
and combines several methods:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Desk review of available documentation (project
documents, previous evaluation and surveys, national
strategies, local statistics)
Interviews with key respondents (KAWP staff, project
managers, AC and CBO leaders, members of village
committees, CC leaders and other authorities, staff of
complementary international projects)
Questionnaires
Focus Groups discussions with AC and CBO members
Case studies and stories of visited farmers
Transection walk and Observation (and photo reportage)
Expert opinion
4

Evaluation methodology

Evaluation

Briefing with KAWP staff (12 people in total, of them 6 women)
8 visits and observations in the families (Case stories)
7 interviews with donors and authorities (VSO, Harvest, FACT,
CC, Office of Agriculture – 6 men, 2 women)
11 Focus Groups with AC or CBO members (135 people in total,
of them 93 women)
10 Interviews with Disaster Risk Reduction Committee, Human
Rights Focal Points or Fishery Committee (36 people in total, of
them 14 women)
10 Interviews & Questionnaires with key informants – AC and
CBO leaders (88 people in total, of them 35 women)
Debriefing with KAWP staff (7 men, 6 women)
1 interview with project manager – Diaconia
1 questionnaire from project manager – Bread for the World
5

Evaluation criteria

Evaluation

OECD/DAC criteria: relevance, efficiency, effectiveness,
impact and sustainability; and visibility
Scale of rating evaluation criteria:
1 Very low (there are critical problems, the objectives cannot be
reached, there are negative impacts)
2 Low (in spite of significant problems or dissatisfaction the
objectives are still partly achievable)
3 Rather low (the procedures, results or assumptions do not fully
meet the expectations)
4 Rather high (the intervention brings good results but there are
negative external factors)
5 High (the objectives are met and there is an overall satisfaction
with the intervention)
6 Very high (the objectives are fully met and the applied practices
can be further disseminated)
6

Relevance

Findings

Based on the interviews, focus groups, case stories and
observations, there is one critical problem: lack of water
(the floods are not considered such critical).
Other important problems include:
•
•
•

•
•

Problems with access to the market and low prices
Missing infrastructure – roads and bridges (to access the
fields or the market), storages (or driers) for production
Missing job opportunities (mainly for landless people), no
jobs outside the agriculture sector (handicrafts and other
local products, repair workshops, post-harvest processing,
big factories, etc.)
Still needed training & coaching for agriculture production
and animal raising (emerging problems are not solved)
Limited responses from local government
7

Efficiency

Findings

The project approach combines several interventions:
training (on agriculture techniques, saving system,
AC/CBO management, human rights, disaster risk
prevention, migration, fishery law), direct contributions
(cows, chicken, frogs, fish, seeds), support for social
events and support for the poorest people.
Most of respondents appreciate the combination of
diverse support, many of them highlighted importance
of the new knowledge they have received.
There are no problems in communication with KAWP,
but the material support helps only some people, a help
with access to water (ponds, local irrigation, wells,
reservoirs) or to a market („why to produce more when
we cannot sell it“) would help all.
8

Effectiveness

Findings

The project logic model (based on desk-review) is too
complicated, some indicators were not appropriate or
achievable – the evaluators propose a revised model.
Some interventions were not successful at all, e.g. tree
nursery (the experts left the project and migrated) or
fish (due to lack of water); the effect of „migration“
training is questionable (migration is a family decision).
Important behavior changes were observed (applying
new techniques, good communication and cooperation
in the villages and between villages, ability of people to
speak out their concerns, increasing savings, decreasing
violence, demand for further education). However, in all
villages, the sustainable development depends on water
and this issues has not been reflected by the project.
9

Impact

Findings

Most of respondents stated significant improvements in
the past years thanks to the project („no more need to
migrate“), while some villages are becoming poorer and
poorer. In some villages, only the older people and young
people stay while their parents are working abroad. The
financial contributions from migrants are sometimes
more important than the incomes from agriculture.
The main problem for any development is a lack of water
(mainly for irrigation but also for drinking). Water-borne
diseases mean also a negative factor as the medical
treatment/help is expensive and usually far away.
According to some respondents, health is more important
than money.
10

Sustainability

Findings

Most of the behavior changes seem irreversible (the
people want to continue in using new techniques, in
savings, in increasing crop, vegetable and animal
production, in close cooperation within AC or CBO). Most
of the respondents are ready to contribute to the local
development (up to 50% financially, by own work, etc.).
However, any success depends on water and also on
own initiatives of villagers and on the support from local
or national government (namely the irrigation system
and overall water supply). In this regard, some gaps
were identified. No donor can help, if there is a weak
local ownership…
External help is still needed for coaching and problem
solving (e.g. new diseases of crops or animals).
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Visibility

Findings

All respondents (except for Harvest staff at US AID) are
well aware of the KAWP interventions and appreciate a
long-term and valuable cooperation. Most of respondents
also know about the donors of the project (Diaconia and
Bread for the World).
At some meeting places, the project posters are
displayed (however, their quality might be better). Some
respondents mentioned good personal experience with
Czech experts participated in the project.
Due to a long cooperation with KAWP, the respondents
can hardly differentiate between different projects (the
name of the current one is too long and complicated for
local people and is used mainly for reporting in English).
12

Relevance

Conclusions

The project solves many priorities of the target groups
(increase of production both in quantity and quality,
strengthening local cooperation in AC and CBO, saving
systems, empowering people to speak out their rights
and concerns) but does not focus on the key problem for
livelihood development – the lack of water, nor on the
second most important – access to the market for a
reasonable price.
Therefore the conclusion on relevance is rating 4 (on 6
point scale) – Rather high (the intervention brings good
results but there are negative external factors – namely
lack of water).
13

Efficiency

Conclusions

The efficiency of the project cannot be measured only by
quantitative indicators as some of them were not realistic
(e.g. on new villages and CBOs, tree nursery, fish, new
rice plots). The respondents appreciated the combination
of diverse interventions, transparency, and also flexibility
(e.g. replacing fish by frogs). Some mentioned a need for
a simple language to be used for better understanding.

Although the project does not tackle the key priority of
water, and its design, monitoring and reporting would still
need improvements (rating between 3 and 4), the rating
of efficiency of the field work with target groups can be 5
(of 6) – High (the objectives are met and there is an
overall satisfaction with the intervention). Support for
animal raising and diversification of production and of
incomes partially reflect the issue of the lack of water. 14

Effectiveness

Conclusions

There are some gaps in the project logic (livelihood
development cannot be reached without access to water,
and access to the market) and the logic model is too
complicated for proper management and monitoring.
Within the formulated objectives, there are significant
improvements including behavior change and increasing
demand for further education. The rating of effectiveness
can be 5 – High (the objectives are met and there is a
satisfaction with the intervention – investing in people).
When considering all aspects of sustainable development
(i.e. including water and market issues), the rating would
be between 2 - Low (in spite of significant problems or
dissatisfaction the objectives are still partly achievable)
and 3 – Rather low (the procedures, results or assumptions
do not fully meet the expectations).
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Impact

Conclusions

There were no control groups to assess all causalities
and the project attribution to overall impacts. Most of
the respondents stated significant improvements in their
lives thanks to the project. However, lack of water, low
costs at the market, no jobs and related migration
significantly limit the benefits.
As many respondents mentioned no more need to
migrate, the overall rating of impact is 4 – Rather high
(the intervention brings good results, namely in
cooperation in the village and with some other villages,
but there are negative external factors – namely missing
water and access to the market).
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Sustainability

Conclusions

Most of the respondents proclaimed a high probability to
use the new knowledge and to continue in applying the
new techniques. They are also ready to contribute to
further improvements both by money and own work.
However, a support from the government is urgently
needed – survival of people cannot depend on external
support from NGO or donors´ projects.
According to the evaluators, the overall rating of
sustainability can be 4 – Rather high (the intervention
brings good results, the people want to continue in
using the new knowledge, but there are negative
external factors – missing water and access to the
market, and insufficient infrastructure).
17

Visibility

Conclusions

Visibility still needs improvements. This does not
concern so much the presentation of the projects in the
target villages (this is satisfactory in general) but mainly
a higher visibility at national level (for negotiating with
the governmental authorities) and among the donors´
community (in order to increase possible synergies and
complementarity with other development projects).
The overall rating of visibility can be 4 – Rather high
(the intervention brings good results, the target
beneficiaries are well informed, but there are negative
external factors – closer cooperation with authorities
and with other development projects is still missing).
18

Strategic recommendation/decision

Recommendations

The KAWP and project partners must decide between 2
general options:
a) Replicate the same approaches in other villages, or
b) Upgrade the current support and focus on the key
priority of water and on nurturing the knowledge,
techniques and behavior changes (however, a further
replication of some previous approaches could
continue in the same villages as only some
beneficiaries received a support in the past).

19

Using the grassroots knowledge

Recommendations

The upgrade (option b) should focus on:
• Water and hygiene/health
• Better use of saving system for improving agricultural
business, cooperation and solidarity (not only
increasing the savings but proper using of money),
including financial management, clear criteria and
procedures – for investments focused on improved
agriculture production, the people should contribute
• Support an access to market (and marketing)
• Facilitating contacts to and support from the
government, local authorities, donors – empowering
the people to voice their concerns (and to take own
responsibility and own initiative)
Cont.
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Using the grassroots knowledge

Recommendations

The upgrade (option b) should also focus on:
• Expert support (coaching) for agriculture production
and problems solving (e.g. diseases of crops or
animals, quality seeds, quality care, etc.)
• Some support for small businesses beyond agriculture
(vocational trainings, some equipment, maybe
recommendations for post-harvest upgrade of
products – e.g. rice storages, production of jam,
drying the vegetable or fruits, etc.)
• Continuing support to the poor families (e.g. water
tanks, seeds, chicken)
• Support to social events to further promote integrity
of the community and to empower people to engage
21

Enhancing soft aspects of a support

Recommendations

The KAWP should also consider adding new soft aspects
to the provided support, in particular an increasing
cooperation with the schools (and the teachers) and the
youngest generation:
•

Prepare and provide some educational materials and
educational games for the schools (e.g. on hygiene,
water protection, preparedness for disasters, human
rights)

•

Consider the courses on English (e.g. in cooperation
with international or local volunteers)

•

Continue in socialization events
22

Enhancing hard aspects of a support

Recommendations

Access to water is the key issue to be solved, the KAWP
should thus consider cooperation in projects focused on:
•

Irrigation systems (at least the local ones – using the
water from the river where possible)

•

Providing pumping equipment and training people to
properly maintain and repair the supply systems

•

Assistance in constructing ponds and other water
storage systems (reservoirs)

•

Hydrogeological surveys, constructing new wells for
safe water, or introducing water cleaning techniques

However, these „hard“ components must be financially
guaranteed by local people and/or local government.
23

Internal capacity building

Recommendations

Internal capacity building of KAWP for ensuring own
sustainability and further dissemination of knowledge
and experience could include:
•

Training/mentoring on project preparation,
implementation and monitoring, and reporting

•

Financial management skills (in relation to project
management and also in relation to Collaborative
Saving for Investment)

•

Access to experts on vocational training related to
developments in agriculture and also for nonagricultural jobs creation

•

Access to experts on market studies and marketing
24

Technical recommendations

Recommendations

Recommendations for KAWP:
• Use simpler language
• Identify the right experts
• Improve visibility and contacts with other actors
• Better and timely report the successes and failures
and the changes in the project to partners and donors
• Do not rely on one source of funding
Recommendations for CBO/AC:
• Better explain the relations and cooperation schemes
to avoid further confusion and overlapping

25

Evaluation
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Annex 13

Minutes from debriefing at KAWP, Battambang, 28/03/2016
Participants: 13 people of the KAWP staff (7 men, 6 women)
Evaluators: Mr. Meas Nee, Mr. Daniel Svoboda
For debriefing at the end of evaluation mission, the evaluators prepared a presentation (see Annexes 12
and 17). All presented information was thoroughly discussed with the participants.
The first part of presentation recapitulated the objectives of the evaluation and the project, the applied
methodology including the surveys done during the field evaluation mission, and the evaluation criteria.
The evaluators also summarized several issues to be still clarified – e.g. the correct names of the visited
villages (the KAWP then submitted the list of all villages and communes to the evaluators by e-mail).
In the next part of presentation, the evaluators explained the findings and conclusions according to the
applied OECD/DAC criteria. The KAWP staff provided comments to some conclusions, and the evaluators
provided a feedback:
Relevance:
 Animal raising seems to really be a feasible alternative for family businesses. Diversification is
necessary and it is crucial to solve the shortage of water.
Efficiency:
 Besides direct interventions in the target villages, the project also addressed some policy issues,
e.g. regarding the new Fishery Law.
 Some problems in reporting relate also to inappropriate timing – the proposals must be submitted
to donors well in advance before the start (or continuation) of the project and therefore some
needed changes cannot be reflected in the proposals. However, the evaluators highlighted that
the project team must inform the partners and donors whenever a significant change occurs and
must provide a full justification (early warning). Some flexibility is usually accepted by donors as
the results are of a key importance.
 Water shortage is really a key problem, influencing all development interventions.
 There are some problems between the ACs and mill owners (and the Mill Association) as these
are now becoming stronger. The question is whether the ACs can better negotiate (as they have a
support from the Government). There are also traditional relations – somewhat obligation that
the village must sell rice to the concrete mills (as these also provide loans to the families). The mill
business will be challenged more by the ACs in the future - to make a better deal.
Effectiveness:
 Regarding migration, it is still necessary to explain and discuss pros and contras for legal and
illegal migration, why some people have benefit from migration and some do not. The migration
also affects children – some do not attend school, some are abused. Migration also leads to a
separation of families – separation of husbands and wives brings problems.
 The same is important at a village level – some villages are doing well, some are poor (and
poorer). That is truth that no rains in the past 2 years significantly influenced the foreseen results.
Sustainability of results (impacts):
 It is important to protect crops from problems. The farmers are dependent on timely harvest but
during heavy rains the heavy machines have problems (e.g. only 1 ha per day instead of 3 ha) – so
they are not appropriate for all situations. In addition, the traditional Cambodian rice types are
higher and it also brings problems for the machines. Sometimes 20% loss of crops is reported.
 There is also some confusion on best techniques to use with regard to water issues and local
conditions. Normally the people knew when to plant the rice, now they do not know as the rains
do not come as expected.
1
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 Some villages also face big problems during heavy storms – some houses and other infrastructure
are often destroyed and there is no support from local authorities in such cases.
 Regarding sustainability of KAWP, KAWP is probably too unique to be supported by the
governmental programs, the governmental support goes to districts.
Visibility:
 In general, there is a good awareness on project partners and donors. However, some
dissemination tools could be used in a better way – e.g. the posters should be laminated (like
some examples from other projects presented in the KAWP office). The Czech method on
composting is well appreciated and more and more people use it.
 Diaconia also prepared very good educational materials for schools – these should be better
presented (to donors) and more widely disseminated.
The final part of debriefing focused on recommendations. As the first step, all KAWP staff voted on the
proposed strategic decision on future direction – either to replicate the current approaches in other
villages and communes or to intensify the support in the villages where KAWP already has a grassroots
knowledge and has built mutual trust. All participants voted for the second option. The evaluators highly
appreciated this decision.
The comments to proposed specific recommendations included:
 When KAWP distributed the pumps in the past, some beneficiaries sold them later. A proper
mechanisms for such a support must be prepared. The evaluators recommended to ask for at
least a partial cost-sharing to strengthen the ownership, not providing anything for free.
 Loan systems are used and work well in general. However, whenever the collected amount
exceeds the amount that the ACs or CBOs are able to manage themselves, the KAWP must be
ready to assist them in proper financial management. There is some cooperation in this regard
with VSO. However, VSO has mainly experts in agriculture (rice and vegetable) but some their
trainings create more confusion for the people instead of a real help.
 It should be a role of KAWP to identify and select the most appropriate experts, to propose the
right time or place and to identify the real issues to be solved. There is some experience from the
past that VSO sent experts with a very limited capacity to provide the training and to manage it. In
addition, they for example insisted on its start at 12 o´clock when the people usually have lunch.
 There is in fact no strategy for a work with volunteers at KAWP. They use them when they come
and want something. Evaluator´s comment: This approach was in fact confirmed by the second
interview with VSO representative – “KAWP has to assist VSO in the deployment of VSO
volunteers in the field” – see Annex 6.9, while the right option would be to identify the right
volunteers based on the real needs at community level.
 It is really necessary to explain and to clearly set the roles of ACs and CBOs, as there are many
confusions due to overlaps (or maybe also due to some sort of competition).
 For higher impacts and sustainability, it is necessary to identify additional and complementary
sources of funding.
In general, a consensus on evaluation findings, conclusions and recommendations has been reached at
the meeting.
The KAWP will provide some missing information in the coming weeks.
The evaluators will provide the draft evaluation report to the KAWP for a feedback and will then reflect
the comments in the Final report.
Minutes reported by Daniel Svoboda
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Krom Akphiwat Phum (KAWP)
Project Evaluation 2016

Terms of Reference
1. Background
Krom Akphiwat Phum (KAWP) is the Cambodian Non-Governmental Organization established and
registered with Cambodian Ministry of Interior on 15 March 1995. The organization was localized from
OSB (Overseas Service Bureau), an Australian International organization, which operated a project called
rebuilding local community in Battambang during 1992 to 1995. KAWP is operating in Battambang
province of Cambodia. Since then, KAWP was formally established and continued its operation only in
Battambang Province.
From 1996 till today, KAWP achieved/completed 7 projects, in which each project represents a phase
period of 3 years. The 7th project called CBO Consolidation and Social Enterprise implemented during
2014-2016 focusing creating ACs engaged by existing CBOs members to allow rural farmers to organize
their own developmental activities in a more structured and effective way.
The current phase (8th project), called Community Based Social Harmonization and Livelihood
Development, focusing on strengthening the existing 12 ACs and 34 old CBOs and creating 8 new CBOs
and capacitate them to become good governance practice. Building their networking with other external
business sectors in order to access public services and attract the investment of local resources, and to
enhance ownership and self-reliance by reducing dependency on KAWP’s support.
12 motivated staffs (6 men, 6 women) are working in KAWP to implement program activities at village
level. KAWP is operating in 42 villages (old 34, new 8 CBOs) within 14 Communes of the 7 Districts of
Battambang Province. One Agricultural Cooperative was set up in each commune with a total of 13,440
members of which 2,688 is direct members.
KAWP is planning to develop project and proposal for the next phase (2017-2019). In order to do this, it
is necessary to look back into the implementation of project in the current phase to gain useful insights
and lessons learned that form the basis for future project formulation. An external evaluation will be
conducted to serve this purpose.
2. Goal, objectives, and expected outputs of the evaluation
The overall goal of the evaluation is to assess achievements and challenges of current project
implementation, and identify lessons learned and suggestions for improvement of project design and
implementation in the next phase.
Objectives:
Specific objectives of the evaluation are:
 To review achievements, successes and challenges during the current phase implementation
including areas with most success and areas with less success; and their underlying factors;
 To assess outcomes and impact of project activities on communities that KAWP worked with;
 To assess the relevance and effectiveness of KAWP’s working approaches and strategies;
 To review current support functions and management relevant to program implementation;
 To identify key lessons learned and suggestions to inform future strategies and practices to improve
program implementation;
Expected outputs:
Expected outputs from the evaluation are:
 Relevant documents reviewed
 Community people, staff, and other relevant stakeholders consulted
KAWP evaluation 2016, TOR, page 1
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An evaluation report highlighting findings, analysis of successes and challenges, lessons learned
and recommendations, produced and submitted

3. Methodology
A qualitative approach will be used for this evaluation:
 Review of relevant documents (project plans, baseline, progress reports, evaluation report, etc.)
 Choose sampling of villages (at least 9 villages: different locations, levels of engagement, years
of interventions (old/new, etc.) – will be discussed and decided
 Choose at least 3 ACs (out of 12 ACs) in different Districts will be discussed and decided.
 Interview and observations with community people (using focus group discussions, and
individual interview), and relevant stakeholders including organizational staff;
 Summarize, consolidate and analyze data gathered; compile them into draft report. Submit draft
report to KAWP for comment and verifications; finalize it.
4. Detail steps and activities
a. Preparation
 Agree on TOR (objectives and scope of work);
 Develop evaluation tools (questionnaires/process etc.);
 Develop an evaluation plan and schedule;
 Review relevant documents:
o Strategic plan; project plans, proposals
o Reports (evaluation, progress, annual reports)
o Organizational reference documents (policies, systems)
b. Field data collection and stakeholders consultations
 Conduct focus group discussions, and individual interview with selected communities;
 Conduct reflection with all staff (on program and organizational issues);
 Conduct interview with individual staff, and board (if appropriate);
 Conduct interview with government partners, and other partner
c. Data analysis and reporting
 Summarize data, and produce preliminary findings – present to KAWP
 Further consolidate data and information;
 Produce draft (English) report
 Send it to KAWP for comments/feedbacks;
 Finalize the evaluation report (integrating comments)
 Translate key points of the report into Khmer (using PowerPoint format)
5. Place and timeframe
The evaluation will be conducted in Phnom Penh and in Battambang. Field data collection will be
conducted in Battambang while preparation and report writing will be done in Phnom Penh. The
consultant will work with KAWP to determine the sampling villages for consultations.
The evaluation will start on 3rd week Mar 2016, and the final report will be submitted no later than 2nd
week of May 2016. The consultant will develop a working schedule and discuss with KAWP before
starting the activities.
6. Evaluation Team
The evaluation will be conducted by an external team consists of:
 A Team leader (male or female, foreigner or Khmer)
 Team member is subject to the lead consultant.
KAWP evaluation 2016, TOR, page 2
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7. Breakdown of activities
Detail tasks and activities are subject to Team Leader
8. Reporting
The report will be in English, and may consist of the following points:
 An executive summary, including summarized key recommendations
 Main findings by project based on the evaluation scopes/objectives
 Analysis (can be combined into the analytical findings)
 Lessons learned and conclusions
 Recommendations
 Appendices (questionnaires; people consulted)
A Khmer summary of the report (in form of PowerPoint format) will be also produced.
9. Responsibilities
The lead consultant and team members will lead the whole process including designing of evaluation
tools, review documents, conducting interview and discussions, analyze data and reports.
KAWP will be responsible for:
 Arranging appointments with communities, staff, and other stakeholders;
 Providing all necessary documents needed for this evaluation purpose;
 Supporting the evaluation team with administrative and logistic support as needed
 Reading the draft report and provide comments to consultant on time
10. Budget: KAWP has limited budget of USD 5,000.00 for the whole evaluation cost.

KAWP evaluation 2016, TOR, page 3
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Comments from project partners and the evaluators´ responses
Diaconia comments:
You did a great work. I have only a few comments to the narrative part of the report, e.g.:
 Additional information: Reporting between KAWP and Diaconia has been changed on quarterly
reporting in 2015 and 3 reports per year in 2016.
Evaluators´ response: The text related to CBO/AC reporting was adjusted to avoid misunderstanding.
The information on KAWP reporting was added.
 Please clarify the sentence “Due to shortage of labor force, rice harvest has now being replaced
by mechanized processes, using heavy equipment, and thus the rice seeding becomes a common
issue in target villages”.
Evaluators´ response: The sentence was re-formulated: “Due to shortage of labor force, rice harvest has
now being replaced by mechanized processes, using heavy equipment, and thus the manual seed
purification can no longer be carried out. Therefore lack of quality rice seeds becomes a common issue in
target villages.”
I also corrected a few typos (e.g. KAWP instead of KAPW) and the actually used English translation and
acronym of Diaconia center: Center of Relief and Development (DECCB-CRD).
I corrected the dates in Annex 2. I agree with all other annexes.
Evaluators´ response: The typos were corrected and the proposed changes of wording were accepted
(e.g. using “support” instead of “intervention”) – we appreciate these revisions. Corrections and updates
were done also in all annexes.

KAWP comments:
Thanks for your email about feedbacks to report. I went through it carefully and have no any comments,
while it was already debriefed with KAWP staffs during the last day of survey.
Evaluators’ response: We appreciate very much the support from KAWP during preparation and
implementation of the evaluation mission as well as the provided information during finalization of the
evaluation report. We also consider both the initial briefing before the visits with the respondents and
the final debriefing with discussing the preliminary results of the evaluation as important and powerful
evaluation tool. This enables participatory clarification of objectives of the evaluation and of the
evaluated project, confirmation of the key evaluation questions, and understandable formulation of
results and recommendations. This also contributes to the ownership of evaluation results and supports
the future use of the recommendations.

Bread for the World comments:
Besides the proposed revisions and corrections in formulations (which were fully reflected in the final
evaluation report), the significant comments include:
 Summary on Sustainability: I think it would be good to mention here that it is financial
contribution as well as in terms of own work capacity. Although further details are given in the
chapters, it might be helpful for those who only read the summary.
Evaluators´ response: Fully reflected, the text was adjusted.
 Summary on Sustainability: I agree if we talk about initiation and support through lobby and
advocacy with the government by NGOs. If possible I would like to suggest to specify the access to
water, e.g. set up of irrigation system, etc.
Evaluators´ response: Fully reflected, the text was adjusted.
 Summary on visibility: What kind of negative external factors?
Evaluators´ response: These are specified in the text – closer cooperation with authorities, private sector
actors and with other development projects is needed. The basic explanation of the rating corresponds to
1
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the general scale mentioned in Chapters 3.1 and 5; concrete justification is then added to this general
rating.
 Summary – 4th recommendation: Which other projects?
Evaluators´ response: This is specified in Chapter 6 (other national and international projects and
programs focused on water issues).
 Summary – the same recommendation: Does KAWP have the experience in the water sector? For
a sustainable access to water cooperation a lobby and advocacy work on water with the
government will be important. Is the recommendation to focus on this, as it is also pointed out on
page 26 that hard components must be financially guaranteed by local government? (I agree on
that)
Evaluators´ response: We fully agree - advocacy work is crucially important, “evaluators thus suggest
that the KAWP starts consultations with the government and international donors and strengthens its
role as mediator between them and local ACs and CBOs” as specified in Chapter 6. Regarding the
experience in water sector, “the added value of KAWP is a genuine knowledge of situation in the target
villages and the created mutual trust with local people” as also mentioned in Chapter 6. The soft
interventions (like hygiene and some basic equipment) can be directly provided by KAWP (see
recommendations 6.2 and 6.3). For more demanding investments like hydrogeological survey, irrigation,
water supply or water treatment, the KAWP can effectively play a facilitation role or the project team
can be also supported by Czech experts in hydrogeology, irrigation or water treatment (this sentence was
added to the rational for the recommendation 6.4).
 Chapter 2 and Annex 5 – Intervention logic: I would have assumed that the indicators of Annex 5
will be the same binding indicators as agreed with BfdW in the cooperation agreement; however
they are not exactly the same for all objectives? What is the reason for? Was this discussed and
agreed with KAWP?
 Chapter 4.3 Effectiveness – Intervention logic: Which indicators are not appropriate and not
achievable? I would like to point out again, that for the current project phase (01.10.2014 –
31.12.2016) the indicators agreed with BfdW are binding and can not be changed in the ongoing
project phase. Is it for future projects?
Evaluators´ response: The reconstructed logic used all relevant key indicators from the original logical
framework. More explanation was added to Chapter 4.3 Effectiveness:
“The original project logic model (based on desk-review) is too complicated – the intervention logic
cannot be understood from 11-page document. There have also been too many indicators and some of
them are questionable:
o Some indicators are repeated under the same objective (e.g. indicator on rice production);
o Some indicators are inappropriate (e.g. „increasing vegetable production from 16 kg/year to 20
kg/year“ without any specification of a concrete kind of vegetable, or “incomes from chicken sale
from USD 30 to USD 70” without any link to number of chicken);
o Some indicators are incorrectly formulated (e.g. “increasing number of referral cases of human
rights violation” in fact means that more violence would be a success);
o Some indicators differ without any explanation (e.g. cows increased “from 60 to 120” or “from
5,820 to 8,140”);
o Some indicators do not have the target value (e.g. “% of 15 households increased their incomes
from fish sale” – How many households should increase their incomes?);
o Some indicators are not achievable (e.g. “implementing disaster risk reduction plans” without any
significant support from the government).
Therefore, the evaluators proposed a revised model (using the main foreseen results and relevant key
indicators from the original logical framework) – please see Annex 5, as an example for future projects.
This scheme was discussed both with Diaconia project manager and with the KAWP staff during the
initial briefing. The findings are also reflected in recommendation 6.5 on internal capacity building.
2
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 Chapter 4.1 Relevance – There is a potential for cooperation with other organizations: Is this a
recommendation of the evaluators or a suggestion of the beneficiaries?
Evaluators´ response: The text was adjusted: “The contacts with some of the above organizations and
programs are already established and thus there is a potential for further cooperation.”
 Chapter 4.2 – There is both a need and a potential for creation of non-agriculture jobs: Does this
mean there is also a market?
Evaluators´ response: The text was adjusted: “Although there is a need for and interest in creation of
non-agriculture jobs, the market potential still must be mapped out.”
 Chapter 4.3 Effectiveness – “The sustainable development depends mainly on access to water and
also on appropriate infrastructure (e.g. the ponds, roads and bridges). These issues could not be
reflected by the project due to the limited funds”: From my point of view this is not only a matter
of limited funds, but also lobby and advocacy with local government is needed.
Evaluators´ response: Full agreement, the text was adjusted: “These issues must be primarily addressed
by the local authorities. However, even the single projects with limited funds (like CHALD) can contribute
through advocacy, awareness raising, capacity building and technical assistance.
 Chapter 4.5 – “No donor can help, if there is a weak local ownership…”: I agree, however from my
point of view this makes it even more important to work on local ownership together with the
local government to make sure that there is sustainability even when donors have left.
Evaluators´ response: The following text was added: “In this regard, the contribution of the CHALD
project to empowering the communities via networking within and between CBOs and ACs as well as via
facilitation of communication with Commune Councils and other local authorities are important steps in
a right direction. However, the advocacy activities have just only started and the donors´ support is still
needed to nurture these efforts.”
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Briefing KAWP, Battambang, 14/03/2016

Visits to famers – Sambok Ork Village (SBK), 15/03/2016

Annex 16

Visit to farmers – Ansorng Sork Village (ASS), 16/03/2016
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Monitoring system at HARVEST (USAID), Battambang, 18/03/2016

Focus group AC members – Reang Kesey Commune (RKS), 21/03/2016; place for community lake

Observation – Reang Kesey Commune (RKS), 21/03/2016 – private rice mill, functional water well

Focus group CBO members, Interview with CBO leaders – Baeng Veng Village (BVG), 21/03/2016
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Focus group AC members, Interview with AC leaders – Preah Phos Commune (PHP), 22/03/2016

Interview DRR and HRFP – Baeng Preah Krorlanh Village (BPL), 22/03/2016; dry ancient lake

Observation – Baeng Preah Krorlanh Village (BPL), 22/03/2016; local school, municipal lake

Focus group CBO members – Chhnal Moin Village (CHM), 22/03/2016
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Observation – Chhnal Moin Village (CHM), 22/03/2016 – Water projects supported by donors

Observation – Chhnal Moin Village (CHM), 22/03/2016 – River and irrigation system
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Sangkae River Dam, located in Kanghort Village, Kuntir I Commune, Sangkae District, 22/03/2016

Focus group CBO members – Sambok Ork Village (SBK), 23/03/2016 (site for school/kindergarten)

Focus Group CBO members – Tanak Village (TNK), 23/03/2016

Focus Group AC members – Bay Damram Commune (BDR), 24/03/2016 (rice storage building)
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Focus group CBO members – Krolapeas Village (KLP), 24/03/2016

Observation – Krolapeas Village (KLP), 24/03/2016 – Basic sanitation at school (disconnected pipes)

Interview with CSO leaders – Prek Trorp (PTP), 25/03/2016, meeting at pagoda place

Focus group Fishery Committee – Prek Trorp (PTP), 25/03/2016
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Focus group CBO members, Interview with HRFP and DRR Committee – Prek Trorp (PTP), 25/03/2016

Focus group CBO members – Kdorng Village (KDG), 26/03/2016, at old CBO office

Interview with CBO leaders – Kdorng Village (KDG), 26/03/2016, at new CBO office

Observation – transparent budget, CBO office Kdorng Village (KDG),
26/03/2016
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Debriefing KAWP, Battambang, 28/03/2016 (poster from a previous project)

Some more observations from transect walks:

Pumping equipment is not perfect (15/03/2016)

Some wells are not functional (15/03/2016)

Only a few people raise pigs (21/03/2016)

Local irrigation from ponds works (21/03/2016)

Supply of treated water from river (24/03/2016)

Dry irrigation canals everywhere (24/03/2016)
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របាយការណ៏សង្ខេប
ការអធិបាយជាសង្ខេបង្ៅង្ ើដង្ំ ណើរការនិខបរិបទននការវាយតនលៃ–
គំង្ោខ CHALD បានត្តូវចាប់ង្្តើលអនុវតតន៏ពីឆ្នំ ២០១៤ ដ ់
២០១៦ ង្ ើយគំង្ោខង្នេះសថិតង្ៅក្នុខដំណាក្់ការទី៨របស់អខគការត្ក្ុលអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ភូលិដដ ជាអខគការលិនដលនរដ្ឋាភិបា ក្នុខត្សុក្លួយដដ បានបង្ខកើតង្ ើខនិខចុេះបញ្ជីជា្ៃូវការជាលួយត្ក្សួខលហាន្ៃង្ៅនៃទទី១៥ ដែ
លិនា ឆ្នំ១៩៩៥។
គំង្ោខង្នេះបានង្តតតការយក្ចិតតទុក្ដ្ឋក្់ង្ៅង្ ើការពត្ខខឹ សលតថភាពដ ់ស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លមក្នុខស គលន៏ចំនួន១២និខត្ក្លុ អខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋានចំនួន៣៤និខពត្ខីក្ង្ៅកាន់អខគការលហាជនលូ
ដ្ឋានចំនួន៨ៃមីដៃលង្ទៀតង្ ើយង្ធវើការពត្ខឹខង្ោយមានការអនុវតតន៏នូវអភិបា ក្ិចច អសំោប់ស្ថថប័នង្នេះ្ខដដរ ។ទនៃឹលនិខង្នេះដដរ គំង្ោខបានជួយង្ធវើការតភាជប់នូវបណាតញជាលួយ
ស្ថថប័នជំនួញខាខង្ត្ៅដ៏នទង្ទៀតង្ដើលបីជួយង្ោយពួក្គាត់ោចទទួ បាននូវការគាំត្ទត្គប់ត្គាន់ពីង្សវាក្លមស្ថធារណៈនិខោចទាក្់ទាញការចូ រួលវិនង្ិ ោគធនធានពីក្នុខលូ ដ្ឋាននិខការង្ ើក្ក្ំពស់ដ ់ភាពជាមាច
ស់ង្ដើលបីឈានង្ៅកាត់បនថយការពឹខដ្អក្លក្ង្ ើអខគការត្ក្ុលអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ភូលិ។
ទិសង្ៅសំខាន់ៗសំោប់គំង្ោខង្នេះគឺជួយង្ធវើការរួលចំដណក្ក្នុខការកាត់បនថយនូវភាពត្ក្ីត្ក្និខជួយង្ោយព រដាត្គប់រូបមានសិទធត្គប់ត្គាន់ ត្ពលទាំខង្ធវើការពត្ខឹខនិខគាំត្ទដ ់ស គលន៏និខអខគការសខគលសុីវិ ង្ដើ
លបីង្ោយពួក្ង្គបានចូ រួលក្នុខការជួយង្ ើក្តំង្ក្ើខដ ់ស្ថថនភាពសខគលនិខង្សដាក្ិចចរបស់ត្គួស្ថរជនងាយរខង្ត្គាេះ។
គំង្ោខង្នេះបំណខង្ដើលបីទទួ បាននូវ ទធ្ សំខាន់ៗដូចខាខង្ត្កាលៈ
□
□
□
□

ង្ធវើង្ោយបានត្បង្សើរង្ ើខដ ់ស្ថថនភាពសុវតតិភាពង្សបៀខនិខង្សដាក្ិចចតាលរយៈការជួយង្ ើក្ក្ំពស់សក្លមភាពជីវភាពរស់ង្ៅត្បក្បង្ដ្ឋយនិរនតរភាពដ្នក្ង្ ើរបរក្សិក្លមនិខជំនួញខានតតូច។
ស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លមនិខត្ក្ុលអខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋានមានសលតថភាពក្នុខការត្គប់ត្គខង្ោយបានត្តឹលត្តូវង្ៅង្ ើធនធានធលមជាតិរបស់ពួក្ង្គង្ ើយមានការត្បុខត្បយ័តនែពស់ក្នុខការកាត់បនថយនូវោ ់
ហានិភ័យនានាដដ បណាត លក្ពីង្ត្គាេះល នតោយធលមជាតិ។
ស គលន៏ង្គា ង្ៅោចង្ត្បើត្បាស់នវូ សិទធរបស់ែៃួនបានង្ពញង្ ញនិខទទួ បានត្គប់ត្គាន់ង្ ើោ ់ង្សវាក្លមសលត្សប។
ស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លមនិខត្ក្ុលអខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋានមានការអនុវតតន៏នូវអភិបា ក្ិចច អត្បក្បង្ដ្ឋយត្បសិទភាធិ ពែពស់ង្ ើយោចង្្ៃើយតបបានោ៉ា ខសលត្សបង្ៅតាលតត្លូវការរបស់សខគលនិខព រ
ដាជាសមាជិក្ទាំខអស់គាន។

ការសិក្ាវាយតនលៃង្ ើគំង្ោខង្នេះបានចាប់ង្្តើលង្ធវើង្ៅក្នខុ អំ ុខពីដែលិនាដ ់ដែ
ឧសភា
ឆ្នំ២០១៦
ង្ោ គឺង្ៅក្នុខរយៈង្ព ង្ដើលឆ្នំទី៣ននការអនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខ។
ការវាយតនលៃង្នេះបានង្រៀបចំង្ធវើង្ ើខង្ដើលបីជួយង្ោយមានភាពត្បង្សើរង្ ើខដ ់ការបនតរបញ្ចប់គំង្ោខនិខជួយដ ់ការង្រៀបចំគំង្ោខបនតនាង្ព អនាគត។


ង្គា បំណខននការវាយតនលៃ
ង្គា បំណខចំបខននការវាយតនលៃង្នេះគឺ ង្ធវើការបា៉ាន់ត្បមាណវាស់ដវខ

ង្ ើក្ំរិតង្ជាគជ័យនានានិខការត្បឈលនានាដដ ដសតខង្ចញនិខទទួ បានពីការអនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខ CHALD (2014-2016) និខរក្ង្លើ ង្ោយង្ ើញនូវង្លង្រៀន
សំខាន់ៗដដ ទទួ បានពីការអនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខង្ ើយង្ធកាវើ រ្ត ់នូវអនុស្ថសន៏
សំោប់ជួយង្ធវើង្ោយបានត្បង្សរើ ង្ ើខដ ់ការង្រៀបចំគំង្ោខសំោប់ដំណាក្់ការង្ត្កាយង្ទៀត។

□

1

ទិសង្ៅសំខាន់ៗសំោប់ការវាយតនលៃមានដូចតង្ៅៈ
ង្ធវើការពិនិតយង្ ខើ វិញង្ ើភាពង្ជាគជ័យនានាដដ ទទួ បាននិខការត្បឈលដដ ង្ក្ើតមានង្ ើខង្ៅក្នខង្ព អនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខបចចុបបននង្ដ្ឋយរួលមានទាំខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅដដ មានង្ជាគជ័យែពស់និខតំ
បន់ដដ បានទទួ ង្ជាគជ័យតិចតួចនិខោ ់ក្តាតជំរុញ្ខដដរ។

□

ង្ធវើការបា៉ាន់ត្បមាណដ ់ ័ទធ្ ដដ ទទួ បាននិខ្ ប៉ាេះោ ់នានាដដ ង្ក្ើតង្ចញពីសក្លមភាពរបស់គំង្ោខង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅដដ ត្ក្ុលអភិវឌ្ឍន៏បានង្ធវើការជាលួយ។

□

ង្ធវើការបា៉ាន់ត្បមាណដ ់ភាពសលត្សបនិខត្បសិទធភាពរបស់វិធីស្ថត្សតនិខយុទធស្ថត្សតដដ ក្ំពុខអនុតតន៏ង្ដ្ឋយអខគការត្ក្ុលអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ភូលិ។

□

ង្ធកាវើ រពិនិតយង្ ើខវិញង្ៅង្ ើការគាំត្ទបចជុបបនននិខភាពសលត្សបននការត្គប់ត្គខដ ់ការអនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខ។

Annex 17

□

រក្ង្លើ នូវោ ់ង្លង្រៀនសំខាន់ៗនិខ្ត ់អនុស្ថត្សតសំោប់ជួយង្ធវើង្ោយបានត្បង្សរើ ង្ ើខដ ់យុទធស្ថត្សតនិខការអនុវតតន៏សំោប់គំង្ោខនាង្ព
អនាគត។



ការង្ត្ជើសង្រើសត្ក្ុលអនក្វាយតនលៃ
ការវាយតនលៃង្នេះបានត្បត្ពឹតតង្ធវើង្ ើខង្ត្កាលការដឹក្នាំរបស់ ង្ោក្ មាសនី ជាត្បធានត្ក្ុលអនក្វាយតដលៃពីត្បង្ទសក្លពុជានិខង្ោក្ ដ្ឋនដញ សវូបូដ្ឋ

(ជាអនក្ជំនាញជាន់ែពស់ដ្នក្ការវាយតនលៃលក្ពីត្បង្ទសស្ថធារណរដាង្្ក្)។


របបគំង្ ើញសំខាន់ៗនិខការបូក្សរុបដដ ទាក្់ទខង្ៅនិខ ToR

(Key Findings)
គំង្ោខង្នេះបានអនុតតន៏សលត្សបង្ៅនិខយុទធស្ថស្តសតនិខក្លមវិធីដនការអភិវឌ្ឍន៏សំខាន់ៗង្ៅក្នុខត្បង្ទសក្លពុជាង្ ើយក្៏បានជួយគាំត្ទបដនថលដ ់
គំង្ោខអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ង្្េខង្ទៀតង្ៅក្នុខលូ ដ្ឋាន្ខដដរ។
ចំង្ណេះដឹខក្នុខលូ ដ្ឋាន
ក្ិចចស ការសំោប់រយៈង្ព ដវខជាត្បចាំនិខត្បក្បង្ដ្ឋយភាពទុក្ចិតតដដ បានង្ ើក្ង្ ើខង្ដ្ឋយត្ក្ុលស គលន៏ង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅង្ៅក្នុខង្ព ដដ សក្លមភាពែៃេះង្ទៀតោចជួយគាំត្ទបានែៃេះៗប៉ាុង្ណាណេះង្ៅង្ ើ
តត្លូវការពិតត្បាក្ដរបស់ត្គួស្ថរង្ៅក្នុខស គលន៏។
គំង្ោខ
CHALD
ង្នេះបានជួយង្ដ្ឋេះត្ស្ថយដ ់បញ្ហាអទិភាពសំខាន់ៗជាង្ត្ចើនរបស់ត្ក្លុ ត្គួស្ថរង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅ
ប៉ាុដនតរហាក្់ដូចជាលិនបានង្តតតការយក្ចិតតទុក្ដ្ឋក្់ទាំខត្សុខង្ៅង្ ើបញ្ហាដដ ក្ំពុខង្ក្ើតង្ ើខៃមីៗង្ទៀតទាក្់ទនិ ង្ៅនិខតត្លូវការជាក្់ដសតខដ្នក្ការអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ជីវភាពរស់ដូចជាបញ្ហាែវេះខាតទឹក្ង្ត្បើត្បាស់និខបញ្ហាបនាៃ
ប់ង្ទៀតសំខាន់ដដ ទាក្់ទិនង្ ើទី្ានិខតនលៃ្ ិត្ ក្នុខត្សុក្្ខដដរ។ ង្ៅក្នុខក្រណី ង្នេះការពត្ខឹខនូវទំនាក្់ទំនខ
ជិតសនិទធជាលួយស្ថថប័នោជរដ្ឋាភិបា ទាំខង្ៅថ្ននក្់ជាតិនឹខថ្ននក្់ង្ត្កាលជាតិរួលជាលួយនិខតួអខគសំខាន់ៗដ៏នទង្ទៀតដដ ោចជួយង្ធវើការង្្ៃើយតបង្ៅនិខតត្លូវការបនាៃន់ៗ្ខដដរ។
លក្ទ ់ង្ព ង្នេះ
ការគាំត្ទរបស់គំង្ោខង្ៅង្ ើ
ការ្តួចង្្តើលគំនិតរបស់ស គលន៏និខការគាំត្ទពីសំណាក្់ោជរដ្ឋាភិបា ង្ ើការអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ដ្នក្ង្ ដ្ឋារចនាសលព័នធ ដូចជា ត្បពនធ័ធាោស្ថស្តសត ធនធានទឹក្
្ៃូវៃន ់និខស្ថពនជាង្ដើលង្ៅមានក្ំរឹតង្ៅង្ ើយ។
ក្នុខង្ព ជាលួយគានង្នេះ

សលតថភាពរបស់ស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លមនិខត្ក្ុលអខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋានក្៏ង្ៅមានក្ំរឹត្ខដដរ។

ឧទា រណ៏

ដូចជាការពាោលក្នុខការបង្ខកើនគុណភាព្ ិត្ រួលគាន ការវិនិង្ោគរួលគានឬ ការចរចារង្ដើលបីង្ោយមានភាពត្បង្សើរង្ ើខដ ់វិស័យទី្ាជាង្ដើល។
ការបូក្សរុបង្ដើលបីង្្ៃើយតបង្ៅនិខទិសង្ៅទី៣ននការវាយតនលៃគឺការបា៉ាន់ត្បមាណវាស់ដវខង្ៅង្ ើភាពសលត្សបនិខត្បសិទធភាពននវិធីស្ថស្តសតនិខយុទធស្ថស្តសតរបស់អខគការត្ក្ុលអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ភូលិ។
គំង្ោខង្នេះបានង្្ៃើយតបត្តឹលត្តូវង្ៅនឹខយុទធស្ថស្តសតអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ង្ៅក្នុខត្បង្ទសក្លពុជាង្ ើយក្៏បានង្្ៃើយតបង្ៅនិខបញ្ហាោទិភាពជាង្ត្ចើនង្ទៀតរបស់ត្គួស្ថរង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅ។ ោត្ស័យង្ តុង្នេះ
ង្យើខោចង្ធវើការបូក្សរុបបានថ្នភាពសលត្សបននគំង្ោខង្នេះោចដ្ឋក្់ពិនៃុង្ៅក្ំរិតត្តឹលង្ ែ៤ (ននក្ំរិត៦ដដ បានដ្ឋក្់សំោប់ការវាស់ដវខ។
គំង្ោខបាននាំលក្នូវ ទធ្ ង្ជាគជ័យ អៗលួយចំនួនប៉ាុដនតក្៏ង្ៅមានក្តាតអវិជជមានពីខាខង្ត្ៅលួយចំនួន្ខដដរដូចជាការែវេះខាតទឹក្ង្ត្បើត្បាស់និខបញ្ហាវិស័យទី្ា្ ិត្ ជាង្ដើល
ត្បសិទពធ របស់គង្ំ ោខ (Efficiency)
ត្ក្ុលអនក្្ត ់សមាាសន៏ង្ៅស គលន៏បានសំដដខការង្កាតសរង្សរើ ែពស់ង្ៅង្ ើបទអនតោគលន៏រួលចំរុេះគានរបស់គំង្ោខ តមាៃភាពនិខរួលទាំខភាពបត់ដបនរបស់គំង្ោខ្ខដដរ។
ការវិនិង្ោគង្ ើវសិ ័យធនធានលនុសេបានត្តូវង្គទទួ ស្ថគ ់ថ្នជាវិធីស្ថស្តសតដ៏មានត្បសិទធភាពលួយ្ខដដរ។ អនក្្ត ់សមាាសន៏ជាង្ត្ចើនបានបងាាញនូវភាពង្ជាគជ័យដដ ទទួ បានពីសក្លមភាពចិញ្ចឹលសតវ
គុណភាពត្គាប់ពូជត្សូវនិខភាពត្បង្សើរង្ ើខននវិធីស្ថស្តសតដដ ក្សិក្រង្ត្បត្ើ បាស់ជីង្ៅង្ ើដំនាំត្សវូ របស់គាត់។
ការដ្ឋំណាំត្សវូ តាលរង្បៀបបង្ចចក្ង្ទសទំង្នើប
SRI
ដដ ោច្ត ់ទិនន្ ែពស់ក្៏បានត្តូវង្គយក្លក្ស្ថក្ បខពិង្ស្ថធន៏ង្ដ្ឋយក្សិក្រលួយចំនួនតូចង្ ើយក្៏ក្ំពុខបាន្ត ់្ គួរជាទីង្ពញចិតត្ខដដរ។
ត្ក្ុលបុគគ ិក្អភិវឌ្ឍន៏គំង្ោខក្៏បានបងាាញនូវបទពិង្ស្ថធន៏ត្គប់ត្គាន់ង្ៅក្នុខការបំង្ពញតួនាទីជាអនក្ជួយសត្លបសត្លួ និខង្ត្បើវិធីស្ថស្តសតនានាដដ មានភាពសលត្សបង្ ើយទទួ បាននូវការសរ
ង្សើរែពស់ពីសំណាក្់ព រដាង្ៅក្នុខលូ ដ្ឋានតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅ។
ង្ទាេះបីជាោ៉ា ខណាក្៏ង្ដ្ឋយត្ក្ុលអនក្វាយតនលៃបានរក្ង្ ញើ ថ្នសលតថភាពននការត្គប់ត្គខែៃេះហាក្់ដូចជាង្ៅមានក្ំរឹតង្ៅង្ ើយជាពិង្សសទាក្់ទិនង្ៅនឹខជំនាញក្នុខការត្គប់ត្គខៃវិការនិខការជួយ្ត ់ការគាំត្ទដ ់
ការរក្ទី្ាសំោប់្ ិត្ ក្សិក្លម។
ការត្តួតពិនិតយនិខការង្ធវើរបាយការណ៏ដដ មានភាពសមត្ុ គស្ថមញក្៏ត្តូវដតង្ធវើង្ោយមានភាពត្បង្សើរង្ ើខបដនថលង្ទៀត្ខដដរ
បញ្ហាង្នេះក្៏ត្តូវទាក្់ទិនង្ៅនិខ ក្េណៈសមុត្គស្ថមញរបស់គំង្ោខង្ ើយនិខវិស្ថ ភាពធំង្ធខននចំនួនអនក្ចូ រួលង្ៅក្នុខត្ក្ុលង្គា ង្ៅ (ដដ មានត្ក្ុលអខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋានចំនួន៤២
2
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និខត្ក្ុលស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លមចំនួន១២)។
ត្ក្ុលអនក្វាយតនលៃក្៏បាន្ត ់អនុស្ថសន៏ង្ោយង្ធវើការពិនិតយវិនិចឆយ័ង្ោយបាន អិត អន់ង្ៅង្ ើោ ់ទិនន័យរបស់របាយការណ៏និខង្ធវើោ៉ាខណាង្ដើលបីជួយង្ោយរបាយការណ៏ង្នេះមានភាពស្ថលញ្ញនិខងាយត្សួ ្ខដដ
រ (ដូចជារបាយការណ៏ចំនួន២ដខក្នុខលួយឆ្នំជាជាខការង្ធវើរបាយជាត្បចាំង្រៀខោ ់ដែ)។
ការបូក្សរុបក្នុខការង្្ៃើយតបង្ៅនិខទិសង្ៅទីលួយននការវាយតនលៃគឺការពិនិតយង្ ើខវិញង្ៅង្ ើង្ជាគជ័យនិខការត្បឈលនានាដដ ង្ក្ើតមានង្ ើខង្ៅក្នុខអំ ុខង្ព ននការអនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខបចចុបបននង្ដ្ឋ
យរួលមានទាំខអវីដដ ជាង្ជាគជ័យធំៗដដ ទទួ បាននិខភាពក្ខវេះខាតត្ពលទាំខលូ ង្ តុដដ ង្ៅពីង្ត្កាយបញ្ហាទាំខង្នាេះ្ខដដរ។
ការបូក្សរុបង្នេះក្៏មានទាក្់ទិន្ខដដរង្ៅនិខទិសង្ៅទី៤ននការវាយតនលៃដដ តត្លូវង្ោយមានការពិនិតយង្លើ ង្ ើខវិញង្ៅង្ ើតួនាទីននការគាំត្ទបចចុបបនននិខការត្គប់ត្គខសលត្សបង្ៅក្នុខអំ ុខង្ព ននការអនុវតតន៏
គំង្ោខ។
ង្ទាេះបីជារបបគំង្ ើញបានបងាាញង្ោយង្ ើញថ្នគំង្ោខង្នេះលិនបានង្្ៃើយតបង្ោយចំង្ៅនិខបញ្ហាអទិភាពដូចជា ការែវេះខាតទឹក្ ការង្រៀបចំគំង្ោខ ការត្តួតពិនិតយ
និខការង្ធវើរបាយការណ៏ទាំខអស់ង្នេះត្តូវដតង្ធវើង្ោយបានត្បង្សើរង្ ើខដៃលង្ទៀត
(បានពិនៃុ៣ននពិនៃុសរុប៤) ចំដណក្ពិនៃុដដ ្ត ់ង្ោយង្ៅង្ ើក្ំរឹតត្បសិទធព ននការងារជាលួយស គលន៏ត្ក្ុលង្គា ង្ៅគឺ៥ង្ ើពិនៃុសរុប៦ដដ ជាពិនៃុែពស(់ ទិសង្ៅង្នេះត្តូវបានទទួ ង្ជាគជ័យែពស់)។
ការគាំត្ទដ ់សក្លមភាពចិញ្ចឹលសតវនិខការង្ធវើរបរ្ ិតក្លមចំរុេះបានត្តូវទទួ រខ្ ប៉ាេះោ ់ដដ បណាត លក្ពីការែវេះខាតទឹក្។
ត្បសិទធភាពរបស់គំង្ោខ(Effectiveness)
ការវាយតនលៃក្៏បានរក្ង្ ើញនូវចំណុចែវេះខាតលួយចំនួន្ខដដរង្ៅក្នុខដំង្ណើរននការអនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខ (ដូចជានិរនតភាពននការអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ជីវភាពរស់ង្ៅដដ លិនោចទទួ បានង្ជាគជ័យង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរដត
ការែវេះទឹក្និខទី្ារសំោប់្ ិត្ ) ង្ ើយនិខភាពសមុត្គស្ថមញសំោប់ការត្គប់ត្គខនិខត្តួតពិនិតយ។ការវាយតនលៃង្នេះនឹខជួយង្រៀបចំង្ ើខវិញនូវដំង្ណើរការជាគំរូលួយសំោប់ការ
អនុវតតន៏គំង្ោខង្ៅវគគបនាៃប់។

ង្ទាេះបីជាោ៉ា ខណាក្៏ង្ដ្ឋយ

័ទធ្ ពិតត្បាក្ដង្ៅក្នុខស គលន៏បានបងាាញង្ោយង្ ើញចាស់ថ្ននូវការតៃ ស់បតូរជាវិជជមានង្ៅង្ ើោក្បបក្ិរិោលនុសេង្ៅក្នុខត្ក្ុលង្គា ង្ៅដដ ពួក្ង្គោចបងាាញង្ចញនូវការត្ពួយរបស់ង្គទាំខង្ៅង្ ើការ
អនុវតតន៏បង្ចចក្ង្ទសៃមីៗង្ ើការដ្ឋំដំណាំត្សូវ ការពត្ខឹខអំណាចដ ់ស គលន៏និខសិទធលនុសេ។
ជាអក្ុស ង្ត្គាេះោំខសទួតដដ បានង្ក្ើតង្ ើខក្នុខអំ ខុ ង្ព ២ឆ្នំ
ជាប់ៗគានក្នៃខង្ៅបានជេះឥទធិព អវិជចមានង្ៅង្ ើការត្បក្បរក្សិក្លមង្ ើយត្គួស្ថរជាង្ត្ចើនបានង្ត្ជើសង្រើសយក្ការចំណាក្ត្សុក្ង្ដ្ឋយែុសចាប់ង្ៅត្បង្ទសនៃសំោប់ជាវិធីង្ដ្ឋេះត្ស្ថយង្ ើបញ្ហាជីវភាពែវេះខាតក្នុខ
ត្គួស្ថររបស់
ែៃួន។
ការតៃ ស់បតូរោក្បបក្ិរិោសំខាន់ៗមានជាោៃ៏ដូចជា ការអនុវតតន៏
នូវបង្ចចក្ង្ទសៃមីៗ ភាពត្បង្សើរង្ ើខននការទំនាក្់ទំនខ ័ទធភាពរបស់ព រដាក្នុខការសំដដខលតិង្ ើោ ់ក្ខវ ់ដដ ង្គមាន ការង្ក្ើនង្ ើខត្បាក្់ទុនសនេំ
ការៃយចុេះននក្រណីអំង្ពើ ឹខាក្នុខត្គួស្ថរនិខការង្ក្ើនង្ ើខនូវការទាលទាររបស់ព រដាង្ដើលបីការអប់រំសំោប់ង្ព អនាគត។
ជាទូរង្ៅព រដាង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅបានដៃៃខង្ោយដឹខថ្ន ការរំពឹខទុក្របស់ពួក្ង្គភាគង្ត្ចើនដដ ដសតខង្ចញពីគំង្ោខង្នេះត្តូវទទួ បានង្ជាគ
ជ័យជាស្ថថពរង្ ើយ។
ចំដណក្ការបំង្ពញង្ៅង្ កាើ ររំពខឹ ទុក្ជា ទធ្ (Outcome)ង្ៅតាល
ទិសង្ៅវិញង្នាេះបានត្តវូ ការវាយតនលៃង្នេះរក្ង្ ញើ ដូចខាខង្ត្កាលៈ
□

ទធ្ រំពខឹ ទុក្ទី១:
ការង្ធវើង្ោយបានត្បង្សរើ ង្ ើខដ ស់ ុតតិភាពង្សបៀខនិខង្សដាក្ិចចក្នុខត្គួស្ថរតាលរយៈសក្លមភាពង្ដើលបីង្ ើក្ក្ំពស់ជីវភាពរស់ង្ៅង្នាេះ
មានអនក្្ត ់សមាាសន៏ភាគង្ត្ចើនបានង្លើ ង្ ើញ
ថ្នមានភាពង្ ើក្ង្ ើខគួរង្ោយក្ត់សំគា ់ង្ យើ ពួក្ង្គក្៏បានដៃៃខអំណរគុណដ ់គំង្ោខ្ខដដរដដ ពួក្ង្គបានចាត់ទុក្ថ្នជាង្ជាគជ័យដ៏ធំលួយ
(ប៉ាុដនតរការក្ខវេះទឹក្ក្៏ង្ៅដតជាក្តាតឧបសគគសំខាន់លួយ្ខដដរ)។

□

ទធ្ រំពខឹ ទុក្ទី២: ស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លមនិខអខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋាន
ក្៏មានសលតថភាពក្នុខការត្គប់ត្គខង្ ើធនធានធលមជាតិរបស់ពួក្គាត់បានត្បង្សើរត្តឹលត្តូវង្ ើយនិខការយ ់ដឹខង្ៅង្ ើការកាត់បនថយនូវក្ំរឹតហានិភ័យដដ បខកង្ ើខង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរង្ត្គាេះធលមជាតិដដ ួស
ពីអវីដដ គំង្ោខោចត្គប់ត្គខបានដូចជា ង្ត្គាេះោំខសទួត (ដដ ទធ្ ង្នេះលិនោចទទួ ង្ជាគជ័យបានង្ ើយត្បសិនង្បើគាមនការជួយត្ជដុំ ត្ជខពីោជរដ្ឋាភិ
បា ង្នាេះ។
ត្សង្ដៀខគានង្នេះដដរត្បសិទធភាពង្នេះក្៏មានតិចតួចសំោប់ ទធ្ ដដ ដសតខង្ចញពីការង្រៀបចំសិកាេស្ថោនានាសំោប់កាត់បនថយដ ់ជនចំណាក្ត្សុក្។
ដតក្៏មានអនក្្ត ់សមាាសន៏ជាង្ត្ចើនបាននិោយថ្នពួក្ង្គនឹខលិនមានគំង្ោខង្ដើលបីចំណាក្ត្សុក្ង្ទៀតង្ទលក្ទ ់ង្ព ង្នេះ។
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□

□

ទធ្ រំពខឹ ទុក្ទី៣:
ស គលន៏ង្គា ង្ៅោចង្ត្បើត្បាស់សិទរធ បស់ង្គង្ពញង្ ញនិខទទួ បាននូវង្សវាក្លមបំង្រើស្ថធារណៈសលរលយ
ង្ដ្ឋយង្ៅក្នុខង្នាេះមាន ទធជាវិជជមានបានង្ក្ើតមានង្ ខើ ង្ៅក្នុខស គលន៏ង្ដ្ឋយមានការទទួ ស្ថគ ់និខជំរុញង្ោយមានការអនុវតតន៏សិទធលនុសេ
កាត់បនថយអំង្ពើរ ឹខានិខមាន ទធភាពក្នុខការបង្ញ្ចញលតិង្ ើោ ់បញ្ហាដដ ពួក្គាត់និខស្ថថប័នក្ំពុខត្បឈល។
ទធ្ រំពខឹ ទុក្ទី៤:

ស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លមនិខអខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋាននឹខមានការអនុវតតន៏អភិបា ក្ិចច អង្ ើយោចង្ធវើការង្្ៃើយតបង្ៅនិខតត្លូវការជាក្់ដសតខរបស់សមាជិក្

(គំង្ោខង្នេះនឹខនាំលក្នូវការចូ រួលោ៉ា ខសំខាន់ង្ៅង្ ើ ទធ្ ដដ បានរំពឹខទុក្ទាក្់ទិនង្ៅនិខការបនត
ង្ធវើង្ោយកាន់ដតត្បង្សើរង្ ើខដ ់ជំនាញក្នុខការត្គប់ត្គខនិខបង្ខកើតនូវដំង្ណើរននការសង្ត្លចចិតរួលគានង្ដើលបីបង្ខតកើ ត្បព័នធត្ក្ុលសនេំ។
ការបូក្សរុបទាំខង្នេះទាក្់ទខជាសំខាន់ង្ៅនឹខទិសង្ៅទី២ននការវាយតនលៃង្ដើលបីបា៉ាន់ត្បមាណង្ៅង្ ើ ទធ្ និខ្ ប៉ាេះោ ់របស់សក្លមភាពង្ ើស គលន៏ដដ ត្ក្លុ អខគការអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ភូលិក្ំពុខង្ធវើការ
ជា
លួយ។
ង្ៅក្នុខទិសង្ៅដដ ង្គបានបង្ខកើតង្ ើខសំោប់គំង្ោខត្ក្ុលអនក្វាយតនលៃបានរក្ង្ ើញនូវភាពត្បង្សរើ ង្ ើខគួរជាទីង្ពញចិតតង្ដ្ឋយរួលមានទាំខការតៃ ស់បតូរនូវអតតចរិក្របស់ក្សិក្រង្ ើយនិខការង្ក្ើនង្ ើខនូវការទាលទាររ
បស់ព រដាង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅង្ដើលបីសុំង្ោយមានការង្រៀនសូត្តជាបនតរដៃលង្ទៀត។ក្នុខក្រណីង្នេះការដ្ឋក្់ពិនៃុសំោប់ក្ំរឹតត្បសិទធភាពគំង្ោខ ដ ់៥ដដ ជាពិនៃុែពស់(ង្ដ្ឋយមានន័យថ្ន
ទិសង្ៅទាំខអស់ត្តូវទទួ បានង្ជាគជ័យង្ ើយព រដាង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅក្៏បានបងាាញនូវភាពង្ពញចិតតង្ៅង្ ើអវីដដ ក្ំពុខង្ក្ើតមានង្ ើខទាំខង្នេះដដរជាពិង្សសការវិនិង្ោគង្ៅង្ ើធនធានលនុសេ)។
ង្ទាេះបីជាោ៉ា ខណាក្៏ង្ដ្ឋយ ង្ៅង្ព ង្យើខគិតង្ៅដ ក្់ តាតននការអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ត្បក្បង្ដ្ឋយនិរនតរភាពវិញ (ដូចជាបញ្ហាទឹក្ ក្ខវេះខាតង្ ដ្ឋារចនាសលព័នធសលត្សបនិខបញ្ហាទី្ារ្ ិត្ )
ង្ព ង្នាេះការក្ំរិតពិនៃុននភាពង្ជាគជ័យោចលក្ង្ៅត្តឹលដតរវាខពីង្ ែ២ដដ ជាក្ំរឹតទាប (ដតង្ទាេះបីជាមានការត្បឈលដបបង្នេះក្៏ង្ដ្ឋយ គំង្ោខង្ៅដតបានទទួ ង្ជាគជ័យែៃេះៗដដរ)
ង្ៅដ ់ង្ ែ៣ដដ ជាក្ំរឹតពិនៃុទាបបនតិច
(ង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរការង្រៀបចំដំង្ណើរ ទធ្ ឬការសននិដ្ឋានទុក្ជាលុនង្នាេះលិនត្តូវបានង្ក្ើតង្ ើខដូចដដ បានរំពឹខទុក្ង្នាេះង្ ើយសំខាន់ង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរដតក្តាតពីខាខង្ត្ៅលួយចំនួន)
្ ប៉ាេះោ ់របស់គំង្ោខ(Impacts)
អនក្្ត ់បទសមាាសន៏ភាគង្ត្ចើនបានចខអុ បងាាញង្ោយង្ ើញនូវភាពត្បង្សើរង្ ើខសំខាន់ៗលួយចំនួនដដ ង្ក្ើតមានង្ ើខង្ៅង្ ើគុណភាពននជីវភាពរស់ង្ៅរបស់ពក្ួ គាត់។
ដតង្ទាេះបីជាោ៉ា ខណាក្៏ង្ដ្ឋយការែវេះទឹក្ ការចុេះង្ថ្នក្ននតនលៃទី្ារ្ ិត្ ក្សិក្លម ភាពគាមនការងារង្ធវើដដ ្ត ់្ ប៉ាេះោ ់ង្ដ្ឋយតៃ ់ដ ់ការចំណាក្ត្សក្ុ ដដ សុទធដតជាក្តាតដដ នាំង្ោយការែំត្បឹខដត្ប
ខអភិវឌ្ឍន៏លិនោចបានទទួ ង្ជាគជ័យដូចដដ ង្គចខ់បាន។
វាមានស្ថរៈសំខាន់ណាស់ដដ ព រដាត្ក្ុលង្គា ង្ៅបានបងាាញនូវការង្កាតសង្សើរង្ ើយមានអំណរអគុណង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរដតគំង្ោខង្នេះបានជួយង្ធវើង្ោយត្គួស្ថរង្គមានការរើក្ចំង្រើនជាបនតបនាៃប់និខបានជួយង្ធវើង្ោយ
ក្ុមារោចបានង្ៅចូ ស្ថោង្រៀន។ មានត្ក្ុលអនក្្ត ់សមាាសន៏ែៃេះបាននិោយសខកត់ធទន់
ថ្នង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរដតគំង្ោខង្នេះនិខការជួយគាំត្ទពីសំណាក្់អខគការត្ក្ុលអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ភូលិពួក្ង្គនឹខលិនមានដ្នការឬលូ ង្ តុអវីង្ដើលបីចាក្ង្ចញង្ៅង្ធវើចំណាក្ត្សុក្ង្ៅត្បង្ទសនៃង្នាេះង្ ើយ។
ការត្បង្លើ ង្លើ ង្ ើញ
ង្ៅង្ កាើ រតៃ ស់បតូរជាវិជជមានង្ៅង្ព អនាគតក្៏ត្តូវបានង្គង្ ើក្ង្ ខើ
(ជាការត្សង្លត្ើ សនល)ង្ៅក្នុខអំ ុខង្ព ននការវាយតនលៃទាក្់ទខជាសំខាន់ជាលួយនិខការទទួ បាននូវត្បព័នធង្ត្ស្ថចត្សពសំោប់គាំត្ទដ ់របរក្សិក្លម
ង្ដ្ឋយរួលបញ្ជូ ទាំខការជីក្ត្សេះត្គួស្ថរ្ខដដរ។
ក្នុខង្នាេះមានលនុសេដតលួយចំនួនតូចដដ បាននិោយថ្នពួក្ង្គចខ់បានទឹក្សំោប់ទទួ ទាន។ ង្ ើយការត្សនលចខ់ង្ ើញទី២ ដដ សំខាន់ង្នាេះគឺការភាជប់និខភាពត្បង្សើរង្ ើខង្ ើតនលៃទី្ារ្ ិត្ ក្សិក្លម។
វាមានភាពសំខាន់្ខដដរ
ដដ ត្ក្ុលអនក្្ត ់សមាាសន៏ភាគង្ត្ចើនបានអេះោខដូចៗគានថ្នពួក្ង្គបានង្ត្តៀលែៃួនជាង្ត្សចសំោប់ង្ធវើការបរិចាចក្និខចូ រួលង្ៅង្ ើការតៃ ស់បតូរនានាង្ៅង្ព អនាគតទាំខដ្នក្ៃវិការនិខក្មាៃំខតៃ ់
ែៃួន។ ពួក្ង្គបានសដលតខនូវការង្ត្តៀលែៃួនជាង្ត្សច្ខដដរង្ដើលបីចូ រួលង្ចញង្ ើការចំណាយង្ៅង្ ើក្ិចចត្បតិបតតិការនិខការដៃរទាំ្ខដដរ។
ការបូក្សរុបទាំខង្នេះមានទំនាក្់ទំនខង្ៅនិខទិសង្ៅទី២ននការវាយតនលៃ
គឺង្ធវើការបា៉ាន់ត្បមាណង្ៅង្ ើ ទធ្ នឹខ្ ប៉ាេះោ ់នានាដដ ង្ក្ើតង្ចញពីការអនុតតន៏សក្លមភាពគំង្ោខង្ៅង្ ើស គលន៏ង្គា ង្ៅដដ អខគការត្ក្ុលអភិវឌ្ឍភូលិបានង្ធវើការជាលួយ។
ដូចដដ ត្ក្ុលអនក្ចូ រួលសមាាសន៏ភាគង្ត្ចើនបានង្ ើក្ង្ ើខបញ្ហជក្់ង្ៅង្ ើការរើក្ចំង្រើនដ្នក្ជីវភាពរស់ង្ៅង្ យើ និខការបញ្ឈប់នូវគំនិតង្ដើលបីចំណាក្
ត្សុក្ ដូចង្នេះការដ្ឋក្់ពិនៃុង្ ើក្ំរិតនន្ ប៉ាេះោ ់របស់គំង្ោខង្នេះោចបានដ ់ង្ ែ៤ដដ ជាពិនៃុក្ំរឹតែពស់បនតិច
(ង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរដតគំង្ោខង្នេះបាន្ត ់នូវ ទធ្ គួរជាទីង្ពញចិតតដូចជាការពត្ខឹខនូវក្ិចចស ការរវាខព រដាង្ៅក្នុខភូលិឬជាលួយអនក្ភូលិជិតខាខ។
ប៉ាុដនតក្តាតពីខាខង្ត្ៅដូចជាការែវេះទឹក្និខទី្ារ្ ិត្ ង្ៅដតជាឧបសគគសំខាន់ប៉ាេះោ ់ដ ់ជីវភាពរបស់ព រដាង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅ។
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Annex 17

និរនតរភាពរបស់គំង្ោខ
ការតៃ ស់បតូរដ្នក្អតតចរិក្គឺជា្ វិជជមានលួយដដ លិនោចស្ថបសូនយង្ៅបានង្ ើយ
(ង្ ើយលនុសេង្ៅក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅង្ៅដតសំដដខការចខ់បនតនូវការង្ត្បើបង្ចចក្ង្ទសដដ ពួក្ង្គបានង្រៀន ការបនតរក្នុខសក្លមភាពសនេំត្បាក្់ ការបង្ខកើន្ ិត្ ក្សិក្លម
ការចញ្ចឹលសតវង្ដ្ឋយង្ធវើការជិតសនិទធជាលួយត្ក្ុលស ក្រណ៏ក្សិក្លម និខត្ក្ុលអខគការលហាជនលូ ដ្ឋាន។
មានត្ក្ុលអនក្្ត ់សមាាសន៏ភាគង្ត្ចើនក្៏បានអេះោខោ៉ា ខចាស់ោស់្ខដដរក្នុខការអនុវតតន៏ជាបនតរង្ទៀតង្ៅង្ ើបង្ចចក្ង្ទសដដ ពួក្ង្គបានង្ចេះនិខង្ត្បើត្បាស់នវូ បង្ចក្ច ង្ទសៃមីៗង្ទៀត្ខដដរ។
ពួក្ង្គបានបនតង្ទៀតថ្នង្គបានង្ត្តៀលែៃួនរួចជាង្ត្សចក្នុខការបរិចាចក្ចូ រួលដ ់ោ ់ការតៃ ស់បតូរនានាង្ៅង្ព អនាគត្ខដដរ។
ង្ទាេះបីជាោ៉ា ខណាក្៏ង្ដ្ឋយត្ក្ុលអនក្វាយតនលៃង្ៅដតង្លើ ង្ ើញនូវភាពចាំបាច់ននការទទួ ែុសត្តូវនិខការជួយគាំត្ទពីសំណាក្់ោជរដ្ឋាភិបា ង្ ើតត្លូវការជាបនាៃន់ង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរការរស់ង្ៅរបស់ព រ
ដាលិនោចរខ់ចាំដតការពឹខដ្អក្ង្ៅង្ ើក្តាតជំនួយពីខាខង្ត្ៅដូចជាគំង្ោខអខគការលិនដលនរដ្ឋាភិបា ឬត្ក្ុលអនក្្ត ់ជំនួយង្នាេះង្ ើយ។
ោ ដ់ ំង្ណាេះត្ស្ថយង្ ើបញ្ហាសមុត្គស្ថមញនានាដដ ទាក្់ទិនង្ៅនិខក្តាតធនធានទឹក្ ង្ ដ្ឋារចនាសលព័នធត្តូវដតជាក្តពវក្ិចចទទួ ែុសត្តូវជាបឋលរបស់អខគការង្ៅក្នុខលូ ដ្ឋានង្ត្កាលក្ិចចជួយគាំោរពីសំណាក្់ោជាាធ
រលូ ដ្ឋាននិខោជរដ្ឋាភិបា ្ខដដរ។ គំង្ោខអភិវឌ្ឍន៏នានាោចនឹខត្តូវការង្ោយមានការចូ រួលពីសំណាក្់ត្ក្ុលអនក្ជំនាញដដ ពួក្ង្គោចជួយ្ត ់ការគាំត្ទដ្នក្បង្ចចក្ង្ទសនិខដ្នក្សមាារៈែៃេះៗ្ខដដរ។
ការជួយគាំត្ទពីខាខង្ត្ៅង្ៅដតមានភាពចាំបាច់សំោប់ជួយដ ់ការ វឹក្ វឺននិខង្ដ្ឋេះត្ស្ថយបញ្ហានានាដូចជាជលទឺៃមីៗ ការចិញ្ចឹលសតវ ការង្រៀបចំត្គាប់ពូជនិខរួលទាំខការ្ត ់នូវការពត្ខឹខសលតថភាពននការត្គប់ត្គខៃវិ
ការនិខការពត្ខីក្ទី្ារ្ ិត្ ្ខដដរ។
ការបូក្សរុបទាំខង្នេះទាក្់ទខង្ៅនិខទិសង្ៅទី១
ននការវាយតនលៃគឺង្ធវើការពិនិតយង្ ើខវិញង្ ើភាពង្ជាគជ័យដដ ទទួ បាន
ការត្បឈលនានាង្ដ្ឋយរួលទាំខក្ដនៃខដដ មានង្ជាគជ័យែពស់បំ្ុតនិខក្ដនៃខដដ បានទទួ ង្ជាគជ័យតិចតួចង្ ើយនឹខក្តាតជាលូ ង្ តុង្្េខៗ
(រួលទាំខការសននិដ្ឋានពីក្តាតខាខង្ត្ៅនិខបញ្ហាទាក្់ទិនង្ៅនិខនិរនតរភាពរបស់គំង្ោខ្ខដដរ។
ង្ដ្ឋយដ្អក្ង្ៅង្ ើការរក្ង្ ើញរបស់ត្ក្ុលអនក្វាយតនលៃការដ្ឋក្់ពិនៃុង្ ើការមាននិរនតរភាពរបស់គំង្ោខង្នេះោចបានទទួ រ ូតដ ់ក្ំរឹត៤ (ង្រៀខែពស់បនតិច)
ង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរដតគំង្ោខង្នេះបាននាំលក្នូវ ទធ្ ជាវិជជមានលួយចំនួន ង្ ើយត្ក្ុលង្គា ង្ៅង្ៅដតមានបំណខចខ់បនតរង្ត្បើនូវចំង្ណេះដឹខនិខបង្ចចក្ង្ទសៃមីៗ ប៉ាុដនតក្តាតអវិជជមានពីខាខង្ត្ៅដូចជា
ការែវេះខាតទឹក្ ទី្ា្ ិត្ ភាពែវេះការងារង្ធវើក្នុខវិស័យឧសេ ៏ក្លមនិខការង្ក្ើនង្ ើខនូវការចំណាក្ត្សុក្ង្ៅដតជាឧបសគគសំខាន់ោោំខដ ់និរនតភាពយូរអដខវខរបស់គំង្ោខ។.
ក្ិតតិនាលនិខក្ិតតិស័ពៃរបស់គំង្ោខ
វាមានភាពចាំបាច់ក្នុខការជួយង្ ើក្តំង្ក្ើខដ ់ក្ិតិតស័ពៃរបស់គំង្ោខង្ដើលបីង្ោយង្គបានស្ថគ ់គំង្ោខង្នេះកាន់ដតចាស់ដៃលង្ទៀត។
ក្តាតង្នេះលិនដលនគិតត្តឹលដតការយក្ចិតតទុក្ដ្ឋក្់ដតង្ៅង្ ើការង្ធវើបទបងាាញសតីពីគំង្ោខង្ៅដ ់ស គលន៏ក្នុខតំបន់ង្គា ង្ៅដតប៉ាុង្ណាណេះង្ទ ប៉ាុដនតសំខាន់គឺការ្េពវ្ាយគំង្ោខង្ៅក្ំរឹតថ្ននក្់ជាតិ្ខដដរ
និខង្ៅក្នុខចំង្ណាលត្ក្ុលអខគការនិខ

(សំោប់្ត ់ង្ោយមានការចរចារជាលួយោជាាធរោជរដ្ឋាភិបា )

ស គលន៏អនក្្ត ់ជំនួយ

(ង្ដើលបីបង្ខកើននូវថ្នលព បដនថលឬក្៏ក្ិចចស ការជាលួយនិខគំង្ោខអភិវឌ្ឍន៏ដ៏នទង្ទៀត្ខដដរ។
ការដ្ឋក្់ពិនៃុង្ ើក្តិតស័ពៃនិខក្តតិនាលរបស់គំង្ោខោចង្ៅក្ំរឹតង្ ែ៤ដដ ជាក្ំរឹតែពស់បនតិច(ង្ដ្ឋយស្ថរគំង្ោខង្នេះបាននាំលក្នូវ ទធ្ ជាវិជជមានលួយចំនួន
ង្ ើយត្ក្ុលង្គា ង្ៅបានដឹខទាំខអស់គានអំពីអវីដដ គំង្ោខក្ំពុខអនុវតតន៏ ប៉ាុដនតក្តាតពីខាខង្ត្ៅង្ៅដតជាឧបសគគដូចជា–ការភាជប់នូវទំនាក្់ទំនខជិតសនិទធជាលួយោជាាធរ វិស័យឯក្ជន
នឹខជាលួយគំង្ោខអភិវឌ្ឍដ៏នទង្ទៀតដដ ង្ៅមានក្ំរឹតង្ៅង្ ើយ។
អនុស្ថសន៏សំខាន់ៗ:
ការសង្ត្លចចិតតជាយុទធស្ថស្តសត

អនុស្ថសន៏
បង្ខកើននូវក្ិចចជួយគាំត្ទបចចុបបននង្ដ្ឋយង្តតតង្ៅង្ ើក្តាតោទិភាពជាពិង្សសបញ្ហាទឹក្និខការង្ ើក្ក្ំពស់ចំង្ណេះដឹខ បង្ចចក្ង្ទស
និខការតៃ ស់បតូរដ្នក្អតតចរឹក្

អនក្ោក្់ពន័ ធ
KAWP
និខស្ថថប័នតនដគូ

ក្ំរតិ ននភាពសំខាន់
1 –សំខាន់បំ្ុត

អនុស្ថសន៏ជាយុទធស្ថស្តសតសំោប់គំង្ោខនាង្ព អណាគត

អនុស្ថសន៏
5

អនក្ោក្់ពន័ ធ

ក្ំរតិ ននភាពសំខាន់

Annex 17

ពត្ខឹខបដនថលង្ៅង្ ើចំង្ណេះដឹខលូ ដ្ឋានពីក្នុខស គលន៏ង្ ើយង្តតតការយក្ចិតតទុក្ដ្ឋក្់ង្ៅង្ ើតត្លូវការដដ ដត្បត្បួ នានាដូចជាបញ្ហាទឹក្ ការ
ង្ធវើង្ោយបានត្បង្សើរង្ ើខដ ់ដំង្នើរការត្ក្ុលសនេំការ
ពត្ខីក្ទី្ារសំោប់្ ិត្ និខការ
ដសវខរក្ជំនួយគាំត្ទពីត្ក្ុលអនក្ជំនាញ។

KAWP
ស្ថថប័ននដគូនិខត្ក្ុលអខគការអន
ក្្ត ់ជំនួយ

1 –សំខាន់បំ្ុត

អនុស្ថសន៏សំោប់ក្ិចចត្បតតិបតតិគំង្ោខ ង្ដ្ឋយង្ធវើការពត្ខខឹ ង្ ើការគាំត្ទដ្នក្ទំនាក្់ទំនខនិខក្ិចចស ត្បតតិបតតិការ

អនុស្ថសន៏
បង្ខកើនក្ិចចស ការជាលួយស្ថោង្រៀន ត្ក្ុលយុវជននិខអនុវតតន៏ជាបនតរនូវសក្លមភាពសខគលនានា

អនក្ោក្់ពន័ ធ
KAWP
និខស្ថថប័នតនដគូ

ក្ំរតិ ននភាពសំខាន់
ស្ថរៈសំខាន់
ទី២

អនុស្ថសន៏សំោប់ក្ិចចត្បតតិបតតិគំង្ោខ ង្ ើក្ក្ំពស់ង្ ើក្ចិ ចស ការជាលួយ
គំង្ោខដ៏នទង្ទៀត

អនុស្ថសន៏
ង្តតតង្ៅង្ កាើ រទទួ បាននូវធនធានទឹក្ង្ត្បើត្បាស់ង្ដ្ឋយ KAWP
ត្តូវង្ធវើការជាអនក្សត្លបសត្លួ រក្ការគាំត្ទបដនថលដ ់ត្ក្ុលភូលិង្គា ង្ៅ។

អនក្ោក្់ពន័ ធ
KAWP
ស្ថថប័នតនដគូនិខត្ក្ុលអខគការអន
ក្្ត ់ជំនួយ

ក្ំរតឹ ននភាពសំខាន់
ស្ថរៈសំខាន់
ទី១

អនុស្ថសន៏សំោប់ក្ិចចត្បតតិបតតិគំង្ោខ: ការពត្ខឹខសលថភាពខាខក្នុខអខគការ

អនុស្ថសន៏

អនក្ោក្់ពន័ ធ

ង្ៅង្ព ចាំបាច់ង្ដើលបីជួយង្ធវើង្ោយមាននិរនតរភាពនិខគុណភាពននការង្ធវើអនតោគលន៏អភិវឌ្ឍន៏បដនថលង្ទៀត(មាចស់ៃវិការតត្លូវដតជួយដ ់ដ្នក្ង្នេះ)

KAWP
ស្ថថប័នតនដគូនិខត្ក្ុលអខគការអន
ក្្ត ់ជំនួយ

ពត្ខឹខសលតថភាពដ ់ KAWP

ក្ំរតិ ននភាពសំខាន់
ស្ថរៈសំខាន់
ទី២

អនុស្ថសន៏សំោប់្ត ់ការគាំត្ទបង្ចចក្ង្ទសដ ់ KAWP

អនុស្ថសន៏

សត្លបសត្លួ ង្ត្បើនូវភាស្ថរស្ថលញ្ញដសវខរក្ជំនួយពីត្ក្ុលអនក្ជំនាញ
ង្ធវើង្ោយបានត្បង្សើរង្ ើខដ ក្ិតិស័ពៃនិខក្ិតតិនាលរបស់គំង្ោខនិខការសរង្សររបាយការណ៏និខលិនត្តូវពឹខដ្អក្ង្ៅង្ ើត្បភពជំនួយៃវិការដតលួយ។

អនក្ោក្់ពន័ ធ
KAPW

ក្ំរតិ ននភាពសំខាន់
ស្ថរៈសំខាន់
ទី១

អនុស្ថសន៏សំោប់្ត ់ការគាំត្ទបង្ចចក្ង្ទសដ ់ CBO/AC

អនុស្ថសន៏

អនក្ោក្់ពន័ ធ

ង្ធវើការពនយ ង្់ ោយបានត្បង្សរើ ង្ ើខដ ់ក្ិចចស ការក្នុខគំង្ោខង្ដើលបីង្ជៀសវាខការភ័នតត្ច ំឬភាពត្តួតសុីគានននតួនាទីនឹខង្ត្បើត្ក្ុលសនេំសំោប់ការអ CBOs និខ ACs
ភិវឌ្ឍន៏ស គលន៏។

6

ក្ំរតឹ ននភាពសំខាន់
ស្ថរៈសំខាន់
ទី១

